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FOREWORD

, This pUblication was prepltred by Kristina Gilber.tson, Informatiljn

and 'Materials Assistant in Physical Education and Recreation for the
Handicapped: Information and Research Utilization Center (IRUC). She

collected, reviewed, evaluated, collated; and assembled materials as
well as wrote annotations, introductfry...sections, and other narrative
segments of 'this publication. .

Historically some individuals with various kinds and degrees of
hearing impairments have particIpated in regular physical education,
recreation, sportand related activity programs. Others have taken part
in'special programs and activities involvin4 only those with hearing%
impairments. Still others have participated little in activities of
this type. A4 a result, requests for assistance and. materials dealing with
this population in these areas have not been as great as for_indilfiduals
having other sensory, physical, or mental conditions. However, changes

in these patternsshave been noted recently with increasing numbers of
multiple impaired individuals with a hearing difficulty_as one of the
!conditions- Emphasis on having individuals with various impairments,
disabilities, and handicaps participate in regular progams and ac-
tivities of all types is resulting'in sudden interest in these program
areas and new demands for information, materials, and services.

/"..... 44
-... . ..

As one step in Meeting these needs, this book has been added to
IRUC publicatigns. Regardless of an individual's background or experience
information of interest and value is contained in this publication:
Certain sections canoe helpful to individuals. with background and
experience In working with hearing :impaired prsons but none in physical education,
recreation, or related areas', -Other sections are designed for persions

.

but not with hearin im-

paired persdris. Consequently, readers with neither background nor ek- _

perience in either area will find.most sections useful and beneficial.

It is acknotIledged that hearing impairment sometimes accompanies
such other impairments as blindness or mental.retardation. However, due,to

.limitations in'time and space as well as to the existence of other
sources of reference in these,areas, information on multiple handicaps
involving hearing impairment is beyond the scope of this publication.
I 4

, , ,
Basic information is contained abOute variety of topics and areas

such as hearing impairment, motor development, recreation, art, drama,

(:=

and swimming. Follow ganer-a4 discussions of each of these areas is

information designed o provide assistance for identifying and locating

resourceg'to usCin initlazijy,or enriching programs. Information is

Provided about ongoing programs, involved personnel, and appropriate
audiovisual materialg. In'this one volume is a wealth of inf-ormation

...--

and material to assist anyone interested in these areas, regardless of
background and experience. '

4

Special Thanks and appreciation are extended to Kris Gilbertson 'fox
her diligent efforts that resulted in ,this Eitie and needed publ-illation:

...>
....1

. *

*
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Those who gain mosOrom her.qfforts wi be countless upwamed-hearing im-

paired children, yputh, adolescents, and dults who liavelftew, exciting,

and challenging Experiences through physical education, recreation, sports,
and related.areaS. Many of these opportuni ies would Aot have-been avail-

able Pere it not for stimula ion engenderV

.

-this publication.
s.

Jullen U.
'RUC and

Programs for

Stein, Director
ER Consultant
the Handicapped

vi



NEARING IMPVR4ENTS: AN OVERVIEW

'Although the tAm deaf is ofteq,used to describe persons with partial'
as well as total hearing lbss, a definite dittinction should 5e, made be-

tween the terms hard-of-hearing and deaf. The following gener41 defini-

tions, develbped by the Ad Hoc Siummittee to Define: Deaf and Herd o-f, Hearing
will be 'employed throughout this publication.

Hearing impairmentageeerfc term indicating a 'hearing disability
which may range in 4verity from mild't6 profound; iy includes the

subsets of deaf an4inard-of-hearing: ,

A deaf person is one whose hearing disability precludes
successful processing of linguistic information through
audition, with or without a hearing aid..

A hard-of-hearing person is one who, generally with the
use'of a hearing aid, has residual hearing sufficient tox
enable successful processing of linguistic information
through audition (22).

However, it'hassometimes been difficult to determine whether the
literature is referring to totally deaf persons or to the larger group of
hearing impaired pek-sons. Although this guide is being written.for ,both
groups, it should be recognized thlat the same methods do not always work
equalrly as well with both,populations. Richard Rosenthal, a writer who

became hard-of-hearing during World War.1I, expresses 'one aspect of /-
difference between the two groups in thi,s statement:

X
"Whilethe deaf are the most-cohesive-Minor ty group
in the United Stateswith their own% lan'gdage, 'clubs;
churches, and even Olympic Gam s, the hard-of-hearing

, -
socialize o'r form groups to miet with each other and
discuss mutual experieRces., as do other people with a

common difficulty..." (15)

1
However; Mindel and Vernon (18) point out that hard-of,heering chil- "

dren will still experience some sense of isolation.in situations where \j

they cannot fully participate in conversation. 'Group interactions
areas with prominent bac/kground noises can make communication more diffi-
cult. A

Loss of htaring is the most prevalent tealth problem in, the United
States 4(27): Of the 13.4 x.41lion hearing impaired ppople in the U. S.,

1.8 million are deaf (27). Ab8ut three million, Or between three.and
one half to five percent of the school age children in the United States
have hearing loss (29).

Heaping impaired children attend private and state perated residential
schools/and public and private day schools, a compl- e listing of which can



be found in tn.Auil 1976 American Annals of the Deaf Directory of Programs
and Services (28).. Primary methods of teaehing hearing impaired persons to
,communicaie at present include oralism-and total communication. Oralism is

a philosophy which stressesthat all copmunication with deaf children be
-done exclusively by means ok speech and speech reading. sAdvocates of this
form of communication contefid that the use of fiagerspelling''and the language

of signs will retard or preve the deaf child's acquisition and veiopmenC

y of natural language. They als sist that all deaf children ca acquire

good oral skills (15).

The teem manualism describes a system of communication which stresses
use of the manual alphabet (finger4elling) and the-languagp of signs as a
means df,dnstruction and as a form of communication. As no educational pme,-

'grams,in the United States practice manualism.as it was begun in the nine-
teenth centurf,. the tern is outdated,and often used mistakenly in desgribing
a cammunicatiOh program'that uses manualism in any form (15).

Total communication is a theory of communication that incorporates the
concepts of,gralism and manualism.into'a'single, all-inclu3ive process. The

right of teachers ind deaf students to use all forms of communication to
develop language coinpetencies is stressed. These.forms include natural

gestures, hearing-aids, speech, lipreading, lingerspelling, formal signs,
reading and writing. Advocates of this method maintain that it pollides the -

greatest opportunity for every deaf child to develop his/her maximum poten-
tial in language acquisition and speech development (15). A full debate on

the merits of oralism vs total communication is beyond the scope of this
publication; however, it is5ecommended that unless one is working in a
strictly oral setting,,every available means af communication be used.

Authorities agree that the age of onset of'deafness Is imurtand in
determining what effect the impairment has on an individual's total develop-

ment. If the childLlost hearing before developing.speech and language
patterns, learning will be more difficult th'an if the ehild had hormal

The following chart describes some of thevarioustypes and causes of
hearing impairment. It1is important to note that some types of hearin0
losses contain both c'onauerive and,sensorineural aspect; these are called
mixed losses.

1
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ti
Type Conductive Sensorineural

Definitiois :Those "conditions arising
from some mechanical'
block in transMissionof
sound in the outer'or
middle ear. (outside the
central.nervous system).

Central

.Conditions fromarising Any intereePence with

some damage to the neurak , sound transmission from,

'pathways between the inner the brain stem to and in-

earand tht brains " oluding the auditory
A. Congenital- -nerve in- cortex. 0 %..

t: jured or destroyed
before or during. birth. 4 '

B. Acquired or Adventi-
"tioushearing loss .
occurring after birth.

CauSes A physical obstruction to
the conduction of sound
waves to 'the inner. ear,

----'s4ch as impacted wax or a

middle ear infection.
The major cause of con-
ductive hearing loss
related to Middle ear
pathology is otitis
medea, an inflammation or
infection within the
middle ear.

A. Genetic. factors, the Rh

blood factor; premature
birth, and diseases such
as German Measles, mumps,
or influenzawhich the
mother contracted during
early pregaaricy.

B. CompliCations of cl4ad-
hood.diseases such as
spinal meningitis' "
encephalitis; scarlet
fever, or influenza, or
accidents which damage
the nervous-system which
affects the ability to .

hear..

Diseases of the brain
which-affect the auditory
pathway, for example,
cerebral tumor or abscess,
arteriosclerosis, cerebral 4

hemorrhage; and multiple

sclerosis.

cI

Treatment
Prorsis

Although hearing-may be
seriously impaired, deaf-
ness'is never total in
this *ype Of.impairment.
A hearing Alid is very
useful in improving a
heaiing loss due to con-

'Usually a more serious con-.
dition and less likely to
be improved by medicalAeat-
ment. Adequate treatment
often involves educational'

as well as medical inter-
vention.

Patient can "hear" but
does not'undevstand what
he hears. This type of
deafness s generally
treated as a lora of
receptive language dis-

order (aphasia). 1,
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. 4.
It isimportant to be award that deaf cliladren do not necessarily

learn at the game, tate as 'hearing children (18). Studies of educational -

.4"Ghievement have. shown-;deaf persons to be educationally retarded from three
to five years (32)% language'and. communication skills fare worse than
mckor and computation ,s,kills. However, these differences can be accounted

, S 4

for in terms othpr than differenoes in-inherent intellectual capaciv,
Society has failed, to find alternative ways of educating 'deaf persons. ,

While acknowledging the inherent danger in making generaliza4ions about
a particular population, itis necessary, to have some knowledge of the
characteristics'pf a population ia order to und'erstand and meet their -
cognitive, social and motor neecs., For the sake of convenience, some
of these characteristics of'hering impaired person% have been sutmarized
'in the following chart:

.
.

a
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Chacteristic

'Balance is often poor.

.1%

Program Planning/Leadership Considei-ati7s

Limit climbing ,and high apparatus work. En-

_ courage low level balance exercises and stunts

to develop skill and confidence.

ChilCiren,maY have fears or inhibitions
about moving freely'in space.

Movement exploration techniques allow par-.
ticipants to experiment and solve movement

.problems on their bwn. Moving at eheir own
pace gives children more opportunities for
success.

Children learn mainly by seeing.

.
Use visual aides such as blackboards, film4=7
slides. Circle games enable'children to
follow movement of other children. Demon-
strate frequeptly. Place child so the face
of the instructor or leader can be seen at ,

all times. ,

Children may have anxieties a d.frustra- N'
tions due in part to past errors or lack
of participation and in part to impatience-
with lengthy explanations,and demon-,
strations"(18). They tend to express
frustration physically, often through
temper tantrums ,(18t).

.

Avoid lengthy explanations and constant
changes in rules. Stress*good sportsmanghip
through cooperative play.

4 4

Deaf children hAe had fewer opportunities'
to learn fromcertain kinds of early ex-
per[mental play with other children (18),
due to difficulties in communications.
They,may be reluct'ant to enter group

set,tings.

14 le

Children may need to be taught how to play
-with.others. Provide opportunities for and .

instruction in social interaction early in
life through group games and cooperative
play with other students.

..

1_J
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Resources
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1. Altshuler, Kenneth A. The, social and psychological deveiCpment of the

, deaf child: problemS, their treatment. and prevention. American Annals

of the Deaf, 120(5):09-512, October 1975.. .f

1-a °

This article is a'chipter in the book, Deafness in Infancy and Early
_Chime ldhood (P. Fine,.editor, New York: Med Com Press, 1974). De-

scribed are pathways involved in normal development and how they
ay:be interfered with by the absence of audition and by family
responses in the case of a' deaf child.:t

2. Communication disorders -- speech and hearing,

'16 Nadel', editors., physically Handicapped

Teachers,' New York:' Grune and Stratton,
k

Beadle, Kathryn R:,
in Bleck, Eugene E. and Dow@
Children: -A Medical Atlas
1975. SO4 pp. '

Fundamental medical fact including medical-descriptpn of hearing
disorders -- hearing mechanisms, types of hearing losses,-' incidence,

causes, treatment approac'help and implications for therVuottor.
- .

3. Beasley'A.,-C. Bogner,'and H. tightel. Suggested readings for
parents of preschool deaf children._ American Annals of the Deaf, 117
(2):431437, August 1972..

..This list of readings Was cofpiled-fr6m a national survey asking
parents which readings had bin most helpful to them,-and a review
of.available literature in the field published since. 1967. Each

referenclgis briefly described and the address,where it can be ob-
tained is provided. Materia/i hre grouped under the following
subject headings: Parent and Child Interaction, Parent to Parent
Discussion, Communication, Education, Diagnosis, Life Problems
Disc6ssed by Deaf Adults, Books and Pamphlets.,

4. Bleck,"gugene E.,, and Do.nald 4.. Nagel, editors. Physically Handi-

capped Children: A Medical Atlas for Teachers. New York: Grune

and Stratton, 1.975, 304 pp.

44,0

Fundamental medical faces on A,wide rang4 of handicapping conditions
in children are presented in dfis medical atlas. ,Each chapter,
.approximately ten paged in length, includes a medical description
of the condition, incidence, causes,. treatment approaches, and
implications for the educator. The following conditions are coveted:
amputations, arthrogryposis,-asthma, aerebral palsy, communication
disorders, convulsive disprderal cystic fibrosis, dermatomyositis
and,polymyositis, diabetes, Friedreich's -ataxia, 'heart-disease,

hemophilia, Duchenne muscular dystrophy: myelomeninpcele/meningocele/
spina bifida, temporary orthopedic diSabilities, osteogensis Aimperfecta,
traumatic paraplegia and quadriplegia; poliomyelitis, juvenile
rheumatoidarthritis, sickle cell disease,,Spinal-muscular atrophy,
and visual disorders. in addition, chapterA on anatomy and motor
development in infancy provide basic background'information. This

atlas was written for teachersof'physically handicapped cialdrep
and for students.

6
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5. Bloom, Freddy.4 Our Deaf Children. Washington, D.C.: Alexander

Graham. Bell Association for the Deaf (Headquarters: The Volta

Bureau, 1537 35th Street, N:W.,*20007), '1963. 152 pp.-

The mother,of a severely deafchild writes about the process of

dealing with the handicap. From explanationslf deafness and the

medical aspects of the impairment, the author moves to,a discussion

of the role of a deaf child's pardnts and the importance of auditory

training. Suggestions for giving deaf children every opportunity

to communicate are offered, along with advice on disCipline and'other

matters related to dealing with young deaf children. Other chapters

are devoted to schools, mu\tiple a dieapsik and the family. ,

6. Bibliographies are available fromithe Center for Hearing, SpeeCh

and Disorders of Human.Communlication, 310 Harriet Lane Home, Johns.

Hopkins Medical Institutions, Baltimore, Maryland, 21205.

7. Costello, Patrice M. Educational and 'social'factors in the rehabil-

itation of hearing disakilities, in Cobb, 'Aldrena Beatrix, Medical

Ye ad Psychological Aspects of Disability. Springfield, Illinois:

Charles C. Thomas,1973. pr.-303-328.

This chapter Aovides,a general background on diagnosis, patterns-

of hearing loes,, speech deelopmentsequence, and the influence of

native ability and educational level op the prognosis for successful

rehabilitation of the deaf client.kThe role of training for

communication through speech reading, auditory training, and the

language'of signs in the potential for success is explored. 'Problems

in psychosocial development of hearing impaired persons are suggeaed.

8. Davis, H., and S. R. Silverlan, edit6rs. Hearing and Deafness.

Nelirrk, New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1970. Third edition.

9. Demeyerp, Patrick Firmin. Essential factors in the occurrence and

the mitigation, of occupational deafness. Master's thesis. (School
,

not available), 1969. 168 pp.

n.

Researoho.n.the occurrence of occupational deafness has been

limited to fragmented contribution by a few disciplines, such as

acoustics,' otolew, and ergonomics. An investigdtion model was

developed.on the basis of the interaction between management, the

rabor-f and the authorities who are responsible for occupational

health. is triangulat basis was expanded to fivevlevelsi i.e.,

the indivi ual, employment, state, national, and international

levels. F ve more indicators Were introduced: participation,

,roles, gen ral'nontechnical causes, specific nontechnical causes,

,and-commun cation. A series 0 ctors was discussed and proposed

for further investigation: con eptualization, responsibility taking7

priority to action, standardization, cost to management, employer-

employee relationship, interpretation of the work condition by

the employees and contribution of the state health authority.

64{



10. Greenberg, Joanne. In This Sign. New York, New York: Rinehart and

'Winston,-1 70. i

, This novel tells the story of a deaf couple who met at a residential
school in the early decades of the 1900's. Their struggIe to survive
in a hear g world during the Depression provides insight into some
of the scimbles encountered by hearing impaired persons.

I

11. Hardy, itidhard E., and John G. Cull. Educational and Psychosocial
Aspects of Deafness. Springfield, Illinois Charles C. Thomas, 1974
191 pp. 1

..

Each of the twelve chapters in this book was written by a different
authority. An overview of many areas concerned with deafness is
presented.

12. Information Sources in Hearing, Speech; and Communication Disorders.
Baltimore, Maryland: Lnformation Center for Hearing, Speech, and ,

Disorders of Human Communication, The Johns Hopkins Medical Insti-
tutions (310 Harriet,Lane Home, 21205),-1970.

Existing information sources,in communication disorders have been
identified and compiled in this-guidefor scientists, clinicians,
teachers, students, librarians, and administrators. The book can
serve the user the following ways: as a directory to services,
as a definition ofithe field, and as an information referral network.

Jacobs, Leo. The community of the adult aeaf. American Annals of the
''Deafl.'119-(1):41-46, February 1974.

An average adult deaf community is depicted; the common impairment
and interests of deaf people draw them together in a close-knit
community with the. advantages and disadvantages of a small town 4

evfn when thex'livelqn a large urban, area. Since the telephone is

, not till convenient and reliable instrument with deaf persons that it
is with hearing, deaf pdople spend more time driving around to pay
social calls on friends. The author states that the avplige deaf
.family home tsually'shbws much mdre Activity than their hearing
neighbors bothinlvterms of visitors and more frequent invitations'
out. Organizatidnal patterns are also described and mention is
made,of Several Federal programs generated by these organizations.

14. Jordan,Jordan, John L. Attitude-Behavior Scale: Deaf. (Unpublished instru-

ment.) East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State University, 1972. 31.pp.

The Attitude - Behavior Scale: ,Deaf is an'instrument designed to
mOastire the attitudes of'an individual toward. the deaf, The instru-
ment is based on the Guttman Facet Theory and is designed primarily
to,shaw the utility of the Facet Theory approach to attifude scale
construction The instrument consists of 137 items which ask the
individual to'give his opinion on other people'S beliefs about the
deaf, his own beliVs toward the deaf, and his own projected actions
toward the deaf bther itms deal with actual experiences the subject

at

8
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has had with deaf people and personal data about the indOidual.
Sample_items are: In respect to people who are deaf, do you

"" believe that it is usually right or usually wrong (to take a deaf
child on a camping trip with normal children, to allow a deaf child

to 'visit overnight with a child who is not deaf, to be a soldier in

. th rmy); .In respect to a deaf person, would you (share a seat on,

a"tclin for a long trip, live in the next door house or apartment,
extend an invitation to a party at your house). The instrument is

self-adminA.tered. Cross - cultural information on the instrument

can beldound in "Facet Theory and Cross-cultural Research Methodology",
a packer presented by the author at the First International Conference .
of ,the International Association of 'Cross Cultural,Psychology, :

Augusto 1972, Honk Kong: A copy,of this paper and the instrument
are available from the author.

..
I . $ ,

ea

15% Katz,, Lee, Steve L. Mathis, II'I, and F,dward G. Merril. l,
.

Jr. The Deaf'

Child in the Public Schools: A Handbook for Parents of Deaf Children(

, Danville,. 41-inois.: The Interstate Printer and Publishers, Inc.
(61832), 1914. -pp. 79-89.,

.

, .

.
.s .:

A listing of sbme-of .the."better recognited national organizations: -.

concerned with dedfness" (Q...79) is presented alOng with Fede'ral
agencies tiler migAt be helpful. .

.

.

. , .7

.16. 'Linn,, D. Recentdevelopments affecting'the gclucation of heating -

impaired children. PublicHealth Reviews, 7-151, April-June 1975. .

'

..

Mild and moderate conductive hearing loss, commonly encountered
among children in regularschoolg,'. can cauSe marked educatiopal

problems',' b't.lt the most se'vertdeficIts are met amorig child'ren with
severe sensorne'urai deafness. In sp'ileof thekcontroversy raging-il

. for and againsmanual comMunication as a means cf teaching. hearfng
unpaired children who equire'special-educatib;,mluy advances have
been made. :These includeney'approahcet tb'fanguage,cqNisition,,
emphasis on early treatment, more systematic use' of hearing.aids,

.. dev,elopment of educational services jeadiqg to regular claw place-'
/meht, and new subject teaching techniques. however, there.* a9 .

need for more and better teacher trainktg: . " ,div
. .

17. MeadowakathrYn P. The dearsubculture! Hearing and Speech-Action
43X4):16-18% July /August 1975. ' , , %.

.
.

.,

Meadow postulates the existence of 4 subculture among; persons who t

are profoundly deaf, and presents a number of distinct Characteristics
to illustrate its existence. ';..blese include A -high Incidence Of'in-'

marriage, a number of voluntary athletic,,social-'and religrous
organizations, the tradition of residential scboolini in state -
operated schools for the deaf; news broaddasts in sign language,
and American. SignLanguage,which is' used at least part of the time

. by 75 percent,df deaf addlts in the United States. The period in .

. the life cycle during which sign language is learned is cdnsid.ered
by Most deaf persons to be ehe time at which-they become a paft of

_the deaf community. Several possible subgroups are described'

1.1
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1-8. Mindel, Edgene D.,.and McCay Vernon. They Brow in Silence: The Deaf s'

Child and His Family. Washington, D. C.: National Association Of the
1 Deaf,,1971. $6.55.: ( ., ,

:

'. * cI ..

...1

The,authors discdss psychodynamics surroundirig the diagnosis of
,deafness. Some po,f the areas discussed are: parental reaction
upon discovering the deafness, causes of deafness, communication,
vocational, eductiona1, and psychological outcomes of deafness.

. .

19. Moores, Donald:F., and others. Evaluation of Programp for Hearings
Impaired Children: Report of 1973=74 ke'search Report No. 81.
Minneapolis, Minnesota: Research, Development, and Demonstration
Center in Education of Handicapped Children, Minnesota University, 1974.

Presented is the fourth year report:of a four -year longitudinal
1 'study comparing effectiveness'of seven_preschool programs for deaf

children. Schools are seen to.emphaSize either an oral-aural,
Rochester'(Dral-aural plus finger spelling), Or total communication

'method of instruction. Included in the repori-arka brief review
of literature on educational programs, for the.deafvsummaries of
earlier yearly reports,'descriptions of the. Orograps and subjects
sxudied,.project findiAgs, and appendixes (such ad a classroom
observatio4 schedule). Among findings reported are: the subject's
scores on the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities (ITPA)
were almost identical to the scores of normal,hearing children;
the subject's scores on the Metropolitan Achievement Tests Primer'
Sattery were equal to those of hearing children in reading and were
Lower in arithmetic;,that,scares on a Receptive Communication
scale showed sound alone, to be the least efficient communication
mode (44 percent) rising to 88 percent when lingerr
elting, and signs were added;'Ithat improved scor on a test for

understanding'the printed word (76 nt as'compared'to 56 per-
cent in J973 and 38 percent in 197 re cted',increasing emphasis

on the ttaching-of*ieading; anti th deaf children 1.10 hAve been

"mainstreamed" do not differ in t lligence,"reaOng, arithmetic
i achievement, ITPA scores, or overall communication abilities.

20.. Pang, Henry, and Carol Horrocks. An exploratory study of creativity
in deaf children. Perceptual and Motor'Skills, 27(3):84.4-846, 1968.

Eleven deaf children of averagq, intelligence at a midwestern school
for the deaf were administered the Barron Welsh Art Scale and the'
.Torfance Figural Tests of Creative"Thinking to measure creative
abilqies. They scored lower than other subjects as it appears
that they were not interested in the abstract figures but *ere more
oriented toward the concrete. They scored appi.oximately the same,
on the Torrance Dimensions as a group of normalLy hearing subjects
but-were higher on elaboration! Possibly the tendency.of the deaf
to be concerned with observed ,data aided them in obtaining high
elaboration dcores. In concldsion, because of the small sample,
the findings must be held cautiously. Clearly, a larger sample is
required. Creativity among deaf persons as well as other types of
handicapped persons should-be-thoroughly exploied.

10 20
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21. 'The Redd CorppraVion ,strikes again. Hearing and Speech Action, 43(1):

16, January /Februa'r'y 1975: ,

Summarizes' findings of Improving Services to Handicapped Children:.'

, Summary and Recommehdations by Garry D. Brewer and James'S. Kakalik,
Isprtpared bx the Rand Corporation for the U. S.,Departmnt of Htalth,

a---Education and Yelfare. -"In the United States among youth under age

21 there are 490,000 with serious hearing impairment (including"

50',000 deaf).' , .

22. ,Report -of the ad hiac committee to define deaf and hard-of-haring.
*AMerican Annals of the Deaf, 120(5):509 -512,. October 1975.

.
,

.

General definitions for'th terms deaf, hard-of-hearing, and
AIV 4 .4.4

hearing impairment are givep. . ,

.

.

.4
23. Robinson, Luther D. A.program for deaf mental patients. Reprinted

from Hospital and Community Psychiatry, n.d.

A spscial PregraNr the deaf at St. Elizabeth's,Hospital (Wash,.
ington, D. C.) was begun in 1963 when the author began conducting
group.psycihotherapy sessions for afgw chronically hospitalized deaf,

patients. Since then the program has been enlarged to include such'
activities as psychodrama and Lance therapy; now it occupies a"
`Separate facility and has a full-time staff. The program has'also

provided training 'for. hospital staff members, deaf college students,

.nursing students; professional'workersWith thedeaf, volunteers,
r and others. '

24. . Mental Health Services to Deaf People. Paper presented,

at the National Rehabilitation Association Meeting in San Juan;

Puerto Rico, September 26, 1972.

Although hearing impaired people encounter menta l health problems

/similar to.hearing persons, communication difficulfies make these
mental health problems difficult to detect and treat. Services

arekvadually developing; St. Elizabeths Hospital has carried out a
mental health program.of services, training,, research, and consultation
to organizations and agencies oa local, state, and national levels.

Although this program was began independently, it iec9gnizes a

:state of'interdependence with other organizations serving hearing

impaired individuhs, .

25. Roaffilthal, Richapl. The Hearing'Loss Handbook. New York: St.

Martin's Rres4, 1915. 198 pp.'

26., Rossetti Alison., Parenting of the preschool exceptional child.'
Teaching Exceptional Children,-7(4):118-121, SumMer 1975.

.

Described is an educational program for parents of preschool,deaf
children which uses open ended visuals to stimulate group discussions

of concerns about deafness and of strategies for facilitating the

child's development and improving parent-child relationships.
(

A
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27. Schein, and M. T. Delk. The Deaf Pqpulation of the United States.

Silver Spripg, Maryland: National Association of the Deaf, 1974.

28. Schonli and classes for the deaf in the UnitedStates. American Annals

of the Deaf, DirectoryofPogtams and Services, 121(2):72-143, April 1976.

29. Standard Reference Library, 1970 Yearbook: pp. 198,-199.

30.' Storrs, Lloyd A. Rehabilitation medica l aspects of hearing disorders
"in Cobb; Aldrena Beatrix, Medical and Psychological'Aspects of Dis-
ability. Springfield, Illinois; .Charles C. Thomas, 1973. pp. 295-

302.

The anatomy and physiology of the ear along with the pathology of
hearing, and treatment of hearihg loss are discussed in terms the
lay reader can understand.

31. Switzer, ,Mary E., and Boyce R. Williams. General article: life problems
of deaf people: p.;everitAn and treatment, ,Arches of Environmental
Health 15(249-246), August 1967.

The authors define "deaf people" and then outline six major problems
which affect"them. Problems described are communi,eation, education,
subculture, employment, public service, and pateqalism.

32. Telford, Charles W., and James M. Sawrity. The Exceptional Individual.

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1972.

33. Watson, DoUglas, editor. Readin'gs.on Deafness. New York, New York:

Deafness Research and Training Center, New, York University,-May 1973.

$2.00.,

Tbpfts in this set of readings include Ole following: (1) the ex-

perience of deafness; (2) notes on deaf eddcation; (3). improving the
leivery of rehabilitation services; and (4) the deaf community.

'34. Wright, David. Deafness. New York, Stein and Day, 1969.

This book is the autobiography of.a p et, writer, anthologist and
translator of scholarly works who has been totally deaf since the
age of seven. The second half of the book detailS the history of
education for deaf, persons.

ADDENDUM

An ABC of Finger-

Spelling and Sign Language. .ew York, New York: Parents

4. $5.95.

Charlip, Remy, Mary Beth, and George Ancona. Handtalk:
Magazine Press,

1

This book as composed of large color photographs illu
alphabet and some signs.

O'Rourke, T.J. A Basic Course in Manual Communication.

Maryland: _National Association of the Deaf, 1973. $5.20

tang the manual

Silver Spring,

Beginning sign language book containing il lustrations of,737 signs and
including practice exercises.

12 22



INTEGRATION OF HEARING IMPAIRED PERSONS INTO
REGULAR PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION PROGRAMS

In his survey of all the residential schools', day schools, and day
classes listed in'the American Annals of the Deaf 1975 Directory of Prograts
and Serlkice4 Craig (4) noted the following trends in mainstreaming ena
partial integratiolik of deaf with hearing students:

. An increase in the number of integralve programs.

. Development of selected components of the programs.

. Inclusion of mainstreaming or partial integration in adtitis-
trative tanning for the education of deaf students.

Six Of the 14 listings in this section are concerned with methods
and techniques of educating hearing impaired children in regular schools

and elasses (1,3,5,6,8,9). But not all educators agree that mainstreaming
can rrovide the best education for deaf children. Brill (2) concludes that

the .ical deaf child is not best placed in a regular classroom, and that
the prelingually.deaf child requires a,verAspecial educational progrim,
McKay. (8) cautions that certain unplanned efforts at mainstreaming deaf
children can result in irreversible educational and psychological damage.
114 their search of the literature, Craig'and Salem (5) cited two stud
scribing attempts to integrate deaf with hearing students for socia

and recreational purposes. It was noted that before being integrated on
a part-time basis, deaf youth lacked some of the Social skills and

independence of their hearing counterparts; after integration, they im-

proved in These skills. These studies give credence to the concept that
social and developmental skills can be the major outcome of integration

rand that positive change in social behavior can result.

Three studies exploring the effects of mainstreaming and integration
of deaf and hard-of-hearing persons with hearing individuals are detailed

in the following listing (7,10,11): Further research on the outcomes of

integration and mainstreaming programs is needed.

Resources r
de,

#1. Birch, Jack W. Hearing Impaired.Children in the Mainstream.

Minneapolis, Minnesota: Leadership Training InstAute/SpecialEdu-
'.cation, University of Minneota, 1975. 106 pp.

Hearing impaired children are increasingly being educated insruslar

schools and classes. This book is intended to provide teacher

#Availablq from CEC Information Services, 1920 Association Drive, Reston,

Virginia, 22091. (Use Number when ordering; postage is extra.);
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.supervisors, and Administrators with prac.tical ideas and methocis thee
.-have been Used sutcetsfully by educators who have hearing impaired
children in their c sses. To this en chapters deal with such
batic'consiaerations s terminology at Is mainstreaming? who are
-the hearing impaired? and the in ence of hearing impairment on
education of chilAen and youth. Other chapters concern character-
istics and principles of successfhl mainstreaming`, with specific
suggestions foeteachers and administrators. Fourteen,programs in
different settings illustrative .of mainstreaming hearing impaired
children are detailed.

+2. Brill, Richard Mainstreaming: format or quality?, American Annals
of the Deaf, 12 (4):377-381, August 1975.

Brill voices a rather strong statement agaidst the mainstreaming of
deaf children as he analyzes the factors involved in determining the
quality of education of deaf 'children that may result from the
mainstreaming movement. Brill concludes that the typical deaf child
is not.bestplaced iu a regular classroom, but that, instead, the
prelingually deaf child requires a very special educational program:

+3. Connor., Leo E. Mainstreaming' a s pecial school.. ;Teaching Exceptional,
Children, 8(2 ):76-80, Winter 1976.

The Lexington School for the Deaf (Jackson Heights,1New York) is an
example of a special school well integrared_into the surruunding
community., Community cooperation combined with teaching expertise

= creates an atmosphere of acceptance and understanding which benefits
the severely deaf students at Lexington, children in surrounding
schools, and the entire community as well. 'During the 1968-1975
period the following elements have contributed to a systematic
mainstreaming effort: community center, volunteers, transfers,
resource center, enrollment of normal students, and staff involvement.

"- +4. Craig, William N., Jamesqq. Salem, and Helen B. Craig. Mainstreaming
and partial integration of deaf with hearing students. American Annals
of the Deaf: Directory of Proing and Services, 121(2):63L68, April 1976.

These data represent responses to questionnaires sent by the American
Annals of the Deaf to all of the residential schools, day schools,
and day classes listed in the 1975 Directory of Programs and'Services.
Answers tb questions in the following areas were sought: number of
integrative programs, student participation, program components, staff
participation, evaluation. procedures, and school administrative pro-
cedures. Responses were compiled separately for the residential
schools, day-schools, and day'classesresponse rates were 87.50 per-
cent,.71.43 percent and 39.95 percent, respeetively.' The data are

+Available. from Physical Education and Recreation for the Handicapped: In-

formation and Research Utilization Center, 1201 16th Street, N.,W., Wash-
. ington, D- C., 20036.

9
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subject to limitations imposed by the mailed questionnaire technique.
and by the great diversity in structure shown by these programs.
HoweVer, the following trends can-be seen: a growth in the number .

of integrative programs., development of selected components of the
programs,and the inclusion of mainstreaming or partial integration
in the administrative planning for the.education of deaf students.

5. Craig, William N., and James M. Salem. Partial integration of deaf
with heating students: residential school perspectives. American
Annals of the Deaf, 120(1):28-36, February 1975.

Resid tial school faculties have become increasingly aware of the
possi lities ford integrating deaf with hearing,students. Poten-

tiall , deaf studen;s should improve in such areas as communication
capa lities, sScial awareness, academic skills and vpcational
co etency. The development of partial integration in twenty-two

sidential schools ,and the interest shown by seventeen additional'
residential schdols,. strongly suggest that at least some of the
objectives are being met.

+6. Integrating Persons with Handicapping Conditions into Regular
Physical Education and Recreation Programs. Washington, D. C.:
American AlliihCe for Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
December 1974.. $2.00./ (Developed and printed. as a service of the

0 Information and Research'Utilization Center in Physical Education
and Recreation for the Handicapped Project OEG-0772-5454-2233563,

-Bureau of Education for,the Handicapped, U. S. Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

An tnalysis of selected research and program literature is presented
. concerning integrating or mainstreaming individuals with handicapping
.conditions into physical education, recreation and related programs.
The analysis provides state-of-the-art statements, (1) integration .of
students with various handicapping conditions into regular public
school physical education,'atbletic and intramural programs, (2)
integration or mainstreaming of ill, impaired and disabled individuals
of all ages into community recreation'programs, (3) integration of 7--
handicapped campers into ongoing camp situations originally designed'
for nonhandicapped children and youth, (4) integration of visually
impaired individuals into existing physical education and recreation
prograis, (5) curriculum or model program descriptions for integrating
haddicapped children into the regular classrooth situation with pro-
visions for physical and/or recreational activities, and (6) atti-
tudes on the part.of the handicapped participant, his peers and related
program personnel in integrated physical education and recreation
programs. Each statement is followed by discussion and future needs
statement subsections. A list of references and selected audiovisual
aids, follow the analysis section.

+Available from Physical Education and Recreation dr the andicapped: In-

formation and Research Utilization Center, 1201 16th Stre , N. W., Wash-

ington, D. C.,20036.
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A
Mallenby, Terry W. The effect of

.

extended contact with "normals" on

the social behavior of hard-of-hearing Children. Journal of Social'

Psychology; 95:137-138, February 1975.

This study suggests that prolonged interaction with "no " children

can influence the social, behalhor of a group of hardlof-he ring chil7
dren. A

:8. .McCay, Vernon. Integration or mainstreaming. American Annals of,the

Deaf, 120(1):15-16, February 1975- .

,:

A system developed by R. Holcomb is 'compared favorably with otherwith

effort& at mainstreaming deaf chil en that are said to, /
..

result in irreveSsible educational and psychological damage.
I

. W
9. Nober, Linda W. An in- service program for integrating hearing impaired

children. Volta Review,'77(3):173-175', March Iva. .

4 ,

A . .
l / ,

The integration of severely hearing impaired children into regular r

crasses in public schools places special demands on the professionals
_within the schools apd requires extensive support from the families

of the children involved. To pzovide materials to be used as the
basis for an in-service education workshop in integration of severely
tearing impaired children into the public schOol environment, the
Northeast Regional% Media Center for ,the Deaf 'developed the HI -FI
Program (Hearing Tmpaired Formal I --ervice). It is,a reflection of

the current legislative mandates, ncouraged and supported by various

national professional organizatio : regarding the upgrading of
educational facilities and programs for children with special needs.
,The program is targeted for workshops of classroom teachers and
school personnel and,"as such, relates directly to school district and
classroom management of the hearing impaired child. Consisting of a,

manual, a set of transparencies, an audio cassette, and a video tape
recording, the program is targeted for classroom teachers, school

,.:_--44-istrict personnel, arki parents. Suggestions for parental input are

emphasized. Copies of HI-FI are available..from the National Center
for Educational Media and Materials for the Handicapped, Ohio State
University, Columbus, 43210.

4
10. Reich, Peter A., and Carol M. geich. Follow -Up Study of Deaf Students.

Toronto, Ontario, Canada: Ontario Ministry of Education, n.d.

This project explores the degree of integration of the deaf in Ontario

into the hearing community. Graduates of the Metropolitan Toronto

.School for the Deaf and from the Ontario Schfools for'the Deaf at

Milton and Belleville-who live in or near Metro Toronto area

being interviewed. Information is being collect ,d on (1) the train-

ing they have received, (2) the ,types and extent of communication
facility they develop, (3) employment profile, and (4) varioup indices
of the extent to which they function"within adult society, both hear-

ing and deaf. Questions include leisure time activities such as

going to movies, watching TV, membership clubs, leisure reading, etc. 4
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11. Rister, Anne. Deaf children in mainstream education. Volta Review,

777(5):279-290, Mayd975.'
0

.A longitudinal follow-through study of 88 deaf children, ages 6-16,

was caldUcted. Sixty -seven percent of responses from parents and

. tehers showed that preschool education had been beneficial. School
.

placement informatidn reveal/. that 62 percent'of students involved
attend regular classes'and 38 percent are in specialeducation
classes. Achievement was ieported'as'heing adequate for 64 percent
of entire group of students. Adequate achievement was reported for
.6 percent of studenes.eprolled in special education and`for 81.9
percent of those in regular education Classes. Copies of complete

study may be obtajned from.author at Speech, and Hearing Institute,

1343 Moursund Street; Houston, Texas, 77025.

12. Seagle; Edward E., Jr. A. study of the Iealpi,lity oft integrating

blind, deaf,,and non-handicapped youngster in an outdOor resident

aecamp setting. Magter's thesis. Pi:ovo,',Utah:' Brigham Young University,

19.74. 68 pp. .

P
Through careful analysis of related literature Ad a Study of de-
sired informatiOn, a questionnaire was developed and mailed to 50
camps which serve the hanidcapped within the U.S. and Canada.',

Thirty camps responded. The data were computerized and a frequency
distribution determined to analyze the responses. It was concluded

that this type of integration was feasible in terms of contributing
to the welfare of all three_types of'children involved. The study

also indicated trends in program possibilities, and outliped definite
minimal requirements for leadership in the proposed setting. Itfas
ado shown that private ownership arid operation,:was not feasible,
hut rather camp fees shouldbe instituted-as a means of financing.

+13. Update No. 1: Mainstreaming in Recreation, Physical Education, Special

.Education, and Other Community-Based Programs--Viewpoints. Washington,

D. C.: Physical Education and Recreation for the Handicapped: In-

1.` formation and Research Utilizatioq.Center (IRUC) (1201J16th Street,
N. W., 20036), January 1976,

,Books, art Iles from journals and newsletters, and published and un-
published papers, research reporks and -instructional materials on
mainstreaming ate listed.- Whenever possible a brief summary of each

entry is provided. .

14. 'Weinstein, G. W. New world of success for deaf children; success.in

regular classrooms. Parents Magazine, 43:66-69+, Noye'kper 1968.

.

_W5

+Available from Physical
Information and Research
Washingkon6..-ii, 20036

7

Education and Recreation for the Handicappea:
Utilization Center, 1201 16th Street, N. W.,
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. PHYSICAL EDUCATIOW:Alp MOTOR DEVELOPMENT
* ,

15,1 a
. Lite ture reviewed for this publication revealed eight comparative
Jtudies of motor, characteristics of hearing and hearing impaired children
(4,5,13,14,15,16,17,27). (our of these (4,13,14,16) dealt with sEatic_and
dynamic balance 'skills.

- In comparing performance of eight-year old.deaf and hearing children,
Lindsey and O'Neal (13) found that deaf children failed significantly more
tests on both static and dynamic: balance skills than did the hearing chil-
dren. But Logan found that while elementary school children scored sig-
nificantly poorer, than hearing children in all six tests of balance ability
administered to them, college students scored signifitantly poorer on only
three of the six balance tests. 'She attribtrted this to.certain factors
operating in 'the adolescent years that alloW hearing impaired subjects to
compervate for the lack of auditory sensitivity'in performance of balance
tasks. Lindsey and O'Neal (1B) found fewer. than ten publishedoletudies
comparing motor and balance skills of deaf children with those of hearing
children. Control of such variables as age, sex, race, IQ, and etiology
of deafness in these few investigations has varied to such a degree that
Teplication studies art still needed.

Seven general texts in adapted physical education that lad sections
dealing with hearing impairment were reviewed (1,2,7,10,21,25,29). ' It was

agreed that hearing impairments should impose little or no restriction On
a child's physical education program, However, certain precautions may be
needed,depending on the type and degree of hearinglimpairment. General
program planning and leadetship considerations Can be found in the chart
on page 5. Specific precautions for certain conditions are summari'zed
in ,the table'on the following page:

Arnheim, et al. (2) note'that methods for teaching activities to
deaf students differ from those used to teach the hard -of- hearing. Clases
composed mainly of deaf children should be limited in size from six to 12

'persons in order to meet individual needs of students. Attention-getters
such as waving the hands. oT'flfcking the 'lights on'aad off can used.

chifdrenhould be able to see the instructor's face in ore to

fachitate lip reading and facial gesture cues X2).

lo

2
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`General Hearing
Condition Impairment

Student has Sdt-
tained-Damage to
Semicircular Canal

Student Wears

Hearing Aid

Student has had a
Fenestration
Operation

Precautions

N0

ti

1. Boxing is usu- 1
ally prohibited c-,,,

since blooms to

the he e d- may

agg

f-ra

vate ear

r
amage (29).

2. Diving, skin
and scuba
diving, and life-
,saving (ex6ept
extension rescues
and others which
do not require
.sub-surface

gi 'swimming) are
usually contra-
indicated for

most auditory

Should not at- 1.

tempt activities
which require
climbing on high
equipment or that
'demand great bal-

ance skill due to
poor balance and
tendency to ex-
perience dizziness
(10)

2. Trampoline activ-
ity can cause
nausea and'teri-
ous accidents
(29).

3.

,impairments (29).
Any tumbling
which would tend
to cause semi-
circular canal
involvement
should be avoid d
(29).

Leave the aid
in place except

during swimming
and in periods
of vigorous
physical activ-

,ity (1).

2. Starched gym`
clothing should
iot be worn as
crisp fabrics:
can cause an
annoying sound
to the wearer
(1).

0.

3. A spare battery
should be kept

- by the physical
'educator in case
a replacement is
needed cry.

4. As excessive
moisture will

' 1. Must wear ear
plugs during .

cold windy
weather (10).

cause the battery
to corrode, the
hearing aid should
never be placed in
Crass or exposed
to temperature and
humidity changes
41). '

2. Sudden movements
of the head
should be avoid-
ed, as they cause
dizziness (10). '

3. Swimming is
prohibited (10).
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'Resources

1. Adams, Rohald C., Mired N. Daniel, and Lee Rul.lman. Games, Sports

and-Exercises for tffg Physically Handicapped. Second edition.

Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, 1975.

I- .

Auditory impairments are defined according to two classes based on

the time of hearing loss. Incidence figures and,treatment methods

are briefly detailed. Program implications involve making sure that
dirvtions and explanations are clearly understood by the hard-of-
hearing student, removal,of hearing aidi during strenuous physical
activity and giving students partners to work with. Also included

are recommended exercises for general balance, coordination, and

change of direction.

2. Arnheim, Daniel D., David Auxter, and Walter C: Crowe.. Principles
and Methods of Adapted Physical Education. St. Louis, Missouri:

C. V. Mosby, 1969.

Some of the topics treated in the section'on the deaf and the hard-
of-hearing include the following: definition, incidence of hearing

loss, causes of deafness, characteristics of teaf persons and of
hard-of-hearing persons, and the role of hearing in development.
Educational placement is discussed in .terms of day and residtntial

schools. Competent teachers for deaf and hard-of-hearing children
must first be able to teach all the children with whom they come in

contact, but certain qualities that May be helpful in teaching
hearing'impaired children are listed along with suggestions for
teaching these children, who are enrolled in regular physical edu-

cation classes. A'mention of research needs in this are concludes

the section.

"3. Barker, 'Meredith Ann. A study to determine if auditory perception may

be improved through participation in-anadapted phikcal education
program of selected- activities. Master:.e thesis. Springfield,

Massachusetts: Springfield College,1974. 75 pp.

Subjects for this stud were 31 kindergarten, 1st and 2nd.grade
children (ages 5-8) of average IQ wIth no physical disabilities who,

,scored .-below ndrmal,on the Wepman Auditory'Disorimination Test

(form A). The subjects were assigned to an exp. or a control group.
The experimental group participated in an adapted program of 50 lessons
which included activities designed to improve perception. ,The control

group participated in 50 regular physical education classes. hethe end

of the experimental period, the subjcts in both groups werelested on

form B of the WADT. The t test showed the experimental group,to haVe
improved significantly more than the control group (K05):

Brace, Cloyd. A comparison of the ability of deaf boys with normal

boys:in balance control. Mastei's thesis. University of Texas, 1936.

5. Breseth, Stephen M. A comparative seudy of the athletic capabilities

of deaf and nondeaf students. 1971. 109 pp.
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The subjects (N=100), here mal' and females ranging in age from 12 tp

414 years. Fifty subjects were deaf and 50 had normal hearing. Each

of the two groups was comprised of 25 boys and Aagirls. All subjects

were tested for MBC, agility, second volume breaning capaoity, atm
.Stcangth, speed-run, leg strength, eye-hand RT, and eye-hand coordination.
.,...Thekt showed the hearing, subjects had supdtior capability (p7.05) in

NBC, agility second volume capacity, and eye -hand RT. A significant

differedce (p,>.'05) was f$und in favor of the hearing girls'only in leg

strength. &o Significamt differences (p>.05) were fOund for boys
and girls in eye-hand coordination, arm strength, and running speed,
and for boys 4n leg strength.

6. Busack, Cathe. Manual communication with deaf riders. N orth American'

oRiding for the Handicapped Association News, 3(3):8 -,9, November 1975.

, j
W set of simple, highly visible gestures used to communicate inseruc-

tions during an active riding class is illustrated. Presented are

signals for walk on, reverse, ci'r'cle, slow down, steering through
poles, sit down, forwardpdsition, posting, trot, canter, and shorten

reins. The author asks anlone who lias.developed a system of signals
to corhacC.her at the 'followIng address: c/o T. R. Blown, Larger

Cross Road, Bedminster, Nil Jersey, 07921.'

7. Daniels, Arthur Simpson, and Evelyn A. Daniels.. Adapted Physical Edu-

cation. Third edition.' New York, New York: Harper an0 Row, 1975.

ar.

The' major purposes of this third edition are to indicate how physical
education can be, made available to'handicapped child-fen, to provide
guidance for pAysical.educatiorlateachers and administrators, and to

provide an inservice text for napted'physical educators, special
educator, 4nd classroom teachers. The book is divided into three

major sections, each of which containsseveral chapters. Part one

is concerned with'definagthe problem-+-who'are exceptional Children,
what ,hysical education does for them, their adjustment problems, and
societal attitudes. .Part two deals with physical education and

specific. impairments, including body-mechanics-problems, mental
deviance, neurological and neuromuscdlar disorders, orthopedic
problems, organic. conditions, sensory impairments, emotional dis-
turbance, and otheri. 'Organization and administration .of the pro-
gram are covered in part three, with special chapters-devoted to
aquatics, camping, and post-school considerations: Each chapter is

tt, concluded wit4.04 bibliography; the book has some illustrations.'
, )

8. Developmental and Adap }ed Physical Education. Communications Dis-

orders: An Iridividhalized Program. Oakhurst,,,New Jersey: Township

of Ocean School District- (Dow Avenue, 07755),"1976. 1Z4 pp.. ,

This Projedt ACTIVE (All Children Totally. Involved Exercising)

manual was written to prdvide students and practitioners with the
training and procedures for implementingan individdalized and
personalied physical activity prograni for students with commu-

nication disorders. Under the classification of communication,,
disorders fall hearing impaired, visually impaired, autistic, and

speech handicapped children. The Project ACTIVE format of Test,

. 0.



Assess, Prescribe, Evaluate is followed by the manual. Procedures and
various motor abilities (balance and postural orientation, eye and

foot accuracy) are detailed. This is followed by a chapter on.assess-
ing student performance on these ,tests. The prescriptive process

includes chooSing apprppriate tasks,and activitiesbased'on test
and assessment data: A chapter in the manual is devoted to exercises
and activities in the following areas: gross body coordination,

balance and postural orientation, eye-hand coordination, eye-hand
accuracy, eye-foot accuracy, arm and shoulder strength, abdominal
strength, explosive leg power, and cardiorespiratory endurance. -A

bibliography and various forms and check-lists conclude the manual.
Students with peripheral deafness may have a balance problem due to

reduced functiop4ng of the semi7circular canals. Climbing and

apparatus work should be limited for these students. .

L.

9. Dzyurich, V.V. The role of verbal speech in the development of
movement in deaf children. SRetsial'naya Shkola, 1:58-60, 1968.

Sixty-three.13-16 year-old deaf children were subjects in a study
of the pedagogical effect of oral explanation in physical education
on (1) speed of motor reaction in response to a photic signal., and (2)

wiftness in racing. Significant improvements were demonstrated as

p result of teaching deaf children motor skills and, habits to _the
accompaniment of appropriate verbal explanations. It is concluded
'that the well-Ithown functional insufficiency of the motor analyzer in
.deaf children is ascribable not only to pathology cif the auditory -'
organs but also to the imperfection of the methods utilized in the
physical education of deaf children.

Holli F. S ecial Physical Education' Ada ted Corrective

Developmental. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: W. B. Saunders Company,

1972.

- Written for prospective physical education teachers in a vviety of

,,settings. Discusses visual handicaps,. auditory handidaps, cerebral

palsy, orchoped4 defects., heart conditions, convalescence,'nutritional
disturbances, other physical conditions requiring adapted physical
education, mental retardation, Social maladjustment and mental ill-

o ness, and aging. The following activities. nd topics are treated:
basic skill games, rhythms and dance, individual sports, dual games,
team games, swimming, weight training, outdoor education, corrective
body mechanics, and developmental programs for physical fitness.
,Chapter Six: Auditoiy Handicaps, details such topics as the nature
and cause of hearing disabilities, and needs and' djustments of
persoeS-.with'auditory handicaps. Suggestions fpr planniig the

physica3.education program in regular schoo/S and-special settings,
and, specific program content at>as are discussed. An appeddix in-

cludes suggested films and filmstrips for teachers, film sources,
record sources, professional organizations, societies and associations,

.and periodicals.
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11. Grimsley, Jimmie RiZard. :The Ofects of visual.cUeness and-visual'
deprivation upon the acquisitioh and rate of learning of a balance

skill among deaf individuals. octoral disseration. Athen, Georgia:
University of Georgia, 1972. 9 pp.

"
Normal-hearing, congenital deaf, and acquired deaf children were
taught a balance skill on the dy abalometer. Each subject was tested
under conditions of: utilizatio of normal visual cues; utilization
of supplemental visual cues; and bsence of visual cues (blindfolded).
Results indicated' that normal-hea ing children balance better than
'deaf, children; deaf individuals learn the balance skill as well as
normal heartngorchildrerr as measured by th? dynabalometer; there is
no difference in performance or learning between congenital-deaf
and acquired-deaf individuals; deprivation of visual input impairs
balance performance; and supplemental visual cues significantly
aid the deaf population especially Ole congenital deaf but do not
help the normal hearing. .

12. Kozyrnov, G. F. Alteration of react4n speed of choice of deaf
people affected by participation in fencing. Teoriya I Praktika
Fizicheskoi Kulturi (USSR), 8:44-45, 0,ugust 1974.

Copy of artic14 and translation avail le for fee through: National
Documentation Centre for Sport, Physic 1 Education and Recreation,
The University of Birmirigham, P. 0. Box 363, Birmingham, 815 2TT,
England.

13. Lindsey; Dianne, and-Janet O'Neal. Static and dynamic balance skills
4F- of eight year old deaf and hearing children. Amer)..can Annals of the

Deaf, 121(1):49-55, February 1976,

The purposo0/6f this study was to compare the peftforrliance of 31

mentally and physically normal eight year old deaf. chi ren with

the performance o'f 77 mentally and phy0.cally normal ght.year4
old hearing children on a battery of 16 static, and d mfc balance

tests. The findings suggest: (1) Deaf children failed` signific antly

more tests on both static and dynamic skills than did the hearifig
children; (2) This relationship existed independent OCrace and sex
of the child, only the variable of hearing status was found
relate significantly to performance on these skills; and (3).

Elimination of visual input on svatic balance tasks increased the
difficulty of the tasks-for both the deaf and hearing ,groups, but
the deaf were more seriously impaired in their balaad abilities
than the hearing children.

14: Logan, Mary J. A comparison of static and dyhamic equilibrium among
the hearing and hearing:impaired'at the elementary and college levels.
Master's thesis. College Park, Maryland: University of Maryland,

1969, 91 pp.

Four measures of static balance and two of dynamic balance were
given to hearing-imeiredsubjects (N=60)- at elementary and college
levels,, and an equal number of hearing subjects. Significantly

02
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poorer balance ability was found in all cases for the nearing=impaired
subjects at the elementaryllevel, but in'only three of the six tests

at the college level. Apparently, certain factors operate in the
intervening adolescent years'that permit-hearing-impaired subjects to
compensaee'for the lack of auditory sensitivity in the performance of

balancing tasks.

15. Long," John, Alexander. Motor Xbilities of Deaf Children. New York,

New York: Bureau of Publications,' Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1932.

,

Performances of equated deaf and hearing groups on five of the six
tests of the'Stanford Motor Skills Unit, a grip strength test'and
a balancing board test were compared. With the exception of balance,
no significant difference in motorskills between deaf and heal-ing
persons was- fOund.

a6. McCurry; Frederick A. A comparison of dynamic balance performances
of deaf and normal, college men, Master's thesis. University Park, .

Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University, 1969, -79 pp.

Criterion tests included three standard dynamic balancetests:
the balance' beam test, the Bass test, and the sideward leap test.
The Bass test and the sideward leap test were modified slightly for
the dear:subjects. 'Subjects included 52 students from PSU and 53
students from Galladdet Cof.ege for the Deaf in Washington,'D. C.
At both schools subjects were divided into two groupj--athletes o4
nonathletes--depending upon the information gathered from.their
questionnaires. Testing procedures at both schools were identical:_
There appeared to be a difference between dynamic balance abilities
of deaf athletes and nonathletes; however, this was not true of the

normal subjects. Reliability of the tests used in the study was ,

high. Little or no relationship between deaf persons' hearing losses

and their previous athletic participation existed. A moderate
relationship existed among the various balance test performances for

hearing subjects and for deaf nonathletes. There was little relation-
ship, however, among the, test performances for the deaf athletes. .

17. Minter, Martin G. A cpbaparison of Teaction'time and movement time

in deaf and hearing freshman male college students. -Master's thesis.
College Park, Maryland: University of Maryland, 1969. 44 pp-.

FLfty deaf male freshmen at Gallaudet College, Washington, D. C,, and
hearing male freshmen at Catholic University, Washington, D. C.,

who se,enrolled'in the reqdired PE program, were tested on two

tasks. Th--Ekrst was, a simple reaction test,requir,ing subject to
depress a telei?apkkey with tie index finger when a visual stimi4us

appeared, The secoria-wap a complex reaction and mov ent task re-
4uiring subject_to extingulSh,4 lights in 'random se ence. Each

subject had 10 trials on each of'Itte....1wo tests: Res Its of alp

simple reaction time test showed no sigaticant diff rence. Qn the
reaction-moyement time, test, however, the deaf were found'superior

(K.01)..



18. b'Neal,IJanet. Balance Skills in Deaf Children, a Pilot Study..
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, April 22, 1974.

19. Pennella, Louis J. Physical Education Curriculum Guide. Buffalo, New
York: St. Mary's School for the Deaf, n.d.

Program objectives and suggested activities for t'he pre-primary,
through senior high.levels are given. TheSe,/evels include: pre-
primary grades (ages five and six), primary, grades (.ageS '4even,

eight, and nine), intermediate grades (ages ten; 11-, and 12), junior
high grades (ages 13, 14, and 15), senior high grades (ages 16f and
over). Curriculum Modifications for multiple handicapped deaf students
are also presented.

20. Pennsylvania School for the Deaf. CurricufuM-Guidelines.in 'Health
and Physical Education. 'Philadelphia, Pennsylvapia: the School, 1966.
53 pp.

21. Physical Education for the Exceptional Chftd. The University f the

State of New York. The State Education Department, Curril Develop-
ment Center, Albany, New York, 1970. pp. 31-32.

Hearing impairment should impose little or no restriction on a
-child's physical education program Since many of these'children
may not have had the early play experiences of normal children, A1,y
may need experience in simple, fundamental movements before they man
participOme in usual group activ..ties. A maximum qf Aemonstration
and a minimum of verbal instruction are stressed. Specific ;activities

for hearing impaired children in the areas of. physical fishp'5 and
cz.?

conditioning, games, self-testing, rhythm and-dance, and aq41#tics
and water safety are, included.

22. Ritzke, L. Physical development of deaf children. Kultura FizyCzna

29(2):69-70, February 1975.

Copy and translation available for fee thraugh: National Documentation
Centre for Sport, Physical Education and Recreation, The University of
Birmingham, P. 0. Box 363, Birmingham, 815 2TT, England.

23. Robbins, John Philip. The effect of the Exer-Genie on selected
mcomponents of physical performance in adolescent boys at the
Tennessee School for the Deaf. Master's thesis. 'University of *

Tennessee, 1967. ,81 pp,

24. Smith, Thelma. A survey of physical education programs for deaf and
hearing impaired children. Master's thesis. Denton, Texas: Texas

.Woman's University, 1971.1

25. Sasne, Michael, Handbook of Adapted Physical Education Equipment and
Its Use. SpringfieldoIllinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1973.

Many repetitions of the same instruction may be needed before some
hearing impaired students will be able to follow directions; eye
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contact is also recommended. Using a set of pie-established command
signals pt the playground, gymnaSium floor? and in the swimming pool

is advocated.

'26. -Tsukerman, I. V. Rhythmic exercises and the speech of deaf children.

Spetsialinaya Shkola,41:54-57, 1968.

A survey of the literature on the theory and practice of rhythmic
exercise as a means of promoting speech development.in deaf children.

27. Vance, Paul Cessna. MotOr characteristics of deaf Children. Un-

published dodtoral dissertation. Colorado State College, 1968.
Dissertation Abstracts International, p. 1146-A, October 1969,

108 pages. (Order No. 68-14,746)

The purpose of this study was to compare the pei-formance of physically
and intellectually normal, deaf daY=school children With the
performance of a group of,intellectually normal hearing children on
a.variety of motor skills. The deaf Children used in this study
were matched with normal hearing children by chronological age and

sex. Procedure: Forty-four deaf children'wefe included in the ex-
perimental group and 44 hearing children in the control group, making

a total of 88 subjko..47N,Forty subjects were boys, 48 girls. A
-treatment by.levels statistical design was employed in the analysis
of tht.re4Ults,wi'th the levels represented by chronological age
spans of two years each, "With a total Of fout levels in each group.
The number of boys (5 hearing and S deaf) and the number of girls
(6 nearing and 6 deaf) at. each level were the same. The experimental

group consisted of intellectually normal deaf boys and girls between

the ages of 5-0 and 12-11 ediolled'in five day school programs in large
calimunit,ies in Iowa. Justthose pupils with 65 decibel loss or
greater in their better hearing ear were included in the study. The

control group consisted of the same number of hearing subjects at
each chronological age interval as was included in the sample of. the
deaf (intervals of two years from 5-0 to 12-11).* For every deaf
subject included in the experimental group from one of the 5 school
systems involved in the study, a normal hearing subject of the same

age and sex from the same school system was'included in the control

-group. The initial performance of both groups (deaf and/hearing)

on 10 motor tasks was compared. The tasks included: grip-strength

on a hand-dynamometer, balancing on one foot, the Burpee squat thrust,

ball - throw at a target, the Sargent jump, fig -zag run, fifty-yard
dash, and three sub-tests of the MacQuarrie Test for Mechanical
Ability;. tracing ability, tapping Speed, and 'dotting speed: The .

-statistical design of this study was a treatment by levels analysis

Of variance. The treatments in this study were two different
levels of hearing acuity (the deaf and normal hearing). The control.

variable was chronological age, divided into four intervals for both

boys and girls. Performance on the 10 motor tests, was the criterion

variable Findfggs: Normal hearing boys achieved consistently
higher raw scores on all 10 motor tasks than did the deaf boys. The

differences vire.statistitally significant at the .0a level on 6

of the 10 tests. Those tests were: grip strength; balance, the'Burpee
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squat thrust, ball throw at a target, tracing speed, and the fifty-

yard dash. Normal, hearing girls achieved 1iigher, raw scores than the

deaf girls on 9 of the 10 motor tasks, the exception being the ball
throw at a target. On 2 of the tests in which the. normal hearing

girls excelled, grip strength and squat thrust, the differenoes
were significant at the .05 level. In the task on which the deaf
girls excelled--ball throw--the difference was not found to be sig-

nificant. Conclusions: The pattern of results suggests that normal
hearing boys and to a lesser degree normal hearing girls, are superior
to their deaf counterparts on a variety of motor tasks. Whethe
inferiority in motor abilities is a phenomenon inherent in theme
condition of congenital deafness per se, or rather the result of
limitations in the ange and variety of experiedcetand/or the diffetw-
ences in child reari.ng practices and the training which deaf children
may be subject to, was beyond the scope of the present study but
worthy of future investigation.

28.. Waters, David Michael. An adapted individualized physical education
program for preschool and elementary age deaf children. Nashville, Tennessee:

George Peabody College for Teachers, 1975.

This independent study had a twofold purpose: to focus on effective

communication with the deaf populati6n, and to Concentrate on an
individualized motor development program for preschool and elementary

age deaf children. The 'individualized physical education program is

structured according to level of difficulty ofactivit,y..., Teaching
progressions, suggestions for lesson implementation, coding of
activities to indicate if a student would be unable to perform an
activity due,to additional handicap'or would be harmedby attempting

to perform an activity.

29. Wheeler, Ruth.H., and Agnes M. Hooley. Physical Education for the

Handicapped. Phillalphia, Pennsylvania: tea and Febiger, 1969.

It is explained thee all persons with impaired hearing should not be

taught in the same way. However, they do have certain common

characteristics: (a) balance is often poor, (b) there may be anxiety

and frustration due'to past errors or lack of participation, im-
patience with lengthy explanation, and the setting of special
signals before an activity can start, and (c) ability to cooperate
in games, dance and other activity_ situations may be lacking.
Suggestions for, the teacher, and suitable activities are presented.--

7'

'+30, Wisher, 'Peter R. The Role of Physical Education and Athletics for

the Deaf in a Hearing World. Paper. January. 1966.

+Available from CEC Enformation Services, 1920 Association-Drive, Reston,
Virginia, 22091. (Use Number when ordering; postage is extra.)
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The role'that a sound program in physical education and athletics
can play in promoting rappoq between hearing impaired persons and
their hearing societies is summarized. Briefly discussed are the
following considerations: the general situation of hearing fmpaired
persons, some characteristics of this group, aims and objectives of
physical education and athletics for hearing impaired persons, and
some recommended activities.

1
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'RECREATION

Why were po articles describing"a community recreation department-
sponsored program for hearing impaired persons found United States
professional recreation journals* searched for this publication? Of
course; there could be several answers to this question. Vernon and
Fain (16) cit4 the problem., of ignorance, in both recreators who lack a
basic sensitivity to the deaf population,- and ignorance on the part of
deaf persons who have not fully? comprehended what recreation Pnvolves..
Vernon and Fain suggest three solutions to this problem: Recreation
students must first be made aware of the problems posed by deafness and
hearing losses (16). They then need to learn to communicate in-sign
language and fingerspelling (16). Finally, deaf people must be en-
couraged to enroll in graduate and undergraduate preparation courses in
recreation.

Five of the seventeen sources in this section describe games and
activities specifically recommended for use with hearing impaired chil-
dren. (3,13,14,16,17). Two of these are intended to be used as classroom
games but can be adaptgi f'or other settings (13,17). Three citations'
dean* with creative arts and persons with handicappin -g conditions all
have 'information on'programs in the arts that are of, tog, and for hearing
impaired persons (1;4,8).

Resources

1. Arts and the Handicapped: An Issue of Access. A Report from Edu-
cational Facilities Laboratories and the National Endowment for the
Arts. New York, New York: Educational Facilities Laboratories ,

(850 Third'Avenue, 10022), November 1975. 79 pp. $4.00.

Accessibility to the arts implies removal of barriers that hinder or
exclude potential patrons,'such as architectural barriers (curbs, ,

stairs, too-high telephones) and attitudin barriers (inflexible -,''

admission requirements, insurance restrictiAs, preconceived notions
about the safety or desirability of involving handicapped persons).
This book repoits on people, programs, add facilities developing
solutions to the barriers that hinder participation of handtcapped
persons in cultural experiencei. Sections of the book (1)

innovative designs in at centers, (2) resources concerning fegal,
. implications Of barriers, (3) incentives for removal of barriers
(financial and technical assistance), (4) exhibits for,visually im-
paired patrons, (55 museum education for handicapped patrons, (0

*As referredito in this publication, professional journals of xeCreation..,
in the United.States include the following: Journal of PhNsical-Education
and Recreation, Parks And Recreation, and Therapeutic Recreation adurnal.'
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bringing art into already accessible and centralized community

. t facilities,.(7),art centers 4'1 public schools, (8) college programs''
.,-- .in.ehe arts that are accessible to handiCapped students, 6) art 1p A

facilities in spacial schools, (10) other community art centers, and
(11) interagency`cooperation to promote arts for handicapped indi-

0
viduals. Each section describes actual programs, facilities, and

"x"-- resources illuptrative of the topic under consideration. Nature

cenetrs and irail."4 botanical gardens, resource arganizations, and*

. publication are listed in ttle appendices. vir

4111

. .
,

. .

2. , &list', C. A., an d J. L. Shulman. Toys and Games'for Educationally

Handicapped Children. Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Inc.,

1969. $9.50. . ,

. .

D The toys and g are placed into fo ur mai9r categories: perceOtion

(visual and au dry); retention .and retall,,concepcualization, and
exp.ression (verbal and motor). Each item is classified according to
age, interest, price, and where the items can he purchased."

i. ,...3,' Co per, Charles tH., Jr. tivities for hearing*impaired children:
,

0
suggestions of an oral df addlt in Northcott Winnifred. The Hearing,

Impaired 'Child in a Regular Classroom: Preschopl, Elementary, and :

Secondary Years --A Guide fo,r'the Cleasropm Teacher/Rdmionistrator.
, .

Washington, ID. C.: The Alekander prahamukeli Association for the Deaf,

*Inc., 1973. pp. 193-195. '.

Involving a *ring impaired child can'and.should begin when the ..

child is very young; as he/She grows older,'more formal interaction
Omagh planned family acittvities and organized groups may serve to-

enlarge social contacts. Focus should be on exPosiv hearifig im-
paired child;en to as r9any areas o, Social contrib'dtidn as possible--

- family experiences, hobbies,'aohool and church activitle't--to4help
them develop a broad understanding4 themgelvesand the things
they enioyayd are able to do. lir .

. . s.

+4, Educational' Facilities LaboratbrieS. .We're Pleased that You are
:

.nterested in Making the Arts Accessible. to Everyone..: New York,

New Yek-: the Laboratories (850 Third Avenue, 10024211n.d.
..

This br Alt s designed to provide dn,overview of the arts movement.,,

for man types o ha:ndidavping conditions. The section ohtpeaf and ,'ft
4 ..ra

hearing impaired gers-ons"briiefliaeScribes several programs involving
this population in the arts. Addressts of x -programs and persons

to contaci Yor,,more.information art given. - v

A 1Y
'St "

5. 1r1teractidn , story.hourp for"aeaf children. Hearing and Speech'Action,
,

43(2):17,.MarchtApril 1975.
4. /.

4 +Available.from Ph igial Educatiqn and Recreatidnfor tile Handicapped:, In-,
41. formation and Research'Utflization CenteI, r, 124 16eg Weet, N. W. Wash-

' ' , ington, D. C.; 26036- -..
,

.... .. ..-
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Some public Ipraries now offer regularly .'scheduled story'hours .

for deaf children;.programs in Maryland and Oklahoma are mentioned.
They are usually accompanied by short films or cartoons that do not
require narration so deaf and hearing children can participate' ,

. together. . , .

.is

O'

6.
.

Knapp, RO8ert M. - Leisure-time activities of tile-deaf 'in Sookarie,

Washington. Master's- thesft. Pullman, Washington: Washington
Wasjp.ington State University, 1954. 91 pp. ..

,, ,

,._
1111%I.

etschmer, Richard R. 4.11study to assess the play activities and
.gesture output of hearing handicapped Preschoolrchildren. Washington,
D.. C.: U. S. Office of Education \072.t

4P T
The individual play habits and social interaction` Styles of 71
hearing impaired and 71 normally hearing preschool 'dbildren'were

, studied': Ch fldren litee individually placed,in a'teievislon studio '

eye constructed to reseNie a nursery school, and videotape cameras
*=.1 were situated to record alltactivity'occurring within'the set.AW+

Evaluation of the 142 videUtapes concerned both activities performed ,

and objects e9gaged. Results indicateOhat hearing .impaired Chil7 ,
4 dren,were more'active, displayed mere Scanning behavi rp using all ,
sensory modalitfeq, displayed more Narfulibellavio d'enaaged in ,

ldittle'actudl ay.., The social interaction study ted an

evaluation-of ee triads each of normally hpari hearing imi
paired childre by means of.an intgractionraqng sca . Reearchers
found that the hearing impaired groups were less cohesive and

:prOduced,fewer successful socialcontacts than the normally hearing
-children. Gesturing as a communication device was more eviZent in ,

,hearing imphired children thad wa'S--'speech. ..
gt .

.
. . e,

.

+8. Materials on,Creative-Arts (Arts, Crafts, Dance, Drama, aid Mdsic)
, - for Persons with Handicapping Conditions. Washington,' D?.C.: American

Alliance for Health, Physical Educaticin, -374 Recreatio4,-March 1975.
$1..J5-. (Developed and prinked as a grifice of the Information and .,

Research Utilization Center-in, RhysicaI Education and Recreation for

.
the Handicapped, Project OEG-0-72-5454-233563,'Burdau of Educlition ..._

for the,Handicapped,'U. S. Office of EdLation, Department of 1411th,
.

Education and-Welfare.) 4--.
.

4)

a-
ISA.Thii Guide provides information about resour s. for use in the

_ creative arts--art, crafts, dance., drama and sic programs fc in- . ' .

.
.

Alividuals with various' handicapping conditions. Listing( re pro- 1;
.

t
yidea for printed'references (aftitles, books,' cdrricul &ides),

44( audiovisual materials (films, 'records), resource persons actively . .'
involvet in

,
ode orimore.ardas of the creative arjs., associations and

Organizationszconcerned1 creative arts and4gr specific handicapping'

s

"N- co( -

: '

. .
. 'e

,gig

-4Available from Physical Education and Recreation for'the ffandicaPP d:.-'1A-
formation and Research Utilization Center, 1201 16th Streets ii.,. W.. , Wash,: :

ington, D. C.,20036. . -

- , 4 ' . \
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40,
conditions, and material and equipment suppliers. State of the art

statements regarding the creative arts in general,and specific
thodalitiss inTarticplar are inciiided. Reference& to research studies
and annotated descriptions of resource materials constitute a major
part of the GZlide which is fully indexed. Activity suggestions, or-
ganizational guidelines, and.implication4 for programing in art,
crafts, dance, drama, and/or music for persons with various handi--
capping conditions are provided. Selected information and materials

'41 developed for the general population and adapted' for use with special
pppulations are integrated into this, Guide.

'9. McoariOtt, Elidabeth F. 'Free play - -a pleasurable learning experience.

Volta Review, 72(9):541-543, December 1970,

The authoeemphasizes the importance of deaf children attending a
nursery,school program with hearing children. Hearing children
stimulate their deaf peers to use their voices, and free play ac-,
tivities pr.bvide many'opportunities for'langdage. Conversation is
essential tb the learning of young deaf children at home as well
as at schoot.A

:+10 Miami.snow poets: creative writing for exceptional children. Teaching

Exceptional Children, 8(2):87-91, Winter ,i976.

Blind, deaf, mentally handicapped and physically ha dicapped children
can complement their functional learning experienc s through creative

writing. This process builds vocabulary, stiMblat s the senses, and
,.---results in creative and m ingful poetic expressi . The affectiv

./fleeds%and.desires to 'exprOM and'communicate emotio are probably

the same for all people. '

.

1,1'.- Pomeroy, Janet.' Recreation for ehe'Physically Handicapped. New York,

New York: Macmillan, 1944.
.

A readiness program designed to prepare children with impaired
hearing for.tntegt-ation with the non1-andicapped is described. The

Baltimore Hearlhg Sodtety conducted athree-year demonstration
.project for integrating tiearing-impaired children in community

a
recreation and camping programs. Activities conducted included a
rhythms class, a modified day camp, a ballet class, and an athletic

c10. o

f , k
.

.

12. Rathbone, Josephine L., and Iogas# Carol. Recreation in Total Re-

habilitation. Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1959.'
, .

'o, r
The philosophy of recreation in rehabilitation, and general procedures

I . in developing a broad recreation program are presented. Part 2

e'

; concentrates upon.thp engeds of various patients and the medical

-14taiiable from Physical Education and Recreation for the Handicapped:

- Information and Research Utilization Center, 1201 16th Street, N. W.,

Washington, D: C., 20036.. 4 ,

0-
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indications for, recreational activities for acute illness, convalescence,
and chronic disease; motor ix physical disabilities; impaired vision,
hearing, and speech; mental divergence and asocial behavior; and
psychopathology. Music, the graphic and plastic arts, crafts,
hobbies, literature and the.theater, games and sports, dancing, and
special events and'parties are examined.

13. Royster, Mary Anne. Games and Activities for Sign Language Classes.
Silver. Spring, Maryland: 'National Association of the Deaf (814
Mayer Avenue, 20910).2,1972. $2.00.

This book is composed of four major sections. 'Part one contains
eight fingerspelling games and activities designed to help students
'become more fluent in sign language. Number games and vocabulary
activities are found in sections two and three. The final section
includes games and activities for expressive-receptive practice.

+14. Shea, Ed. A tome guide of arts and activities for preschool hearing-
impaired children and others. Rehabilitation Literature, 36(12):,

376-380,385, December 1975.

This study contains activities that can be selected by parents to
encourage the. 'Rental, physical,a141creative growth of their hearing -

impaired children. Activities,were'conducted by parents and siblings L
with a three and one-half year told hearing impaired boy. 'Recommends
use of the free correspondence Course for ptesctool deaf and hard-oi.- .1
hearing children and their pd,ients offered by,te John Tracy Clini6 .

(806 West Adams Boulevard, Los Angeles, California, 901,007). Ac-

tivities include finger paints',.Crayons papers ,ig masks, clay,

string painting, plaster castitlg,straw b wititktemPera.painti

cutting andygluing, and driving and pulling nalTh and sawing.
Bibliography included. -

V
.

15 Shivers, Jay S., and Hollis F. Fait. Therapentic,anlo Adapted Recre-

ational Services_ Philadelphia, Pennsylcvanie: Leaand-Febfger, 1975.

366 pp.
.

, 41" ''

..

°

,

This textbook is designed to Prepare.inditOdUala:for emploritThi in a .

therapeutic recreation or community recebibd etting. Philosophically,

the book is based on the'premiSe that handtc, persons are in-

diViduals with abilities as wells limitations and Ahat"bondicapAd
persons should be seen as indivia4is not diagpoStic,categoties.
Initially, chapters are concerned with giving hn overview Of therapeutic
and adapted recreational services. in,treatment and community settings.

.. _

+Available from Physical Education and Recreation for the Handicapped:
Information and Resegrth Utilization CapterX-1201 16th Street,.N..W.,
Washington, D. C., 20036.
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Subsequent chapters explain Various physical and mental disabilities
including aging and the psychology of disability. Sections on program
considerations include information about organization and administration,
with separate chapters devoted to performing and graphic-arts, camping,
and games and sports. The book has some photographs and illustrations. -

Specific consjderaions in programing for hearing impaired personitin
clude the following information: Sustained injury to the semicircular
canal of the ear may cause balance problems; participants with this
condition must limit their participation in certain activities that
require accurate balance. Those who have had fenestration operations
should avoid activities that require sudden head movements because
they produce dizziness. Swimming is prohibited, and those with
ruptured eardrum should avoid immersion of head in water. Hearing

impaired persons are generally loath to leave a familiar activity to

try something new. Although they tend to choose solitary activities
to avoid potential communication problems, they ne4d the psychological
benefits that call come from particiPation'in group activities.

16., Vernon, McCay, and Gerald S. Fain. Recreation and t unique problems

of early profound deafness. Therapeutic-Recreation Journal, 9(3):83-
88, Third Quarter 1975. 11E`

The recreition profession has progressed slowly in the area of
service dflAverY to deaf persons. This population has special

need for-recreation services because they are denied access to forms
of recreation that require hearing (television, music, lectures,
movies, theater and listening to the.rad"io). Five major, aspects'

of the. communication problem of deafness are examined in this

article. Some of the ways deaf people. meet their own needs for
recreat,On are outlined along with some current needs with respect
to recreation. These includ'e the need for-early istruCtion in play .

Skills, education in life time'sports .;iia activities, and'education
,to show- ?kmilies how they may involve their deaf child in eaTily

activities; Changes in recreatioh education programs are needed to
'sensitize students and better prepare them to meet the needs c)

*I dearpersons.

17. Wolff, Sydney, and Caryl Wolff. Games Without Words: Activities, or

Thinking Teachers and Thinking Children. Springfield; Illinois: \4
Tharles C. Thomas, 1974.

The.nonverbal thinktlg games and activities in this book are most
- successful when used in the preoperational and concrete operarional
stages of development. Focusing on problem solving, concept formation
and creativity, the book shows how to build adult level thinking
skills in positive situations; each game is intended to stimulate
some area of toncejt formatiok. These areas include strategy,
permutation probability, perspective, movement and role play, tactile
messages, Membry and symbol picture logic.
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ART

A

When children are handicapped in the basic methods of 'communication,
there"iisa real need for self-express idn. Arits and crafts activities can

provide
o

this outlet;
on

alSo ,present an area- in whichhearing impaired

children can perfOrm n an equal basis with others (5).

In exploring opportunities.inNart for assessing and'developing abilities-
of deaf children?Silver'has dOne several studies (6,7,8). Art ofigeaf

children was evaluated by one panel of. psychologists, psychiatrists, and
educadOrs; another panel compared art of deai_childrefi with that of hearing

children. Silver (7) concluded that there wad no reason why a hearing

impaired individual should not have artistic talent and that art experi-
ences could aid in devlloping the capacity for abstract thought. Four

annotations in-this section contain suggestions bfarts and crafts ac-
tivities which/may beolsed with'hearing impaired children (1;3,4,5).

Resources

1. Alkema, Charieg'J. Art for the Exceptional. -Botqlder,4forado:

Pruett Publishing Company, 1971. I

A
rq

Includes specific chapters physicallyhandicapped, emotionally
disturbed, juvenile delinquent, deaf, gifted, blind and mentally

retarded children. Presents,topics such as motivating mentally
retarded persons, selecting and presenting an art topfc, sources of

art topics (i.e., field trips,.gcrap materials, phonograph records,

imaginary occupations, science, self portraits), art appreciation,
evaluating the art product%.special techniques, methods, and
materials (i.e., television displays, demonstrations, printing
techniques, subtractive method, additive method, stencil printing,

monoprints), metal tooling, paper sculpture, mosaics, stitchery,

puppetry, clay work, finger painting, crayon techniques, collage

techniques, woodworking, and weaving.

2. Jacobson, Mar ilyn. "Art asian experience: an experiment in film.

Amerlc.gh Annals of the Deaf, 1173):401-403', June 1972.

Described is an art experience using film and rhythm instruments
which was created by foil deaf fifth grade students in an art

class. Working with clear 16mm. film, they applied color, line,

. and shape ditectly on _the film and then reacted to the projected

imagery -with variations in rhythmic responses.

3. Lambert, Carroll, and Sandra Christensen. What a Child Can Do.

Boulder, Colorado: Pruett Publishi*Co., 1964.

As and crafts'activities for children are described including:
fingerpainting, clay and paste, media for sensory experience, paint

cand painting ideas, collages, creative activities using miscellaneous

materials, science experiences, and food experiences. Instructions

37
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on how to conduct the activities are provided. Line drawings ihd
7 photographs illustrate activities.

4. Laskin, Joyce Novis. Arts/and Crafts Activities Desk Book. West Nyack,
New York: Parker Publishing Co., Inc., 1971.

Presents over 110 arts and crafts ideas to develop creative expression
while teaching important new' learning concepts. Art letsons are de-
signed to co'uelate with such activities-as space study, foods and
nutrition, music and dance, and the human body. Projects range from
simple to complex and are geared to all age groups. A checklist of
materials needed, motivational techniques and background information,
follow-up activities,- and classroom management hints are included with
each lesson..

Lindsay, Zaidee. Art and the Handicapped Child. New York: Van
Nostrand geinhold Company, 1972. 144 pp.

Intended primarily for special educatibn teachers, this book may be,
useful to anyone who providiacreative art activities for physically
or mentally handicapped chiral-en. The author devotes a brie; chapter
to each of the following conditions: visual handicaps, audifory
handicaps, Autism, brain damage,'and mental,retardation. The major
portion of.the book deals with detcriptions, directions for and
photographs of art activities for handicapped childien. Activities
are suggested in the areas of drawing, painting, modeling, carving,
placing, printing, and puppets.

6. Silver; Rawley k Art and the deaf. American Journal of Art Therapy,
9(2):63-77, January 1970.

Two studies exploring opportunities in art for assessing and develop-
ing abilities of deaf children are described. Art of deaf and
aphasic children wa$ evaluated by a panel of psychologists, psychia-

.

gtrists, and educators. Responses to questionnaires indicated the
art showed evidence of opportunities to generalize, imagine, express

Amw ideas'and 'feelings, remember, associate, arid evaluate; evidence was
found that would aid in assessing attitudes, interests, knowledge,
,abilities, and needs. Another panel compared the art with art of
hearing children. .Eight judges found no differences, seven judges
found deaf children less mature, and two judges found deaf children
superior in art aptitude. Judges also indiCated the art piovided
evidence of technical, skill and sensitivities to art values.- In the
second study five assessments of art of deaf, aphasic, and hard-of-
hearing chiAdren and adults found: deaf children and adults rated

' by art professors received slightly higher scores than hearing peers,
while.deaf teenagers scored lower than hearing subjects; when rated
by art teachers and painters, the combined average score for' the
'deaf was slightly higher than for hearing; trine of 11 teacher's rated
deaf equal or superior to Hearing in independence, originality,
sensitivity, expressiveness, 'and interest in art; a painting by a
deaf adult received an award in an open juried competition; on one

38
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,i. ,of Torrance's Test of Creative Thinking eight of 12 deaf students

scored in the 99th percentile. Of 38 replies received'to a'eluestion-.

_
naire sent-tp,"50 employers and craftsmen in the arts,35 felea
deaf person could be competent in their fields. Additional ex-

1 . periences of the author are noted and some art work is pictured.

7 Silv r, Rawley. A.. Art brearg'the ;i1jnce Chtldren's HOuse, 4(4):

10-1, W91ter 1970.

To e plore the opportunities in art for assessing and developing

the bilities of deaf (and.other special education) children, 25

stud nts (ranging in age from 8 to 17 years), deaf or aphasic, Were

plac d in experimental art classes for approximately ten weeks. The

draw ngs andpaintings wereveyaluatedThy psyghologists:psychiatrists,
and pecial education teachers. General concensus (93 percent) was

that evidence could be found that art had affoided opportunities to

gene lize, assoiate,evaluate; and express, ideas and feelings. The '

autho concluded that there was no reason why an individual whO has

impel ed hearing or lahguage should not have artistic talent,and

that rt expreiences-Could serve to develop the9capaiity for abstract
'4htoug t. ,

50',--t is-J.
-..A -

. '

8. Silve , Rawley A. Using art to evaluate and develop cognitive skills:

.
child en with communication disorders and children with learning dis-

abili ies. New Rochelle, New York: the Author (Graduate School,

Depar ment of Art, College of New Rochelle, 10801), 1975. .25 pp.

$1.50. gi. .

This p per is concerned with art procedures found useful inunder-

standi g al,d treating cognition problemsof children with language

and he ring impairments and with learning disabilities. Procedures

are illustratedby one child's drawings.

a -
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DANCE

tit

Techniques and, methods of'teaching dance to hearing impaired persons

are presented in the refere;C't's listed in this,section. Information on the

possible intellectual, emotional, physical and social benefits of'dance for

this po Afton is also given (5). 'The agount,of material available

in s area necessitates further investigation of the benefits of and

portunities for participation in dance by hearing impaired individuals.
1

Resources

@1. Mason, Kathleen Criddle, editor. .Dance Therapy: Pocus-on Dance VII.

Washington, D. C.: American Alliance for Health, Physical Education,

and Recreation, 1974. ,

Compilation of articles.exploringthe development, theory, and methods

of dance therapy. Philosophy and methods are examined for the role of

the ddnce therapist in a psychiatric setting, as a member of a

clinical team, in group therapy,,and in individual work. Techniques

for rNearch and observation are examined. Dance is discussed fdr -

the following special groups: ,children with minimal brain dysfunction,

the visually-impaired, the deaf, children with emotional oelearning

problems, and older people. Training and professional status is

examined and a dance therapy consultant model presented.

2. Polk, Elizabeth. Notes on the demonstration of dance technique and

creative dance as taught to deaf children ages 7-11- Journal of the

American Dance Therapy Association,.Inc., 1(1):4-5, Fall 19613.

Methods and techniques for teaching deaf children to dance are out..."

lined.
4

Wisher, Peter R. Creative Dance for the Exceptional Child. Paper

presented at the 91st Annual Meeting of the American Association of

School, A4ministrators, Atlantic City, New Jersey, 1959,

Discussed are the historical and educational significance of dance,

.hearing impaired persons and their. education, and'the role of dance

@Avairable froM.AAHPER Publication Ses, 1201 16th Street,

Washington, D. C., 20036'

+Available'from Physical Education and Recreation for the Handicapped:

Information and Research Utilization Center, 1201 16th Street, N. W.,

.Washington, D. C., 20036

%
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in the lives of hearing-impaired persons. Students at Gallaudet
College have developed, what is called a "new art form" whith consists
of transforming sigis to dance movement. A 'sign used in communication
is abstracted -into an art foim; in this manner a story, poem or song
can be danced.

+4, Wisher, Peter R. Dance and the deaf.* Journal of Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation,' 40(3):81, 1969.

Didtussion of considerations for hearing impaired participants in
dance activities. Accompaniment, tactile cues, creativity, balance,
relationship to speech developmentt,student interest, and program
values are covered.

+5. Wisher, Peter R. Psychological Contributions (4. Dance to the Adjust-
ment of the De4f. Paper. January 1967.

.

Possible beneficial effects of dance upon the four major components
of adjustment--intellectual, emotional, physical, and social- -are
discussed. o

111

*X*

+Available from Physical Education arid Recreation,for the Handicapped:
Inforrgation and Research Utilization Center, 1201 16th Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C., 20036
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DRAMA

Of Op'eight listing's in this sution, three contain suggestions for

conducting theater activities with hearing impaired persons (3,6,7).

Davis (5) surveyed 363 schools and classes for the deaf in the United

States andCanada to determine the type and'extent of theater activities

being conducted. He concluded,that more research and more interchange of

ideas between schools in needed, and that a rationale for the uses of

theater as an educational, recreational, and creative technique needs to

be developed. His survey and Stensrud's thesis (8) were the only two

research studies found in this area.

Resources
sow

*1. Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf, Inc. Cultural Ac-;.

tivities for the Deaf. Rome, Italy: World Federation of the Deaf,

1967. ED 021 389.

Cultural activities for thg deaf are described and discussed in 4

seven conference papers. Two papers by P. R. Wisher of Gallaudet

College treat the role of physical education and athletics for the

deaf in a hearing world and psychological contributions of dance

to theoRdl.ustment of the deaf. ,Also included are three papers from

Poland: H. Burno-Nowakowska, Forms and' Methods of Raising the Culture

and Shaping of Personality of the Deaf and their Contacts with the

Hearing, reports on the!use of leisure time by the deaf; B. Gluszczak,

In Exit from the Circle of Silence, describes a pantomime theater of

the deaf; and M. Krysztalowska offers remarks on purpose and ot-

ganization of education thr6Ugh art in schools for deaf children.

In Artistic-Activities of the Deaf, N. A. Klykova describes the Moscow

Theater Studio of-Mimicry and Gesture for the Deaf; and S. Bjorndal

considers the role of the visual arts; including film in, How Can

One Develop the Esthetic Experiences of the Deaf Child?

2. Arts and the Handicapped:, An I ue of Access. A R.port from Edu-

,cational Facilities Laboratories and the National Endowment for the

Arts. New York, New York: Educational Facilities Laboratories

(850 Third Avenue, 10022). November 1975. p.

That National Theiter of the ataf is a professional performing arts
companl`combining the visual language of deaf persons with speaking actors

whb coordinate words with the eloqUence of gesture and sign language. More

than four fifths of its audiences are hearing people, Using the same combina-

tion of visual language, , and Speech, The Little Theater of the Deaf

performs traditional li erature.and new material for school children around

the world.

*Available from ERIC Document Reproduction Services, P. O. Box 190, Arlington,

Virginia 22210, .(Use number when ordering; postage is extra).
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Theater Center in Waterford, Connecticut, to over 35 deaf people
v6lved in amateur dramatics or working with deaf children in the
field of drama. A program designed to implement theater in public
and private schools is open to students and teachers in elementary
schools for the deaf:

3. Blake, James Neal. Speech Education Activities for Children. Spring-
field, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1970.

Designed to be helpful to the classroom teacher and also to the
speech therapist. The book suggests activities which will incorporate
speech education as an integral part of elementary school education;

Stimulation activities,described are finger plays, action games, oral
reading, choral speaking. Other categories of activities for speec'h
covered are dramatic activities, 'storytelling, talks, conversation,
and discussions.

. .. .
.

4. Bragg,. Bernard. The human potentila of human potential--art and the
deaf. American Annals of the Deaf, 117(5):508-511, October 1972.

A thember of the National Theatre of the Deaf urges utilization of
creative arts in the education of deaf Persons. Creative drama is
said to begin with the child's self awareness and to trace his histOry
and background, needs, dreams, fantasies, feelings about himself, and
imagination through games and exercises. Because it begins where
the child is by allowing him to use his everyday language to create
dramatic scenes out of real or imagined incidents, creative drama
is said to free the deaf child from the failure that he associates
with the written word.

5. Davis, Jackson. A survey of theatre activities in American and
Canadian schools for the deaf 1965-1970. American Annals of the Deaf, ('

119(3):331-341, June 1974.

Findings of a survey of 363 schools and classes for the deaf in the
United States and Canada indicated that public residential schools
were _far more active in theatre than other types of schools. Most
programs at public residential schools were done manually, while the
bulk of those given at'other schools were done orally. Very few
schools had teachers trained in theatre and there were few drama
clubs. Schools suggested that plays. add programs geared to the
communication problem and language improvement of students were most
needed. The author concludes that deaf children must have the use
of the theatre both to 'learn and to create. More research needs to
be done, more interchange of ideas between schools is needed, and a
rationale for the uses of theatre.as an educational, recreational
and creative technique needs to.be developed.

6. Keysell, Pat. Extra problems. Broad Sheet, 4(3):3-5, March 1-W2.
(Flat 14, 30 Crescent Road, N8, 8DA, London, England.')

Describes the author's experiences working in dramatics with the
deaf. Discussion moves from the development of a television program

...
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for the deaf, tan adult drama group, to teaching dramatics to

deaf children. Provides a few suggestions for using mime with

deaf children.

7. Olson, Jack R., and Carroll Hovland. The Montana State University .

Theatre of Silence. American Annals of the Deaf, 117(6):620-625,

December 1972. .

Described is the development of a summer touring theatre group of

deaf and hearing individuals. Discussed are program selections as

well as acting and staging problems resulting frqm thy:se of

manual communication. .)-

8. Stensrud, Carol. Creative dramatics: the effects on the oral ex-

pression skills of speech and hearing dysfunctional children.
Unpublished Master's thesis. Iowa City, Iowa: University of Iowa,

1975. (Author presently employed at Chico States University, Chico,

California.)
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MUSIC

V

Music can play an important role in the language, sbcidl, and motor

development 'of hearingvimpaired children (7,4,11). Of the 12 listings

in this section, seven deal with music and special populations, and five

are pringarily concerned with the use and teaching of music for hearing

impaired persons (2,6,7,410,11)." Only one research 'sutdy <6) was found in

this area.

f

Resources

1, Alvin, Juliette. Music for the Handicapped Child. New Y6rk, New Yotk;

loford University Press, 1965.

Mugical sensibility in the handicapped child and the contribution of

music to achild's general, emotional, intellectual,and social

maturation are assessed.' Recommended forms and types.of music for

listening andlcreating are discussed, and music and musical movement

are described for children who are maladjusted, autistic, psychotic,

cerebral palsied, physically handicapped, blind or deal..

2. Brick2,- Rose Marie. Eurhythmics: one aspect, of audition. Volta

Review, 75(3):155-160, March 1973.

Described is a eurhythmics program for hearing impaired primary, pre-

teen and adolescent children using both structured and informal

approaches. At the primary level, informal rhythm bands, creative

interpretation of animals, and the composition of simplesongs are

suggested. Activities such as contrasting human voices and identify-

ing instruments are, recommended to help the preteen child understand

the sound aspects of pitch, intensity, quality, and direction.

Group activities ire particularly recommended for adolesceOts.

3. ole, Frances. Music for Children with Special Needs. Glendale,

California: Bowmar Publishing Co., 1965.

Materials and procedures for the use of music with physically,

mentally, or emotionally handciapped children. Suggestions of ways

to present the music are based on recognition of the need for

moeivationpl activities involving active participation'. The words

and music of the songs, suggested accompanying activities; and

references to other related songs are included for the following

categories: greetings, singing games, rhymes and jingles, folk
favorites, make believe, games and dances, and special days.

1

Coleman, Jack L., and others, . Music for Exceptional Children..

,Evanston, Summy-Birchard Co., 1964.

Information about various instruments which can be used in the
clashroom with special suggestions as to how children with certain

handicapping conditions might, use he in§truments (visually handicapped,
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0 aurally handicapped,orthoetdicaliy handicapped, educable and train-

4,
able mentally handicapped)1N WpWws,1mu c, and directions ,ate then

"given fo4'songs which.are especially propriate for each instrument.
.

Deaver, Mary Jo. Sound and kilerice Devglopmental'Learning fbr Chil-
dien Through Music. PikesviIle, ntucky: 'Curriculum Development and

#%.

:Reearch' Inc. ''.(11.13,aill, Steet, 41501), 1975. 172 pp.-

. ' .
.

.

The purpose of this publication is to help teachers an .

'-1 1p-a0erssuse musiC'as.sa part of the total:educed-on of:the handicap 'et--
child, 'For teachers' who have never worked with handicapped children,

1 t
a sectidn describes vatious'handicapping co ditions (mental retardation,
leaning disability, emotional disturbance, 1 impairment,

auditory handicap, Speech .impairment, multiple han cap) and the values
( of music to.childre.. with these conditions. Charact ristics of music

a
.
nd c ponentslof the Music pto ram are also detaqe . A number bf
1

.songs an is activiti resented in three sections fbr develop.,
ing: (i phySical compe (gross motor; fine Notor, and visual
skills); (2') personaX and competencies (self-help an sel,f-care.

skills, goid-mental healthapdiocial adjustment, living the
$

communityveloping gnd.Asing language); and (3) vocational
proficiencies (pod atlitudes, number and va4e concepts, environmental
'awareness). The book,is,ilIustrated throwshout. --,----

4
:,..---,-:-`, : -

I s, A
6. ElSton, Jody E. The

,
effects of teachirt a rhythm band activities pro-

gram.Do hearing impaired chilgl'en.' Mas 's thesis. University Park,

Pennsylvania: P'ennsylyani% State Univers y, 1975. -'

f ,ir ',:" -, . . 1

7. Fahey, Joan Dahms, and Lois Birkenshaw. Bypassing the ear: the

.percg on of music by feeiing,and touehing. Music Educators Journal,

58(834 -49,127-128,4pril 1972. .,
. / . Q

t, . '11, 4
... . (1.

-.-
Explained is the.ability 'of the aurally handicapped child to enjoy
music by tactual

per)

ception., Two educdtional programs are briefly.
described tO"illustrate methods that'can be used in teaching music
4o the deaf.- ..Discussed at,somebength are the _areas of relaxation,
Movement/. agdltory training, rhythmic'exercisAs, and speech in which'
muSj.c be, sdel to bey able to play an important role. .

.

, . .

handicappi0 conditions as typical behaviors and implitations for
* 'music ed,ucAtion. Conditions dealt with include: mental retarda'tion,

4 blindnesfs, deafness, learning disability, speech impairment, emotional
dist*rbanie,.and phYsical impairment. 'Topics discussed cover:: move-
ment, rhythm, dance, instrumental and vocal music education, and, music'
Appreciation.

N.
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8. Music EdUcators National.COnferencej Music inapecial education.
Mdsic-Dduc.ittits -Journal, 58(8):5-143, April 1972.'

.

, -

Special issue of Music E4ucatcors Journal focusing on music in

special education. Se04ies of 20 articles'coversuch aspects of



.

. New York StAte'Eduction- pe;arement. The Role Of Music in the , '

Special. Education of Handicapped Children. Albany: Divisibn for

Handicapped Children, Apkil 1971. ED 064.853.

,

. .

. -

.

s

Twenty -fide instructional units: each cogtains'a general edu atiomll,------.'

goal, a, series' of behavior'objeckkves designed to achieve the goal, _go'
A.

and a number of learning experiences and acCompanying,resourc s in-'

tended to help children. with particular types of-,handicps ex erience, ::--------,

o music forpurpbses of learning about music itself, mettinkce tain ^- ..-..,

physical, emotional,'or psyCholdgicalpteds, and/or motiv.atin 'and

providing alternatiVe ways bf learning in other subject areas.
Instructional units are provided for ahildrtn with the follow nscondition$:-

Ji-*-

emotionti digturbance, learning disabilities, brain injured, edszcableiMentally,

retarded, comminicatfen disorders, visual impairment, deaf andA'severely'hard .

14. . ,

of, hearilf, aWmultiple handicapped. .
.

..

._
.

*-- k
.

i '

0._ Riordan, Jennifer Talley. The Can Sing Too: Rhythm'for the Deaf, d'
44 4

LeavenwOrth., , Kansas : Jenrich Ws"eo'ciales , 1971. 67 pp. ,-

0 it
,

.

tibia has been accepted as an aid to language, socialrand motor bt

development., This book was written to help teachers of 'prescho61

(374years) deaf children in teaching rhythm as a' part or speech .

training. However, the book has also been found nseful-by teachers

conducting music programs for socially maladjqated, emotionally

disturbed, mentally retarded, and brO damaged children. The book

4 is divided'into four sections: ghort songs; large muscle, creative t

activities; games, dances and maiches;" and rhythm timeTbeate. , -

Teachingsuggestions ate given(at eh,1 end of each Action.
,

. ..

1. SamooreARhoda., A rhythm program for hearing impaired.children. t

The Illnois Advance', 1- .3,15 -20, 'January 1970.
-

.- ' ' 1

. ,

,... r1/4:
. 1-'

.

Rhythm program which is bases on the conviction that the teaching "

of, rhythmic b9dily moveients and an'appi'eciation of music facll ta e'

the developmAt'of speech in deaf Students at both 'the primed d

Secondary levkl. Benefits ire 'cited,' and objectives arebutline

.- - for thythm prpgrams_in oral and manual departments. The methods 'an

A con of the rhythm classes are detailed (bodiindvoice exercises;

lit
tory discrimination practice, examples bf songs and dances.used,.'

vo abulary development and speech practice technicites,and develop -' {, 'I
menof an appreciation and knowledge of musical iftruments). l

1
"s"

4.

iiptxsity of the State of New York.. Curricult/M-Modules for Music -

gpecial-Edication. Albany,.NeEYork: State Education Department'"

(bureau of" Secondary Cutriculum. Devtlopment), IOL-' i ".
,z,,

*
V.

., .
. .*

'Individual usic Bits for blind, brain injured, commu n4dis-

% - orders, de .401d stverely hard of hearing, educable mentally re- ' '

taxdea, emotionally disturbed, learning disabilities, multilile

handicapped, 'trainable menta115, retarded, and Visually impaired_persOns.

, Units at the Orimaryotintermetiate,'and advanced levels are incleded_

gp, for most of these handicapping conditions. Each unit has a general.%,."...

goal, a series of 4ve behavioral objectives designed to achieve

5 6.49 .
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the goal, And a number of leaplifig experiences and accompanying
resources intended to help children with that particular type of
:handicap to experience music.

6 .

41.
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SORTS

- Information on the three listed spartsgorganizations for hearing im-
pajred individuals was taken from cht,followilg souice: Fisk, Margaret,
editor. Encyclopedia of Associations Volume 1:. National Organizations of
the U. S. Detroit, Michigan: -Gale Research Company (Book Tower, 48226),
1976. kt

`American Athletic Association for 1114 Deaf 4AAAD)"
3916,Lantern Drive E"'

Sifver Spring, Maryland 20902
Richard Caswell, Secretary-Treasurer

Founded: 194,ILMembers: 13,;500. Regional Groups:' 7. Local
Group* '131. o ster athle.tic competition among the deaf and
tegulate uniform rules governihg such compiptition; to ovine
adquate competition for thdse' members who are primer' incgrested
in-interclub athletics; to pr'dovide a social outlet\fo ddaf members,
and their friends. Sancriori& and promOtei state, regional and-
national basketball tournaments, softball tournaments, participation
in activities of the GomiteInternitional des Sports Silencieux and

-,Pin World Gaines for the Deaf.: Maintains AAAD Hall of Fame and gives
annual'Athlete of the Year Award. Publications': AAAD Bulletin
(newsletter).

International Committee of the Silek Sports
Gallaudet College

. ..

Washington, D. C. 20002
. .

Knud Sondergaard, Executive Secretary
Phone:" (202) 447-084

Founded: 1924. Members: 42. Memkership composed of athletic or-
ganizations for the deaf in each of 41 countries. ProVides an inter--
national sports competitionifor the,deaf, patterned after the inter-
national Olympic Games. ,Seeks to.promote and develop physical education
in-general, and the practi6e.of spcists in particulaf,-among the deaf;
encourages friendly relations between countries with programs in silent.
sports, and formation of silent sports ,programs in countries not yet,
participating. Holds Sutmer. World Ames and hinter Games alternately
at two-year intervals. All 5iompet-i4fors must be deaf, or have Severe
hearing loss: TheCommitee is recognized,by the International Olympic .t
Committee.' Publications: (1) Bulletin, quarter14 (2) Handbook,

irregular. Convention/Meeting: biennial congress--held concurrently
.with Games. 1977 Buchai-est, Romania; 1979 Oslo, Norway. -

414.

United States Deaf Skies Association
10500 Rockville Pike, Apartment 405
Rockville, Maryland 20852
Simon 3. Carmel, President
Phone: (301) 493-9210

-
SI



°°1cFounded 1968. Members: 307f;°Promoteg skiing, booh recreational and

competitive among the ditaf and har4eof-hearing in the United State's%

Provides deaf skiers llenefits, activities and opportunities which

will further increase their enjoyment of the sport. Encourages ski

racing among the deaf and sponsors national and. regional races, for

.deaf skiers. Assists in any way possible the selection; organization

and training of the United States Deaf Ski teams for international

competition, such as tlfe. WorldWinter Games for the Deaf, Commiteees:

Ice Figure Skating; Speed Skating.' Publishes: U. S. Deaf Skiers

Newsletter. - .

The following reprint-containdviCe for coaches'who may have players

zith hearing impairments on their teams. Pointers on the use.ofiohearing '

aids, hand signers, and lip, reading are given as well as suggestions for

adapting specific activities that might pose problems for the hearing im-

paired participant. 7d addition, activities,are listed inshich hearing

impaired participants are at no disadv4ntage at all. .,
i

.

4
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r.gtor fy the De-14
IDEAS FOP FAMILIES

Here are a few ideas about Voblems mat might
arise 'Nan specific scorts Tnis list ooes not
include every possible situation but win aiert
you to other situations thatinay arise

Basketball.: If me pla4e.r does nO :ne
tiejn the rn.actle of me game, he rrgre
tinue to play If a fpul c_alted cenino nirn

trig might, not kow,gand go on to make a has-
ket that draesn't =dint Hold your arrns to
tit to slgnal tnat,Play bilS stopped and
aak the others on the tearrffo do Me same

Football A near.ir; ipa red pia fee cant rear
tne sigrals so a system of nano signa.:s nas

-10 be

Soccer' A Pla/er nas to rely ;:omple.tely or vvhat
he seas and....,,annot coJnt on'another playe
tl"Lind ic'n to callvgnals

Gymnastics. Toe hear ir-g .mpa.,red gain-a,_1 nas
3ersti.nd .rat he has to do Please don 1

give nsiructions wnile brunt rq on cie tram
Poltnc 9W,10 onside down on the oaralle,
bars, rings, Or ropes its trick./ enoug;-. to

41iprip sorrif.one star-ding SOP+

Swimming. Be sure yo i have a Or at:rac..^.g
' the atten.lon of a he,;ring-rnoaircd swimmer

The Buddy System is best Also, the Life
Guard snriuld know Aehe.ri a 1V-lar rig inipa red
kid is in the pool

During instructiors if a nearing-mp;:ired,
student starts on a 25 yard lap, you can t

tit

cetcr" his'attention to corrtct.nirra until
he's fnisried the wnole ening'

During rneezrol many hearir .rnpaered kids
cannot hear tne starter A hand signal -
star: wo..ld r_e fairer

Life SaCnng. mil kids na.ve-to do rcfnewq...rk, bat
:ne hearng-imparec sh:deh: proneoly nas to
ou more readng because he may miss instrvc-
boil in class ;

.
Wnen you:re oracbcing thing kr,T1 tn e rear

heap hold, set up a signal system so tnat-if
ire rfaa,.g-impe re, kid is . trouble, ne c.e'v
.tap tn..3 nand; of r-,.s partner, means
"Lei gol"

Tennis ..Natcn 0,1 for thar... 2. r
1:rtstr3t=!00S , -

17aing: Heal-ng erssou'i Neat
1,_4ent.t -,a;ts for ;heir orctectiun

an acc-de-it Littlec2i.oren sr ojld
DE tagged wail' na adrdre.ss, etc

Dante. Heaniig Apa,,y7; et 'dents canlearn folk
dances, pr any dance r,,/ zor-Ittng toe Lint
alo..d. They shou41../eaftthe,r hearing ai de.
and the phonograph speaker shipuld bPputp-r
a W001 fie0r, so toe %/1tdt,os can be felt

on pare feet or oces r-,e4ieFr iteaser
ti) feel Jive-lions

Vollyball and Bowling The hearing impair6d kid
is-itt no disadvantace at 'all

Reprinted with permission of the Lexington School for the Deaf
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Resources
-

.1. sBasack, Cathe. . Manual communication with deaf ridemeiNARHA News
' (North American Riding for the Handicapped Association ,

November 1975.

This article presents descriptions and diagrams of a series'of
gestures that have been developed by the Cheff Center for tile-.

Handicapped and used by instructors for communication wildeaf
riding students.

2, Competing in a silent world of sports. The Physician and Sports-

medicine, 5(11):99-100',103,105, November 1975.

Describes the values of competition and participation in sports TAW
the deaf person. The sports program at St. MAcy's School for the
Deaf (Buffalo, New York) is presented. Children at St. Mary's are -

Introduced to athletics at 4e 2, since motor skills are seen as the
basis for reading, orientation in space, and normal living in

society, Many deaf athletes have balance problems .due to abnormally

0 functioning, vestibular mechanisms, and their biggest problem is poor

communication, This results in deaf athletes having to devote con-
siderably more timg-to learning All aspects of a game and having'
to start earlier in life to succeed at sports.

Ob.

3. 144k, Margaret, editor. Encyclopedia of Associations Volume 1:
National Organizations of the U. S. Detroit, Michigan: Gale Re-
search Company (Book Tower, 48226), 1S76,

4, Jacobs, Leo. The community of the lt deaf. American Annals of

the Deaf, 119(1):1+1-46, February 1974.

A section of this article deals with the American Athletic Association
pf the Deaf. Founded in 1945, the Association has seven regional
affiiiates and about 120 local !amber clubs.natiOnwide. Annual

regional and national:basketbail tournaments are conducted, and the

U.S. _team in the quadrennial World Games-of the Deaf is sponsored.
Regional organizations for specific sports such as bdwling, softball,
skiing and golf also exist. At'

+5. Kruger, Art. The athletic achievements of deaf participants. .e

'Silent Worker, October 1954. 3 pp.

Athievements of deaf athletes in basketball, wrestling, track,
football, baseball, and bowling are-described.

+Available from Pnysital,Education and Recreation for the Handicapped.:
Information/and Research Utilization Center, 1201 16th Street, N. W., '

Washington, D. C,, 20036
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6. North Regional Association for the Deaf. Recreation and Sport for the

Deaf. Publication No. 12. Manchester, England: the Association

(33 Blackfriars Streee,'Manchester, 3).

Discusses the structure and function of th4 British Deaf Amateur
Sports Association, which Itponsors teamsfor.the International
Games for the Deaf and local Institutes for the Deaf.

4 -7
7. Pennella, Lou. XII.World Games for the Deaf. Journal of Health,

Physical Education and Recreation, 45(5):12,14, May 1974.

During the week of-July 20-28, 1973, the XII World Games for the
Deaf (WGD), were held in Mall, Sweden. This article describes the
1)c.kground, participants, records end events of the Games. The

next WGD will be held in Bucharest, Romania, in Summer 1977.

Ol 8. Refereeing by remote control. The Physician and Sportsmedicine, 3(11):
105, November 1975.

Poor communication is one of the greatest handicaps to a deaf person
participating in sports. An electronic remote control stimulator
invented by David W. Sparks and tested at Stan Mikita's hockey school
for hearing impaired youngste'rs may provide help. A transmitter, 111.

trolled. from the sidelines emits a radio-like impulse that is

dec ed into a pulse by a receiver worn.by the player around the player's-

waist The pulse is tragsmitted to the wearer's skin'where it

cause a.painless muscle tremor. This could help coaches send
information to deaf players, and may also be made sensitive to a
referee's whistle. 0

9. Seco;ld Annual Stan Mikita Hockey School. U. S. Deaf Skier Newsletter,

4(4):11, October 1975.

Reports on-the establishment of the American Hearing Impaired
Hockey Association founded by professional hockey player*Stan Mikita
and his associates in March 1974. The AHIHA has two ongoing projects,
its on Mikita Hockey School plus manag ent of the U. S. Deaf
Olympic Hockey team. The goal of the Sta Mikita Hockey School has

been to exparid.opportuvities for American hearing impaired youngsters
'to compete with normal hearing ice hockey players at all levels.
This ambition has been realized everal of the participants who °

,Flave come from all parts of the !intry to receive instruction at

-the Mikita Hockey School. i .

10. Second National World games for the Deaf. Tryouts. June 28-30,

July 1, 1972. MOrganton, North Carolina: North Carolina School for '

the Deaf.

Lists, of tryout officials a:1d participailts, U. S. World Games for
the Deaf Champions, ana Woad records in theLvarious events are
contained in this volume.

4
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11.
'

.

11. Sta ford, George Thomas. Sports for the Handicapped.'" Third edition.

New York, New York: Prentice-Hall, 1950.

Practicali.y all the athletic activities usually. .offered to Norm 1ly.hearing

individualt can be played by those with hearing impairments. In

dance activities, folk dances and rhythms are helpful in developing
better body control and self-confidence before social dancing is
introduced. Aquatic sports are contraindicated in all case's of
sinusitis,otitis medea, or any infection which might be exacerbated
by submerging the head in water.

12. Xth International Games for the Deaf Committee, '1965. An Overview

' of the Xth International Games for the Deaf; and the Deaf in America.
American Athletic Association of the Deaf, 1965. t134 pp.

.

The Tenth International Games for the Deaf were held. in Washington,
D. C. This booklet contains descriptiqns of various athletic or-
ganizations and the American Athletic Association of the lief Hall of
Fame. A section on the deaf in America deals with self-g67ernibg
organizations, service ggencies, and education.

P.
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SWIMMING 4 41/

In all swimming programs for persons with handicapping conditions, it

is advisable to Ybtain medical clearance before allowing a person to

participate. for persons with audito-ry impairments, this is even more

important, since ear infections and certain othef conditions-may be

aggravated by immersion 'in water. Earplugs or other means may be

necessary to protect of those with damaged ox infected middle

and/or inner ears.

Seven of the nine articles in this section offer teaching suggestions

adapted to the needs of hearing impaired individuals (2,3,4,5,6,9,10).

Instructors of ,these children should be aware that deaf children sometimes

.have difficulty with spatial orientation (2,9). This Can be helped by

placing a different colored light at each end of the pool to designate

deep and shallow ends (2). Visual demonstrations can be more easily under-

stood than verbal explanations, but since verbal 9,x:Planations are also

needed, the instructor should make sure ga-dh-stnent is watching and can

see the instruc,tor's ,face. Sinde balance problems ofAeariug children

make falling more likely, .enforcement of the.'no running" rule is essential.

Another safety precaution involves having children always keep their eyes

open'when swimming. Students who wear. hearing aids should remove -them.

before entering-the water to avoid damaging the aid.

Resources

1. Ashcraft, Rita J. A comparative study of the ability of preschool

deaf and hearing children in beginning swimming fundamentals.

Master's thesis. Jacksonville, Illinois; MacMurray College, 1949.'

@2. Grosse, Susan J. Adapted swimming. The Best of Challenge. 'Washington,

D. C.: AMerican Alliance for Health, Physical' Education, and Recreation,

1971.

_ , _ _ _

A listing of suggested adaptations in techniques, equipment; and/OX

facilities for teaching swimming to children with a variety of handi-

ca03 is ky'esented. Suggestions for working with hearing impaired

persons*clude the following: using more in-water demonstrations,

puttilig ditfzrent colored lights at each end of the pato help

students' orient themselves in the water, and making sure each

student is watching and can see your face when directions are given.

Teachers should be awar,e that many auditorally handicapped students

May have breathing difficulties due to insufficient breath control,

and that potenhal domplications such as balance prAlems,'head

noises, and susceptibility tear infection may he intensified by

4ubmesion in water..

J

@Available from AAHPER Publicatioh'Sales, 1201 16th Street, N. W., Wash

ipgton, D. C., 20036.
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@3. Keffer, Louise. Inttoduction to swimming for the deaf. The Best of
Challenge. Washington, D. C.: Americall Alliance for Health, Physical
Educationland Recreation, 1971.

Describes the first few swimminggessons of a group of deaf preschool
(age 2-5) children in a deaf-oral nursery school at the Evansville
Indiana Rehabilitation Center. Specific suggestions are included for
getting acquainted with the children and early water 'adjustment.

+4. Meyer J. C. Swinding for the deaf. Journal of Health, Physical Edu-
cation and Recreation, 26(2), May 1955.

Values of swimming for the deaf,"personality problems of the handi-
capped, problems of balance, and relationship of swimming to the
general.objectives of physical education are discussed.

5. Newman, Judy. Swimming for Cfildren with Physical and Sensory Im-
pairments: Methods and Techniques for Therapy and Recreation. Spring-
field, Illinotw: 'Charles- C. Thomas, 1976. 187 pp.",

Swimming is a recognized contributor to the development of the whole
child, even if that child has a physical or multiplehandicap. In

this publication, ideas and techniques for teaching swimming to- /I'

handicapped individuals are shared. An introductory chapter dis-
cusses ways of relating to the handicapped chin. This is followed
by an extensive chapter on swim patterning, a Method whereby the
instructor guides the child's disabled limb(s) through the same
basic swimming movements tljat the non-disabled limbs are p'erforming;
numerous diagrams illustrat the method. Separate chapters are
devoted to swimming for paraplegic spina-bifida, traumatic paraplegic,
multiple birth defect", blind, cerebral palsied, deaf, juniooartnritic,
and hydrocephalic children. A structured program for teaching deaf
children is presented. Considerations in planning and conducting
swim meets and shows for handicapped children are discussed.
Sections on commonly asked quesolions,.terminology, evaluation forms,
and lesson plans are also included in the text. In the chapter on
swimming for deaf persons; tie folloWing-information may be helgul
to instructors and aides: visual demonstrations are important since
children cannot hear verbal explanations; balance problems of deaf
children make falling more likely; enforcement of the "no running"
rule is essential; another safety precadaion involves having deaf
children always keepAibeir eyes open-When swimming.

6- Padden, D. A. Ability of'deaf swimmers to orientate themselves when
submerged in water. Research Oarterly, 30:214-226,'May 199.

4

@Available from AAHPER Publication Sales, 1201 16th Street, N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C., 20036.

4Availeble from Physical Education and Recreation for the Handttanped:
InforMation and Research.UtilizatiUi *ter, 1201 16th Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C., 2006.
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This study was designed to determine the relationship of'deafness

to orientation ability when deaf subjects were submerged in water; -

consideration-is also given to the problems ofdeaf-blind swimmers.

7. Paddgn, Wald A. An investigation of:the effect of submersion upon

the senseNDf Orientation of deaf swimmers. Master's thesis. College

Park, Maryland: University of Maryland, 1556. 64 pp.

8. Priest, Louise, Swimming for the Han capped; A Manual for the

Aide. Washington, D. C.: The America National Red Cross, 1974.

36 pp.

This manual is designed to give volunteer aides-background information

on swimming fof handicapped persons and-to-show how aides can help-in

a program, whether in or out of the water. Nonswimming aides Can

play a vital role in transportation, dressing room assistance, Accird

keeping and as safety assistants while.swimming aides function directly

as assistants to instructors. Teaching suggestions are incorporated

into each section in the "Disabilities" chapter, Included in the

apperidlx are signsfoc manual communication, the manual alphabet, a
sample admission form and evaluation sheet, references; and a

glossary of terms including definitions of some impairments not

specifically Ctvered in the ':Disabilities" section.

9, Sterling, B. 'Aquatics for the Handicapped. New York: Swimming,Pool

Age, 4958,
0

Iescribes the Spokane, Washington, YMCA swimming program for persons

with handicapping conditions. Teaching hints and information on

adaptations for blind, deaf, cerebral palsied and post-polio

patient arie'included.



,PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

Of the seventeen listings in)4phlsection, only two listings describing
A 'a pommunity recreation progra9 fotAtaring impaired persons were found (1,

4). Neither of,these appeared\inl a'professional journal of recreation.* The

coordinator of the Seattle.-1( trb Al wrote to parks and recreation de-

partments all over the cou to learn what was then (1972) being done for

hearing impaired children. 4S found not one summer recreation ppgram

organized to meet the needs df this population, The children, seemed to

have two choices: either (a),attend programs for other special populations

'erved by the division of specialized programs, or (b) accept the fact that

no program were available to them. Mutual communication difficulties

generally prevented them from being accepted 'into pro rams for normal chil-

dren.

To what extent that situation has changed, it is difficult to deter-

mine since that was the only article describing a, community recreation

department-sponsored summer recreation program for hearing impaireb chir-

dren which was found. The other listing- (4) described an integrated

summer recreation program developed by cite Lexington School for the Deaf.

Although the compiler of this publication has learned of other programs

for hearing impaired individuals sponsored by community recreation de-

partments.(10,12), they have not as yet been reported'in professional

recreation literature. Community recreatprs are encouraged to share their

experiences In programing with and for hearing impaired persons.

,

Also included in this section are two directories of services for

'hearing impaired persons: one listg' programs in the United States able

the other pertains to resources in Canada (3). In addirion, four listings

describing recreation programs of various residential schools for the deaf,

are presented. , I

R%sources

,
1.

44
.

Appelman, Karen. Seattle's summer recreation program for hearing im-

paired-ebildren. Americen_Annals of the Deaf, 119(6):724-726,

December 1974.
,

.

Each summer, the Seattle Parks a d Recreation Department, Specialized

Programs Section, sponsord'a su er recreational /educationa' program

for 'hearing impaired elementary school children. The prograth was

coordinated by a certified teacher of the hearing impairedin order
,

to insure that the activities contributed gluable experiences and

information as well as being fun. Staff w til a recreatiolf background
-

-=--

*Professional journals in recreation in the United States include the

following: Journal of Health, Physical Education and Recreation,

Parks and Recreation and Therapeutic Recreation Journal.

le
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cd140.ribuc'ed rowiedge:Of gaMasand physical activit e's.. For seven
weeks the program was held Tuesdays wid Thursday from 12:3(5 to 3:00
( half 'hour after the `Seattle pubric Schools- summer scelgol program
or he ing impaired children). A field trig was schedulA'Ufor every
Thursday The Tuesday beegfe'each visit-was given t6. actiyities re-

. lated to he field trip destination, in order to acquaint the childr-eb
- with what hey were going to -see. .-..i., *

r * 4,-,.

13.2ie, Bev. etlrour fingers do the talking. Tri Valle Herald (dews-
.

. .

pZPIPr.) Liver re, California, December 15, 1974,

4

-Dave Leweon,zainaturalist with the East Bay Regional Park District,
conducts guided nature' walks for the' deaf at Arlo]. and seiliral other

area parks, ,Thfsprogram, the first of its kind in the United States, ,

has)en adoptedoby numerous regional, state and national parks.
Lewton's book "Sunol in Signs"-has been sent to every naturalist in
the country to help them lear signs for outdoor. interpretationlry .-

The ecological story illdstrates:n-Willi naturalists can relate information
through hand movements, facial expressions, and body language. Lewton. i-"P

also teaches free courSes in sign language. (Address inquiries on he
nature walks at'Sunol to Lpwton at P.O. Box 82, Sunol, Californ 94586.) 4

.

3. Canadian Hearing'Soeiety. Information service..0WhylGo It Alone: A4

Directory of Service for`the Hearing Impaired. ...Torontd, Ontario, Canada:
the Society, 1972.: 168ipp.

i ..' .

,
.

. 4:,,

q ,.

+
.0,

This manual of 'resources relating to heariS problems in Ontario is
.1 1)

;'"'"' descriptive, not evaluative; grid has been obtained as diredtlyas
possible from the listed organizations, A selection of re u'rces was ..

it. made with a view to'emphasizing the posSibility of integ ion rather .re
than isolation of hearing impaired persons. In the first/section4of

.

the manual, international, national, provincial, local organizations
ai listed;bther resources covered lac de4 healt , counseling and ..

erral, educational, central informs ion and researchr recreational,
Aand interpreters for hearing fipaire /:, rsons.

,..-

4. Cohen, Oscar P. An integrated summer recreation pmgram in Ncfrthcott,
Winifred H., editor:` The Hearing Impaired Child in a Regular Classroom:
Prescho61, Elementary, and Secondary YearsA:Guide for the Classroom 4
Teacher andAdiainistrator. Washingtbn, D. C.: -.The Alexander Gialam, ., ,_

Bell. AssOciatiQn for the Inc.,, 1973. 'pp. 184192.
.

.

After four year of experimintationhe Lexington School for fhe Dillm.
has devel.Alied a model frogrgm ntilizini the resources of community --*,_

.

agencies to promote the social Aevelopmeip of he ring impaired chil-
dren. In.planning aprogram, it is essential teachers, recreation

. specialises and others lnvolvedgith hearing -id aired children in an
integrated setting, consider such factois as: children's,ages, social , -40

( 'maturity, communication skins, fatio of hearing to hearing im aired

c.--

paiticipants, parental cooperatibn, orientation and braining o Staff,
activity strulkurg, and availability of special education resource

- .. ,

si)ecialists. . . , ,- .
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'5. Communicatiopa prospectics: s mmer in SwitzgHend. H & S (Hearing &

INSpeech'Action), 44(11:26,, 'ty/February'1976.'

Brief item notes that a'ca p or deaf young people ranging, im age

from 10-23'is being organize for the month of June 1976 in the

village of)ilumensitien, .tzerland. The camp will be housed in

the fpCilitiesof the Chra Ian deaf community in that village which '

operates an internatio nter for the deaf and Sponsors inter-

national summer camp- e $350 cost per-camper does not includeil

air fare. Contact Swiss Holiday, International Association of

of Parents-of the Deaf, 814 Thayer Avenue, Silver Spring, Mar

20910.

6. Deafness Rese'arch and Training Center. Servixes.for Elderly eaf

Persons: Recommended*Policies and Programs., Report of the Conference

in Columbus,: Ohio, June 15-17, 9 1. New York, ,New York: New York

.University (80 Washington Squ East,-10003), 1971%

ThiSmonograph is designed to focus attention upon the unique

problems of elderly deaf persons. These issues include income,,

gmployment, health housing, transportation,.retirement-roles and

.activities, education, spiritual well-being. Facilities, programs

and services, organizations,. training of professionels,to serve the

deaf codmunity,ag&research and demonstration are also considered.

Earl Intervention for Hearing Impaired Children. ,D . Carl D. Spears,

Director,'1,ast Baton Rouge Parish School Board,.,P tox '2950,

.Baton Rouge; Louisiana, 70821.

-Thisiproject has been funded through ESEA,'Trtle III-Ivq,

.

It has
,

been validated and may have mateAels'avAIable for dissemination.

.
'1'

'.,

8. Giangreco;-,C.. Joseph, and Marfahne Ranson. The Education of the

Hearing Impakltd. Springfield, Illinois:, Charles. C. Thomas, 1970.

184 pp
*

,t.

",

.
The.recreatibn program at the Ipwa School for the Deaf is described,"

as one phase in the school's, effort, to educate the whole child.- .,

Activities ranging from team and individual sports to drafts, socialss.
and field trips into the copmbnity are conducted after school, in .

the eltning and on weekends.''`-'Through participation in such community '

activities as Y-Teens, Scouting, athletics and trips the School has

attempted to bring about a better understanding between hearing'and
,

,deaf people:
* 1

9.

,

.

*

Hugfi , Norman Lester. A Proposed Recreation Program far Tenses ee

Sclikpo for the_Deaf. Master's thesis. ' Knoxville, Tennessee; Un

.

.
Atersity of Tennessee, 1961'. - 1t

,,This study was 'designed to provide students,af Tennessee School f6r

the Deaf with an initi'al recreation pruram and to-provide.for .

future recreation planning at the sdhoOl. Three areasqf literiture

were searched: recreationprograloplahning,gecreatiol{'for hearing

.$

$,41-
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iipaired'thildren, and studiestof programs that might aid in this
particular study,. Questionnaires were sent to 65 residential schools
for theldeaf in the gnited States. Some of the findings include the
following: Of the 45 scheols_replying, 87 percent indicated that they
had a recreation program, but 63 percent of the schools did not hare
a recreation budget. Eighty to eighty-three percent of the schools,.

_ provide recreation pri4arily for students aged 10-20. A swiTming r
pool was the fadility most'lacking in 'the study. Social activities,
receiving the most fAvora rating by schools were dances, movies,
parties, and sports events . Passive'activities rated most favorably
were checkers, puzzs and cards. Active gNMes included basketball,
football, oftball, table tennis, volleyb911, and badminton.

The Special Services Division of the Department of. Recreation Maryland- -
National Capital Pdrk and Planning.Commission (Prince George's County, Maryland).

Maryland National Capital Park and Planning Commission has purchased
a TTY telephonelmachille in order to better serve the deaf community
in that area. information will be compiled from each district and
park concerning recreation programs, classes, and special events
offered throughout the county, It is hbped this will better integrate
the deaf into conimunity recreation programS And increase communiti,
awareness. The Division has sponsored programs of recreational ac-
'tiuities and dance for the deaf; the latter featured pantomime and
improvisatioA. Future plans include providing people Tiho }snow sign
language to assist deaf children on regular,playgrounds.

.

Luterman, David M. A*parent-oriented nursery program for preschool
deaf children--a fo.LLow -up study'. .Volta Review, 73:106-112, 1971.

'A nursery program involving pa rents Of pre sthool deaf children was
described in The Volta Review-, itictoipr 1967. The program.oenters on
active participation of the parent n the therapeutic processes in-
volved in educating a deaf child.-,The present report constitutes

',a'follOwl.upiof the first three years of the program- Supeiior progress
was made-by"both pat:Ants and'childre.,: Although several problems

arose in tlie,progr4m,-Acpluding dif/iculty in maintaining *e, parent-
c'entered smphaSis, pareNedependency upon staff.membert, ineffective-
mess of written materials, and personal problems-of parents--the pro-'
gramjhas had pos'ilt4ve results and seems to have produced 90,
attitude of aCtivism and enthusiastic interest-among parents con-
-carngd, Admission to a pareht-centeied nursery program at Emerson
apilege.itsoBotton.was restricted to groups of eightpIrent's andldheir

ih'earing impaired children who'were betweeh the ages 18 moths and
three years at time ott enrollment. .041 IfeW group w, mitted each academic
semester. Applicants were screenbd by pediatric,,otological, psycho-

'

logical, and,-auditiOgicaleesting. All of the children,ultimately
selected were thought to,be normal with the exception.of severe'
heaving impairMent.

1
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fa
12. Montgomery County Maryland Department of Recreation, Area II,

`operates "Sunst4ne.on (*.Shoulders" for total communicators aged five
to 16. The six Week daily program intludes,crafts, drama, rhythms,

dance, team sports, and 7low-organized games, special.events,
,-*-- )

.

.
swimming. , sN

iritilv

13.''Pennella, LouiS J. Health Physical Education and Athletics at St:'

Mary's,School'for tile,Peaf: A Brief Outline. Buffalo, New York:

St. Mary's School cif ,the Deaf '(2253 Main street,. 14214), 19772.

.. , .
. u k2

Presents a resume of St. Mary °s Athl.etic_program personnel along with
a brief description of the health.; phYsicas/ education and inter-

scholgstic 4thletiCs program. The total communication method of
speech, sills, and findrspgIlling is used along with visual aides in
teaching health and physical pd.pcation. In intramurals and athletics,

ideotape recorder has been the Most valuable aidlin analyzing
,

thdiv'idual and team play. . .

.

.
,' u;

,

.
. r

. .

14. Scouting for the Deaf. North,Brnnswick, New Jersey; Boy Scouts of ;

America, 1973. k i .0
) .

. .,r
.

This booklet is writtenTrimarily for leaders o Scout units for
deaf-boys,and officials a4 staff members of schools fo'r'the dpf. V

Parents Scooiing affiliates, and other persons interested in the edu-

cation
-.X , % ! -

cation of the'Veaf will.iind ,i_t useful. This is a re4grehce book;,

parts that intergst and meet an individual's' needs'An be lead and %

the rest ignored.. CattentS include philosophy and princlples ;

(Scouting Is for All Boys) -,_anatomy and pphysiology' (U;nderstanding
;

Deafness)', values and IDejlts (Hov? Scouting Can Help the Deaf poy), '

integration and ilinstre ng (The Deaf'Boy'in4 Unit of Hearing', ,

Boys), activitietAd methods (The Scout Program), and adaptations and
modifications (Special Considerations). Appendice; deal With or--,,

ganizing a Scout Upit in a residential school for the deaf, trpining
aides, and resoUrcea.. .

. ," .

0 .* ,

. .

15: Social and recreationalvgroups and prbgrams.
,

American Annals of t,b,,g

Deaf 121(2):2d3-254,

Part III of the Directory of Programs and Services for'the Deaf in
the United States consistsofinformalion on socl and recreational .

groups and,programs,'civic services,, and clinical and evaluatiye
programs and Services. Slimmer camps for deaf and hard of hearing
children are listed br, state.

,; % ) . .

16. Turner, Linda, and Don Kurd* ProjectviAegration: the deaf child,

`"N the hearing parent's and the deaf adult. The Dear American, 19,20,38,

October 1974.'. ',.

, NN
. ft

er'

'AR

With the recent advent,of total communication in the.Smo'use School(
for the Handicappid, a public day school in Des MOites, Iowa,'the'
school has endeavored to seek out support and assistance froth the
local adult deaf mmunity. Bowling was selected as a fun activity

.,( .
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I which would allow for integrating !deaf childrft of hearing .parents with

., deaf adults. 'AlthOugh children 'aiid`adUitswere'used to different

systems of sign language., each learned some signs in the, other system

and few communication problems arose. Opportunites to improve

mathematics and social skills, as well as to learn a new skill were

afforded b.y the program. With greater intereSt.and copperation, more

activities could be started. . - -
,

17. Two therapeutic recreation students at the University of Maryland'

(EollepPerk, Maryland) are currently preparing a resource book of

recreation and leisure services for the .deaf in the_Washington,
,

'D. C.,

.1Iet'ropolitan area.
-
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RESOURCE/PERSONNEL CONTACTSr

# . .-
The/foliowing listihg consists:Of individuals who have been ide tified

to IRUGOas.involved active* and directly -in phylical education, recreation,
sports, or related activity programs for deaf and/or hard -of- hearing fndiv-

',illualS: This sampling is In no way intended to be,.a complete listing but,

simply to'assisto.individuis seeking furthr information about programs

and activities in these areas. Tpdividual.s involved in these areas are

encouraged to let IRUC know of .individuaiS, programs, and ,rather. resources
appropriate'to and applicablefor this population in these areas.

c

.

Merle'Fi. Barr

Associate Director
Hindicapped, Swimming

YWCA, 2829 Broadway
pokane, Washington 99201

Ladd Colsttm
Recreation Director
Mamie D..'Lee knob].

Ft. Totten Drive &k,;allatin,.
Washington, D. C. 20011 '

Elaine, J. Iberer-

Demo, Teacher,
A. Harry Modire'Lab, School. .

2078 Kennedy Boulevard
Jersey City, New Jersey 07305

Harriett'L. Kakez
Physical Education Teat er
Ft. Worth Public Schools

4001 Littlepae
Ft. Worth, Text 76107

Art Kruger
Be/mopt Terrace
Apartment B6'
1500 N: Coalter Street'
Staunton, Virginia 24401

Ba rbara Mumford '

Recreation Coordinator
Fairview Hos ital.& Training Center
2250 Stron , S. E.

Sa em,40re

16

e
Fermenta, Ofr.PE-

St. ga'y's Sabi4of for the Deaf

2253 Main Street- 6

Buf fal New Y rk 1421W

Kr y BOtt, Director
Discovery Through Outdoor Education
Macomb I.S.D.
44001 Garfield,
Mt. Clemens, Michigan 48043.

'

Gloria Hegft, Director
-

Developmental Activity Programs
1,iilwaukeg Public Schools,

1667 S.. 24th
-

-Madvaukee,,Wisconsin 53204

Laftry Je;sen
Progiam.D'irector
United Cerebral Palsy Association
7117S. E. Harold Street
Portland., Oreg.4 97206

Stephen R. Keay
Executive DireZtor
Northern Sub. Spec. Rec. Assn.
,70G Red Oak Lane

Highland Park, Illinois 60035

Joan M. Marrs.
Supervisor, Handicapped Recreation '-
San Antonio Parks and Recreation
950 E. Hildebrand
San Antonio,-Texas 78212

Shirley Orlans
.Pe5ceptual Motor Teacher
Matawan Regional School. "District
Broad .St. Sctool
Matawan, New Jersey 07747

Milton Pettit
Remedial'Physical Education Spec.

Chula Vista `City School Distiict
Churl! Vista,.California 92012

S



David N. Reams
Arcola Lake Elementary School
1037 N. W. 81st Street
Miami, Florida 33l5

Jeanne Ridgeway
Special-Physical Educator'
Fletcher Mille : :Special School
200 Kipling
Lakewood, Coldrado 80215

,

. Jack Richmond, Director
Scoutitkfor Handicapped
Boy Scouts of America
N. Brunswick, New Jersey 08902'

i

Matthew E. Sullivan
ti Physical Education

Spec. SchooltDist., St. Louis Co.
12110 Clayton Road
Town & Country, Missouri 63131

Tim Sullivan .

Activity Cootd..for Handicapped
Montclair State College
Uppei- Montclair, !,few Jersey 07043

Frank iirkS.
Direct

Junior NAD, Ga llaudet College

ith"andFlorida, N. E.

Washington, D. C. 2000
9I ;

AO

p

Jan Thomas

Specialist
Colorado School for Deaf and Blind '

Colorado Spriggs, Colorado 80901

Pete Wisher
,Gallaudet College
7th and Florida,
Washington, D. C. 26003

tit
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AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS

1

o
. t .

- ,

In addition to listings for nine films, references concerning
television programs specially designed to meet dOmiunication needs of
hearing impaired individuals have been included in this section. Two

other'audioyisual aids are also described: a rock gospel album and as

teddy bear that encourages deaf children to verbalize. Obviously this .

listing of audiovisual equipment is n intended to be complete but rather
to serve al a springboard for ideas on aIliovisual materials that can be
Used with hearing impaired persons. A.listing of suppliers of physical

i ediation and recreation equipment and materials may be found in the
'following source:

Physical Education and Recreation for the Handicapped: Information

and Research Utilization Center (IRUC). Update No. 9: Suppliers

of Physical Education and Recreation Equipment and Materials.
Washington, D. C.: the Center (1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W.,

20036). $2?00

Films

1. ConversationsWith Deaf Teenagers (16mm, sound, color, 15.minutes). A

/ Department of'Speciai Education, Western Maryland College,
Westminiter Maryland, 21157.

Alirdup of deaf teenagers attending Swan Lake Camp (Minnesota)
discuss their personal hopes, aspirations, and directions. Key

points and issues silt-faced included need to emphasize services ,to
hearing impaired chil ren in primary school departments; need to,have.

teachers through t all school ). vels; problems of being left-,
out even in one's own family; problems and relationships with hearing
and/or deaf parents; and desire to inte act with hearing peers and

classmates. Activities in which thes y ung people are shown par-
ticipating at camp include exercises And calisthenics, a softball
game, boating, meal time, and on several field trips.

2. Dark Silence (16mm, sound, color, 11 minutes)..
National Audiovisual Center (GSA), Washington, p. 'C., 20409.

Program, activities, and 'services of the National Center for Deaf-
Blind Youth and Adults (New Hyde'Park, New York) and its four field
offices are cliicussed. elk additionoto-providing client services to

apf-blind residenttthis Center serves as.a clearinghouse for
cooperativie excgange,of information and materials dealing with edu-

, ,cation; training, habiritation, and rehabil4tation of deaf-blind
persons. 'Research conducted t or spoAored by the Cen er has
dealt.With training methods, echnology, devices-and qu pment., and

surveys of and about deaf-bli d persons. Personnel prep ration for

individuals outside the Cente staff is altiwavailable and provided
,through Center sponsorship. Specific program areas and activities

shown include cummunication ills, activities and skills of daily

7C
4
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)Livin , mobility and physical orientatiott, industrial arts, phySical
4

therapy, and counseling. When evaluation, program, and research ac-
tivities and efforts are coordinated, prognosis for effective rehabili-
tation of deaf-blind persons is possible, probable, and proglising.

3. The_Deaf'Ghild Speaks (16mm, sound, color, 16 minutes).
Extension-Media Center, University of California, Berkeley, California,

94720. Purchase $190; Rental $14.

Many phases of the program at the Oral Education Center of Southern
California where children with severe hearing impairments are taught
to function in the normal world of speech, sound, and bearing are

presented. Individualized instruction leading to a child's acquisition
of a fully-formed langUage structure with intelligible,speech is em-'
phasized.' Act.ilitties shown include a one-to-one speech-learning session
demonstrating that young deaf children are capable of speaking; an ex-
perimental program utilizing colored plastic pieces to teach very small
children essentials of sentence structure through visual and tactile
means, a dance class on a speciAlly constructed stage that is virtually

.
a high loudspeaker and on which the children literdfly feel' the music;

a reading and speech class where children first lipread with their

'teachei and then read aloud a story they composeabout a class field
trip; a basic science class; and a math class where three -'year olds

learn serial properties of numbers. Importance and role c-f rhythm,

time in space, movement, music, dance, and motor coordination activItie

are seen directly and indikctly through activities and preseations

the'film.

4. On the Road to Light (filmstrip, color, sound; 15 minutes
Boy Scouts of America, North Brunswick, New-Igx4Sey.

Boys and young men with various handicapping conditions-mental re-

tardation, orthopediC`conditions,,g1sual impairments, brain damage, and-'
hearing dmpairments7-participate actively in a wide array of scouting

activities. Troops from Texas; Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Indiana, and'
Florida are shown traveling, taking, part in camperees, conducting rodeos,

skiing, operating radio stations, doing arts and_crafts projects, camping,
playing games, and'swimming. 'These youngsters, many in wheelchairs or on
crutches, enjoy and are successful in activities found in any Scout troop.

For many the only differepces noted are in means of communication.
Attention is given to all levels of Scouting--Cubs, St-outs, and Ex-

plorers. eadets, patents, and Scoutt themselves speak about these

programs and their contributions.to all participants:

Silent Skater ,(video cassette, sound and captioned, ce/lor, 28 minutes).

Archives of the American AthLe,ticAssociation for the/Deaf, ,Edward Miner

%Gallaudet Memorial Library; Gallaudet College, Washington, D. C.

This special program recorded by WGBH-TV (Boston, Massachusetts)

presents hearing impaired and deaf figure skaters in a stirring demon-

.-
'stration of their beauty and skill during the VIII International Winter

. /

4
t.
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Games for the Deaf at Jake Placid, New York, in February 1975. Ex-
, hibitiOns include several girls in-their teens going through individual

skating routines to music; two groups are shown in pairs skating. Ain

exhibition of barrel jumping is shown in which,a young man, from Canada
wins with a leap over 14 barrels. A special demonstration by a,21-year
old blind skater from Delaware is included. This presentation is cap-
tioned so that the program is approptiate for either hearing or non -
heating individuals.

4

6. We Can crow (16mm, .sound,. color, 13 minutes).,
ACI Films,,35 West 45th Street, New York, New York, 10036. Purchase $160,.

Children from the Special School District (St. Louis, Missouri)
say.apd stow that .they can learn, move,, and grow. Each uses strengths
and abilities to attain maximum levels of independence as their minds
move freely through thoughts to disrcrv;er meaning of numbers and words.
,Play and physical Akivities ar,imaiftant an this process regardless
of specific conditions. Specifically, (1) orthopedically impaired are
shown playing games and climbing on jungle gyms, turning on bars, and
using horizontal ladders; (2) deaf take part lin arts and crafts as
they hear with their eyes, hands, and hearing aids; and (0-visually
impaired participate in nature APtivities as they see flowers and
animals with their hands add ears. 'All hike and play on the play-
ground. Although they are impaired they lift themselves to greet
the world, work to grow straight, and find ways to move their bodies
more freely through space.

7. What Is A Handicap? (sound filmstrips).
BFA Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, P. OerBox 1795, Santa

1 Monica, California, 90406. Purchase--four sound filmstrips with
cassettes $74.50; with records $62.50

Four sound filmstrips give viewers opportunities to meet four young
people with different handicapping conditions. Mark cannot walk;

Rosa has diflicultyilearing; Cindy cries easily-, and Tony learns slow-
ly. Each is ishown in everyday situations; they interact with friends,
teachers, and families. Play, recreational and physical activities are
important in the life of each of these children. Mark plays basketball,

swims, does oraft projects, and performs magic tricks; ROsa plays hand-
ball; Cindy flies kites and plays basketball; and Tony rides bicycles
and plays kickball. Interwoven with-the dialogue is narration that
explains each of these conditions and how each child feels about the
condition. These filmstrips are open-ended and close wkth questions
that draw viewers into fhe situation, encouraging them to see similarities
between all people and...to establish friendships with impaired, disabled,

and.handicapped children.
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8. VIII World Winter Games for the Deaf (color video cassette or black and
white video tape, sound, z8 minutes).
Archives of the American Athletid Association for the Deaf, Edward Miner

\\Gallgudet Memorial Library, Gallaudet College, Washington, D. C.

The VIII World Winter Games for the Deaf were held at Lake Placid,
NeW York, during February 1975. During these games, held for the
first time in the United States, 150 athletes, representing 13 nations
competed in 11 official and two exhibition events. Filmed high
lights of'Alpine ski events--downhill, slalom, giant slalom--and
Nordic ski events -- individual and'cross country relays--are shown.
Interviews with several gold medal winners from Russia are included
(English is translated to spoken Russian which is translated into
Russian signs with. the reverse process for answers). Scenes from a
hocke exhibition between teams from the United States and Canada are
sho n along with excerpts from figure skating exhibitions. Closing

J4,--deremonies include the director for the 1975 games speaking followed
by lowering of Ghe official flag which will be used for the summer
games in Bulgaria in 1977, and the IX Winter Games in Oslo, Norway,
in 1979.

*9. Conference of Executives. of American Schools for the Deaf. Lesson

Guide for Captioned Films VIII: A Training and Utilization Guide.
Florida Edition. the Confer'ence, 1972. ED 067 793.

Presented are guidelines for the use of 65 captioned films for the
deaf (numbers for each category are listed in parentheses) which*re-
late to art (four)', ecology (six), guidance (five), health and safety
(two), language arts (11), physical education (four), science (16),
social studies (14), and vocational education (three). Guidelines
provide film synopges and suggestions on use, objectives (behavioral
and general),, motivation, vocabulary, culminating activities,
evaluation, and additional resource materials. A complete list of
all other educational captioned films*'for which study guides have
been written for the pasteight years appears in appendix.

*Available from ERIC Document Reproduction Services, P.O. Box 1'90, Arlington,
Virginia 22210. (Use number when ordering; postage is extra.)

74
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"Television Programs

1. TV.for the deaf., Saturday Review of Education, 1(4):82, May 1973.

. Desnri es a television series called Vision On, produced injngland

by BBC for the entertainment of deaf children. Each of th'e 26

h f-houroShows has aspecific theme. It was shown in the United

States through May 1973. For a list of stations showing Vision On
write the American distributor, Time-Life Films, Time and Life
Building, Rockefeller Center, New York: New York, 10020.,

2. Lewis, Dennis John. Good news for the deaf. The Washington Star-

(newspaper). Washington, D. C.

Reports that deaf and hearing-impaired persons in the Washington
area will be able to watch specially produced weeknight tellecasts

of the ABC Captioned News at 11:30 beginning Monday, July 5 on WETA-
26, an affiliate of the Public Broadcasting System. A survey of ,

the local deaf community indicated a desire for more captioned
programs,.more often, in more categories--such as movies, emergency
bulletins, talk shows, local news and sports events. .

Record *No

1. Sing and Sign (record album). Columbia, Maryland: Rock Gospel fOr -

th'e Deaf (5652 Stevens Forest Road, 21045). Prfte: $4.75,plus

$.45 postage end handling per record.

This rack gospel albuth designed for hearing impaired indiViduals
contains such songs as I Believe in Music, GetUp and Walk, and

Day "by Day.

Equipment

1. , Equipment communications pro5pectus: an extraordinary teddy'bear.

Haring and Speech News, 42(4):18, July- August 1974

I

A-Teddy bear.has been developed by the Royal National. Institute
for the Deaf (England) to. assist those who work with very young deaf-

children. The bkar's eyes glow when they'are sound activated;
this.feature encourages deaf children to,vocalize. The toy is avail-

. able-\from the following source: Royal National Institute for the

,Deaf, 105 Gower Street, London, WC1E, GAH, -Ehgland.

e
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1976 DirectorOtilational. Organizations of .and for le Opt..

ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL ASSOCIATION
3417 Volta Place v
Washington,D C 20007
Voice & TTY 1202)-337 5220

PRESIDENT-Richard W Flint
PRESIDENT ELECT -H Latham Breunig
VICE PRESIDENT - Charles W Garrett
TREASURER-Franklin K Peacock
SECRETARY -Philip R Drumm
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR-George Fey endort

AMERICAN ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION OF
THE DEAF
21151 West St Vopaz Avenue
Tucson Arizona 857) 3

PRESIDENT-G Leon Curtis
VICE PRESIDENT -Art Nelson
SECRETARY TREASURER Richard Caswell
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR ,Gune Carr

BOARD FOR MISSIONS OF THE LUTHERAN
CHURCH, MISSOUR) SYNOD

.,500 North Broadway
St Louis Missouri 63f02
Voice (3141 231 6969

PRESIOENT-J A 0 Pseus
VICE PRESIDENT-Edven Weber
SECRETARY-Herbert W MueneN
TREASURER - Milton Carpenter
ACTING EXEC SEC'Y---Rev Alvin L Barry

CAPTIONED FILMS POR THE DEAF''.
DISTRIBUTION CENTER
5034 Wisconsin Avenue N W
Washington, D C .72006
Vbice 1202) 3631327
TTY (202) 363 3768

CONFERENCE OF EX'ECUTIVES OF
AMERICAN SCHOOLS FOR THE DEAF
5034 Wisconsin Avenue N W
Washington, D,C 20016
Voice 1202) 363,1327
TTY (202) 36313768_

PRESIDE NT-Rietkld G Bnu
PRESIDEINTIELECT-Ralph L Hoag
SECRETARX-Ph iKp A Belieffeur
TREASURER-Robert Fnsina
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR-Howard Quigley

CONVENTION OF AMERICAN INSTRUCTORS
OF THE DEAF
5034 Wisconsin Avenue, N W
Washington. D.C. 20016
Voice 12021 363 1027
TTY (2021 363 3768

PRESIDENT-Robert Davila
VICE PRESIDENT -Les Rudy
SECRETARY TREASURER-Cie-61d Burstein
EXECUTIVE, DIRECTOR-Howard Quigley

COUNCIL OF EDUCATIOPF THE DEAF. '
Department of Education
Special Education Section
St Piot !Minnesota 65101
Voice (612) 296 -2547

PRESIDENT-Winifred Northcutt

DEAFNESS RESEARCH FOUNDATION
366 Madisdn Avenue .

Nay York, New York 10017
Voice, 1212)682-3737

PRESIDENT -dames D Wise
VICE PRESIDENT -Mark .1 Anton
SECRETARY-Walter A Petryshyn *
TREASURER-Alfred E Busch VP
CHAIRMAN -John H hficolS Jr
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR-Oweh J Hudson

EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE OF THE erAF
,, 556 Zinna Lane

Birmingham, Alabama 35215 .
TTY 1205) 252 7829

PRESIDENT -Roger Pickering
FIRST VICE PRESIDENT-CamilIe Desmarais
SECOND yicE PRESIDENT Sias J Hirte
SECRETARY -Robert C Sampson
TREASURE R -Alva Lee CuPPY
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-Robert Cunningham
DIRECTOR OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION-

. Sandra Pickering

GALLA4DET COLLEGE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
Aiumn Office, Kendall Green ,
Gailaudet College
Wasnington D C 20002
Voice (2021447'0741
TTY .1202)447 0480

PRESIDENT- LeoWI Jacobs 4
PAST PRESIDE NT-Malccani J Norwood
VICE PRESIDENT-Gertrude S Galloway
SECRETARY-Oonald 0 Peterson
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY -lack Oanno,----

_ INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
PARENTS OF THE DEAF
814 Thayer Avenue
Silver Spring, Marvand 20910,
Voice 1301/ 585-5400

PRESIDENT-Jane Gresham
PRESIDENT ELECT - Wilder Owens
VICE PRESIDENT-Joseoh,Geeslin Jr
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT-Dolie Stansky
SECRETARY` f RE ASURER Bonnie Fairchild
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR-Mary Ann Locke

a

INTERNATIONAL CATHOLIC DEAF
ASSOCIATION
8419 Wesleyan Street
Vienna 1,,conla 72180
Voice & TTY 1703) 560 1520

PRESIDENT .,. Robert Bates
VICE PRESIDENT-Frances Preston
SECRETARY-Raton J Hinch Jr
TREASURER-Charles A Vadnais

INTERNATIONAL LUTHERAN DEAF
ASSOCIATION
500 Nor 011Broadway
St Louis 'Amur, 63102
Voice (314)231-6969 J

PRESIDENT -,Eimer Francisco
PRESIDENT ELECT-Joseph n dr ed

-SECRETARY-Archie Marshall
TREASURER-Russell Healy
PASTORAL ADyISOR -Rodney Rynearson
SECRETARY for MINISTRY TOITHE DEAF=

' Herbert W Rohe

JUNIOR NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF THE DEAF
Gallaudet College, Kondali Greeri.
Washington, D C 20002
Voice 1202)4470741
TTY 1202)-447 0480

NATIONAL DIRECTOR-Frank R Turk
4-SECRETARY-GerianAe Born

TREASURER- Gerard Winalsk,

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF THE DEAF
814 Thayer Avenue
Sever Spring Maryland 20910
Voice 13001 587 1788 .-
TTY (301) 587-1791

PRESIDENT Ms M Sztitith
PRESIDENT ELECT-Mental Garretson
VICE PRESIDENT Charlie McKinney
SECRETARY TREASURER Charles Estes
EXEC SEC Y-Frederick C Schreiber

NATIONAL ASSOC ATION FOR HEARING
AND SPEECH ALI ON
814 Thayer Avenue
&her Spring, Marys 10
Voice (301) 588 42

PRESIDENT-J nk Smith
'VICE PRESIDENT,Craig Mdls-
S2CdETARY -Ruth Dudley
TREASUNIER-John Kotis
EXEC SEC Y- Thorne's, Coleman
NATIONAL CONGRESS OF JEWISH DEAF

6131 Claridge Drive
eRiverside, California 92506
TTY (71414840328

PRESIDENT-Gerald Burstein
'-VICE PRESIDENT-Emanuel Gowen
SEC Y TROOPS -Kenpeth Rothschild
EXEC DIRECTOR-Alexander Fleischman
NATIONAL FRATERNAL SOCIETY.

OF THE DEAF
1300 W Northwest Highway
Mt Prospect, Illinois 60056
Voice (312)-392-9282
T*V. (312)-392-1409

GRAND PRESIDENT -Frank B Sullivan
VICE PRESIDENT-James D Jones
SECRETARY-Leonard Warshawsky
TREASURER-Al Van Nevel
NATIONAL THEATRE OF THE DEAF

1860 Broadway
New York, New York 10023
Voice (212) 246.2277
305 Great Neck Road
Waterford, Connecticut 06385
Voice and TTY (203)443 7406

DIRECTOR-David Hays
PROFESSIONAL REHABILITATION

wyonKeps WITH THE ADULT DEAF
814 Thayer Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
Voice 4300 589 9880

PRESIDENT-Glenn T Uoyd
FIRST VICE PRESIDENT-Albert T Prmentel
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT -

Robert G Sanderson
SECRETABY.TREASURER,Arthur G Norris
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-Charles R HO!

REGISTRY OF INTERPRETERS
FOR THE DEAF
P 0 Box 1339
Washington, D,C 20013
Voice (2021-4470511

PRESIDENT-Call J Kirchner
VICE PRESIDEKT-Celia Warshayeskv
SECRETARY-John Shipman
TREASURER-Lucile-Olson
DIUCTOR SPECIAL PROJECTS-

Mary Jane Rhodes,

' TE'LETYPEY((RITERS FOR THE DEAF. INC
3 Brkftin Drive

lanapolls. Indtana 46220
Y 13171-261-4021

( 1317)-253 3053
(3171 505 1711

PRESIDENT-Albert T Panentel
VICE PRESIDENT-Joe Slotruck ty

SE CRETARY-TREASURE R-Davi8 Myers
EXECUrTIVE.DIRWR-H Latham Breunig

UNITED STATES DEAF SKIERS(
ASSOCIATION, INC.
10500 RockVihe Pike, Apt 405
Rockville, Maryland 20852
TTY (301)4936419

PRESIDENT-Simon Carmel
VICE PRESIDENT-Thomas HaSSard
SECRETARY TREASURER-David 0 Ritter

4.
4.

This listing is reprinted with permission of the Gallaudet College, Alumni Association.
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A

THE MANUAL. ALPHABET .

4

NA1TONAL ASSOCIATION. OF -THE DEAF

B

the ,MAluol Alphabet

(as seetiloy the recetyer)

C' 0 E H

400
j -mod

-.

I

A

X Y

11.
--rt

The Manual Alphabet Ale; ,

(os seen by the sender )

Sh

R S T U

/ "M

41%

N 0
./

4
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The, following materi4.(pp. 79-105) is reprinted from the John Tracy Clinic
Correspondence Course for Parents of Preschool Deaf Children with permission
of: ' -

John Tracy 1S.linic
806 West Adams Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90007'

Pa nts of deaf or deaf -blind preschool- children may receive the Clinic's
. Co spondence Courses at no cost b.y writing directly to the Clinic.

A '

gl'STORY TIME i'.
, THINGS TO CONSIDER . .°. .

, . . Al.
, .. . .

0
HC'W TO STORY

.4Ida and,Q n-
s

A' LIST OF t OCRS FOR

PRESCHOOL CHILDREN

I
-10

1
4

'9

.

*4.

o..
v

1

79

Don't try to read a story to
your child, tell it -- and
use a picture book to help
'him understand. Because
your Child can't look at pic-
tures and your lips at the
sato time,' telling him a
' story will require some spe-
cial ..planning. With some
forethought you can make story time a
worthwhile experience for your child.

s

There are th e thing?. to consider when you ,tell a
story to a :3M child:

1. Cho'osing the picture book,'

2. .Getting ready to
tell the sta!?.

3. Telling the
story to
your child:

a

4

83
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CHOOSING THE BOOK ----

When selectithy the picture book to use with your
,

kee6th following few points in mind. ,

First, besure to choose a
story thatwill interest your
child. It should be quite
true to life, especially for
younger preschoolers --

two and three yea} olds.

..Y41 r

'p
.

If you choose an imagina-
tive story, choose one' that
in some way reminds your
child of things in his own
life. For example, The.

%Three Little Kittens, while
it isnot a story of real life,
is &about three kittens qiat
do njany things that a child
might do. s'r

f"

4

On the other 'hand a
fairy tale like Sleep-
inq Beauty has little
in it that a young deaf
child could identity in
any way with his own
life.

1

A

A yr
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m

Your next consideration should be to choose a boot?
with good illustrationss.--=The pictures should be clear
and free of extra details. Pictures of animals or
people should be lifeltKe -- not caricatures. All
pictures should look likey the "real thing.

inally, make, certain the story is one you can eas-
ily tell in your our. uo-rds -- using simple language.
There onould only tie one or two lines of print per
Page.

F

-..,,c;ot at many n't.7,rybc.c.KL and snake your own choice
17-:-.ns-r a t no yo:. ori'ild oan enjoy together.,

le

. .

,

1

10

yes i%

- ,

4,

A

1
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After you have gelecteci a picture boa to use with
your child, prepare to tell the stop. Go through
the book and choose the piqures In will talk abou,t.

:Put a'paper clip on the top of each page youwant to
use so you can flip through thdbook to the right pic-
ture when you need it..

At first you may not be able to hold your child's
interest for a long story, so select only ,three or`
four pictures to illustrate tnemaIrt powits.

.

82

:a

Decide in advance what you will say about each
picture; so you won't be at a loss for words. Try
to choose words your child may soon understand;
use language at about his level,- For example, you
could Chbose four pictures and plan to say:

4

"Here are tnree little

2. Pe their mittens. "

"The; kittens are. crying. "
.,.

t. "Thea,mittens are dirty."

6

A.

1"

a

1-
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A

'TELLING THE STORY

Itc.: are r.c7; reao:y
to tell the s..-or".:

-:-`
tie for an
exarscle.)

V

\I.

facnr-iyc.:r ano ne

sorr.et'-2.r.;
~r

- Here': a rb--f.'
rear.:

, !..ire o.. ne ..er

4

4

Is

. -
:-...old tne open book cloture' side tc yo-rcnest and ',I

c.rah tornetning about t'aR picture. "Here are Wee
Mk.(........er a

e

Tner. t-rr. tne cook ar-s.;-r.2 so yollr-a:d can se?
' e re,

!_rn Ine.Incrs,C7iro,_.n1
can see the

over :f _47, a:.
. tne`three #.1t-

a;a.r .or4. The

:T._

4

er

c....<,(4 IN YO".5R
r.oni:o:AaKe.zt at this point. Hi (urn

t

. 4



4

4

41"

Let him look at the picture, and of course
if he locks up,you must .be sure to talk

}about tliat particular picture.

7

Before he loses interest, tarn the book
,around, ga to the next' page you' nave
marked, and again hold the book toward
your chest as you. name whateverisIn
the picture. "The kitten is praying.,"

Then turn
the boek
around so
your child
can see the
picture. But kapp it firmly in your possession for r,*

1

I

'

Go through each of the three or four pictures you
have chosen' in the same way.

-

First,

. HOLD THE OPEN
BOOK TOWARD YtUR dkES:T.

' isle=

t

Finally
=

4

BOOK AROUND sd
YOUR CHILD CAN SEE THE PICTURE.

84 0
0 J.
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an;.i atter.-
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY

Books are fun and can lead tone way to new and
better language for any. ch..a. Young aeaf cnii-

.tiren, like all young children, en]oy suitable sto-
ries and picture books. Here are a few gttioeiines
that may help yo...to 'moose books for yoLr

,FLRST Choose '.early iliustrated bckaks
easily reco-gnizable p.ctures of farral
jar things.

"SECOND Avoid books.vitr. pictures tnatare too
"busy," witn e cohlusIng clutter of ob-
jects or act:vittes to ale away from
zne main of tr.e

Cnc-ase c-ceks w:r.;.:st a line or two of
print accontry:ngeacnpicture. The

pictures should alrnosttell the storA,

-FOURTitt bociartnal are fa:ctua-1.- -aNst
real p1aces and:act:vit.es rather tinan"-

tnose tnat are largelf .rnagifiative.

FIFTH Cnoo-se b-ooks of .:L:el-est to yotircnild.
o

srxTH

.THIRD

Have many, books a..-ollable, _covering
a wide rarne'of stto;ects,

SEVENTH Choose 4...oksyou can enjoy with your

EIGHT}- Use a diff,eent book everyday anz:
away for about two weeks. After.

that length of tirrie ;411'7.111 be ably to
recapture his interest with the sa
book.

Ti

ft)

.
";'

Ar ,

C.,00SI NG' BOOKS.

no can he.c you choose books for your child?
ourbcel ch.ldrer.'s librarian, a kindergarten or
ur.seryscriool teacner maybe your best sotirce of

yelp, The follow:rig organizations 1.111 send par--
nts selected book hats and pubhcations about cnii-
-en's read.r.g tr.at w.:1 help you make good choices.

kklexander Cirar.am Bel: i-sisociatIon, :537 351n St-
N W. , Wash: ton, D. C. 2r j7. Books for Deaf
C.:-.::drer. (Nursery tr.rougn grade cy Mary Grzff.tr.
Newton. ($3 20)

t

Bank Street College Booikstore,- 8a Bank St. , Ne'w
York, N. Y., 1C.C.14. Books for Cn-::oren (free cat-
alo5g)

dren's Book Coix.c.1, 175 Fifth Aizenue, New
.**York, NT? A: 3s to Choo--..sir.7-17,t'dSks CO?

S.. lore: (a .1:st of 1-..00k lists ar.d'of books aoout
coons)

Nationai Council of Tea-p er of Engllsn, ff.8 Sour.
'Sixth Street, C.:ri.cagc,*illm s Readers and
piement (host for $1. Cf.).

7 CO*?

\

See also sIggestedtbc-ks l e cn :ne following
iges. if you cannot locate a - rttc.f.ar book, yod

may find another coveting the same epic.

.tt
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TO BUY OR BORROW-
Lessirs 1

+

YOU AND YOUR CHILD

'Baby and Child Care;' - .:arr.in
Spook, M. (:,:-. paperback.; in-
cludes maiiir -2.r.arjes).

Common Sense Bock, c.-,f Bab,v.nd
Care, by Benjamin Spook,

/'

Your Child from On,7`..s n's
Bureau* Publication .#4. trek for
FREE publict:on= of
to parents. )

How to'G.ive Your Child a C7-,..,Tod StirT,'
by 'Aline. - Code
(25c). (Ask for a FREF_,pu,bl.calionz:
list. )

I

Order from:
Service Department

Pooketc.-,oks,
L"..Tas: 39th Street

York,' New York 10018

Order :rom: s"

Pearce
vfi East 49r.d'Street

y,ork, New York 10017

S.:perint,4r.dent of Documents
S. C;ov.eimment Printing Office,

,Vashinc7.tor., D, C. 20402

The Firt,t Five Yearsof ty Arnold
(fxsell, M. D. ($ 5. 05).

roer t_roan. -7
Ch.ld Stfady Association of America

87th Street
1.'e.y; York, New York 10028

Order from:
'Harper and Ro .7, Publisher

East 33rd Str-et 7 "

. :e7 York, Mew York i0pi6

THE EDUCATION OF DEAF CHILDREN

,Your Deaf Child: A Guide for Parents,
by Heber R. MyklebUst ($7.... 70).,
Our Deaf Children, .by Freddy Bloom'
($3.70). WrAtteri by he mother s5f
deaf child.

87

Order from:
Alexander Graham Bell Association
1537 357,1i Street, N. V.

Washington, D. 'C. 20007

0
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CHILD'S OWNPLAY
Lase* It

7-\ BLOCKS AND LANGUAGE BUILDING
I. .

1. it
.

Cur suggestions for using your child's play as a language learning opportunity
will deal, in each lesson, with some specific kind of play. Keep in, mind, how-
ever that many of the ideas devkoped for a particular type of 'play may also
be apVIble and adatable to other- things that younchild does, or other things .
that h -, -ses in his clay. In this ,lesson we shall see how language leaping can
have a major role in block play. At each age level there are many ways chil-
dren find to play with blocks. And each way has ts own topics for conVersa-
tion. Follow your child's lead. Take advantage. f every situation.

Games With Blocks Are Simple, at First.

There are few children wCQ do not
like to play with blocks. 'Bab:es
and some two year olds_may- prefer
small, hard ribber, plgstic, or
wooden blocks that they car. easily
hold. They ,..-rfea.y drop tnern tiro..v
them, push them around, or even
try to stack them. Frc
a stack of 19,cks :nay be more fur.
thanputtin-j ctehlock 'on tor: of
other.

L

Talk about EacliBlock in a
"Deopping". Game :

A 'tyro year old mi-.y erioy dropping or
tossing small blo :Ks :t-itd a box ,bs.,
can, or.pa..1.. You could hand him one

flock at a time. Hold the block .:aril
he glances at your face, then say

-something like: ",1-1E'PE'S A B LC OK.
"IT!S A BLOCK:" "DFCP-THE
BLOCK." "'A NOTHEP t CK ! ",

,A

Show him how to th`eblosck into
the container. Then,you could say:
"THE'BLOCK'S IN THE PAIL."'

I

01.

88

A Block Train

A child two or three years old will
enjoy making a train" of the blocks
and pusheng them across the floor.
You could say somethjing about another
block as he adds it to the "'train, " or
(when he looks at your face) you could
say: "PUSH THE'TPPAIN," "GIVE

A 1"---USH." "IT'S A TF'AIN." "YOU
PUSHED THE BLCCKS. "

Stack the

Three and fou, ,ear olds enjoy piljng
one blo.c';,: on for another ano

be proud of .tat they ha../e built. You
can show that you, too, 'are'pleased
with your ^hi ld` s bt,ailding skin. You
can talk about wha'_ he has built and lel.
trim, know thb.J.: you share. his pride:
"THAT'S HIGH! "P"frANOTHER
BLOC'''. GU. " "HIGHEPr." "THAT'S
OCC D ! " "C !, 2 GETTING HIGH. v
"r1---0"



Bililding 'Blocks.

some, four year. olds and most five
Year olds may build structures that
really represent something. .They
may plan and build a gas station and
use small cas their- play. The
blocks may be used to build walls:-

in- 'he familiar pgttern
shown-in the draiing on this page, You
cari try to recognize what :your, child
is building and talk about it. It may
be a wall, a house, a road, a tower
or even a castle.

"YOU MADE A
BLqCK WALL!"

Kindergarten Blocks

Children usually like largs42indergarten blocks. They will play with thernsin a
variety of ways according .to.a.ge and inventiveness. Offer ybur :child the appro

. priate language for what he doe's and for 'the Cningshe builds.
figt

.The'se bltcks can be bought or made from scrap lumber. Here are some sug-
gested dimensions (sO they fit together): '

q

P a

4

ei.

I. and 3/81 x 2 and 1./4"Px 11/16"
,

2 and 3/41F x 4 and 1/2" 1 and-'3/8"

5 and 9" x 2 and 3/4"

"

/



description: BEAT THE DRUM

*AO ° (

purpose of the game:'

To help your child make a response to
sound is he LOOKS and LISTENS.

lobe" you need:

A drum or a large, pan and a wooden
spoon or stick. Four Cr five marbles
and a smooth,ed4ed can: `Someorie to
help yo4(the other parent or anrolder
child, for example).

,what to do:

Strike the drum, (or pan). as your child
watches. Have your helper drop a mar-
ble in the can as ybu strike the drum.
Do this twice.

Then have the helper hold your child's
hand and help HIM drop the marbit; in
the can, as TOGEiro'HER they watch you
strike the drtfm.-

Perhaps, a'fter''severaI times of being
coached, your child will learn to watch
And. wait -- then make the response by
hi self. On the other nand, it may'be
so tiine before he understands the
g , especially if he is very young.

1
9

,

(Listening) s

Do notir ina hurry., Help him when
he neeas help and praise him when he
sticceetis.

41

Always use si 'ght and sound together
until your 'child learns the game. When .

he 'respondsconsistently, try beating
t he drum where he cannot see it.. If he
does not .drop the object in'the can when 4

he .hears the sound, revert to letting
-him look and listen once agait1T-

variations:

Use checkers, buttoni, *tiny candies,
or pebbles instead , of the marbles.
Substitute a bowl, or a muffin tin for
the. can.



description: ' LOTS TO LEARN (Story Timc)

End each game period wit a story.
The purpose of Story Time 11 remain
basically the same, although your child
will enjoy it more and more as
time-goes on. Sometimes the-pictures
in the book will be gufficient to help
your child understand, and sometimes
you will want ,to use little -"props" to
add interest and make the story clear-
er. Follow the procedure outlined in
the first lesson. ,Keep it handy and
review the suggestions in it often.

There will be many days when you won't feel it wise to try, to use every
but no matter what exercises you skip at game time, always try_ to end the game
period with a story. Find other times, too, to tell your child a story: :before
bedtime or before his nap. Gradually you will be able to hold his interest and
attention for a longer time. Gradually he will be able to understand more of what
you say. Your stories will become longer and more compleX as his language
grows.

Short visits to a library or a. bookmobile will help build your youngster's interest
in books. The library habit is worth cultivating; as deaf children get older, an
interest in reading will expand their language.

4

7
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. TO .BUY OR BARROW

Lame II

YOU AND YOUR CHILD

Life and Ways of the Year Old,
by Louise P. Woodcock. ($3. 00) To
help y6u understand, enjoy and ap -
preciate0your,two year bld: ,

c4

14. New Ways to Discipline
. W. Baruch. f$5.'50)

child today.

Dorothy
and your

4

Living with. Children: New Method
for Parentt and Teachers, by Gerald
R. Paiersonbli'd M. Elizabeth'Gull-
ion. ($3. 50) Programed instruction
to help parents understand 'situations,
in which their own behavior or their
child's is d istressing to them.

a

Order from:-

New York, N. Y..10014

Bank Street College Bookstore
69 Bank Street

4. A

..

Order from:
I. McGraw-Hill Book 4ompany

330 West 42nd Street
New York% N...Y. 10036

Order from: .

Research Press
2612 Mattis Avenue
Champaign, Tinois 61820-

THE EDUCATION OF jfEAF CHILDREN

and hardof hearing children.
ditoryraining games, for young deaf

i

Plait it by Ear, by Ed ar L. Lowell
and Marguerite Stoner, ($3. 50) Au-

,t

a

.01

Order from:
Educational Materials Department
John Tracy Clinic
806 West Adams Boulerard
Los Angeles, California '90007,

- Order from:
Your Ea!rs by Irving and Ruth Adle4a.
($2. 68) Easy to readinformation: or!.
the ear and hearing.t -

Hearilm and Deafness, byHallowell
Davis, M.D., and S. Richard Silver*-

..ait. man, Ph. D. ($10. 00) A conpreh,enl
MIlbi.ire but technical book.

44

.4

The Yohnbay Co'mpany
62 West 45th Street
Npw York, N. Y. 10036k.

1

Order from:
Alexander Graham Bell AsSociation
.1537 35th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20007

.34,
,

a

a





'rim and His Hearing Aid, by Eleanor
C. Ronnei and Joan Porter ($1. 50)
A pictutebook for children who wear'
hearing aids

Sound and Hearing, 'Life Science
Library, ($5. 95-L"california
dents add 5% sales tax), Fully
ustrated, readable book includes a
chapter "When Hearing Fails, "

HolliKe Hear: The story of Hearing,
by Judith Fryer. ($3. 45)' /The hear.;
ing meca.nism and 'now it Works,
written-for older children and adults,

4

4

r

Order from.
Alexander G;aham013ell 'Association
153 35th Street, N. W: i.

Washington, D. C 20007

Order frdni:
Time-Life Libraries' .

1950 La Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90034

Note: Mention you have a hearing im-
paired child and are enrolled-in this
course. Time-Life Libraries will then
pay postage and handlinfitharge/.

Order,from:
Alexander Graham

`1537.35th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 2000

93 .
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TO BUY OR BORROW
bison III

PLAY AND PLAY EQUIPMENT
t

Home Play and Play.Equipment for
the Preschool Child. Children's
Bureau'Publication #238, ($.15).

Toy` You Can Make, A do-it-your-
self- pairfRblet describing attractive,
sturdy toys you can make in yOur own
home. ($.20).

The Complete. Book of Children's
Play, by Ruth. Hartley and Robert
Go ldenson . ($6. 50) .

The Wise Choice ,of Toys
by Ethel Kawin. ($4.00).

t3*

0

Cr i,--r from:
er.r ter ert "C Documents
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Distrib,:tion Center
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CHILD'S OWN PLAY

L.tuon V

THE WORLD OF MAKE BELIEVr

Dramatic Play

Def;lf:46-tiloren rr.o re than near.in
childrn need t.es to ise thair

et-erythinj tney
Re d, loecorne,- rnaterial

for -- drar:,atic
ehoug-h, c:_sertoinj- tne nattie, ytis
r.21--/e -,cou oee/yourself
as your cnii!dren see T.,- Eranoatic

tn,
is in.terested in le=-_--,rnin--t and you
clues =Is -.7.q2 t a '

-_-; play sr.:,

dre.r. to ininortantiy, yo_. rap
tney are doin-J and -,t. hat :re; are usinJ.

Playing House

^G. eke .nT :ones" is

-- corner of
your cild can safely
interferenoewili ---r:ti;dre car.1-e
any whin 1 f ro
sirnplest nr.akes-.Ift pad "orr

pillow on tne floor rni jo.tbe 'cr_fd;

low boxes will suffice as
household may
a role is. tr.i-S oo se/ee:- in oi.Drner.

.1,, a. 'VT- a, v", .. ^

:'-a

There are endler
tior.
as well as
and hanJin-_:,
2;7,

and feedinj

enjoy

_
r f

A:1
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torovidind nla-e- and "nrotas for chit?
one cc rne tn.-, -Fords for what.

of tnese -1...rnes". are inir,j s to talk about
to a deaf onild. -2(ttu or an older child

it with nirr. rnijnt "1-71.2.:D THE
S SWEEP

THE FLCCT-', ME THE DUST
"TAKE

C

r nct 2.nderstaM, all you
but ne beji:. :Iras4A.tie ideas

iv of the sentences, as a ...thole. And this is
a be:jinni/J.

Playing Store

if yGar 112:7 jone shopring with you
no 11,-iely enjoy a play store.



This could be primitive in nature. Orange crates or'boxes in a convenient corner
of the house or yard will do. Empty cans, boxes, or milk cartonsAfrom Mother's
kitchen take the place of the products she buys in the "real" store., Also, minia-
ture replicas of some grocery products are available in toy stores.

As yoilir youngster plays with you or other children there can be exchanges ,.of
products, "pretend" money, and conversation. Many expressions can be used
and,' in time, added to his lipreading vocabuldry. Besides the names of the dif-
ferent foods, words like "hi, " "bye bye, " "please," i.nc!'" thank you" can be Said
many times. Later, when your son or daughter has acquired more language, you
may want to use more questions and number concepts. Do not force any learning
during these mioments of fun. This is time for your child to relax and enjoy
.Ghat he is doing. He will learn naturally without being conscious that he is ex-
pected to learn. Once he begins to say a few words, you w411 someday hear them
uttered spontaneously as ne is playing.

Playing "Dress-Up"

"Dressing, up" makes playing house or
'store even mare inviting. A '!dress up"
box will be appreciated for years. Hats,
scarves, handbags, old shoes, dresses,
shirts, and jackets all go to make up a
collection of costumes for boys- and
girls alike. With a little imagination,
a youngster becomes a mother, b. father,
or a Storekeeper. In fact, he or she
may. become a policeman, a queen, a
cowboy, or a iballerina. If you enter
into this make believe world, yOu will
find special opportunities to talk to your
child in his new role. Talk about who
he is, what he is doing, what he is
swearing. Play along" with the situation.
Take every advantage of this chance to
offer your child More langdage and lip-
reading practice. If he at Some point
attempts to, say something, fiaUsq a mo-
ment; and use- touch to heap him with his
speech. But oily for a moment.' You do
not Ant to destroy his-spontaneity and
enthusiasm.
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eXPERI.ENcES

4

EXPERIENCES
AND

EXPERIENCE PICTURES

a....ayfronoorne cao ao4Ct3 yo-r
o- trIpo, no matte:: nik,

can be proftta -.p.r1 or boy.

Expc,richces for Young Children

a ;are. cr p'-ayjrccnti

a far r. sr a it.de, in the co...:r..r.y
ott_tr., at toe laKe or'beanottre

In; trir-
9 a :et coot

r loe

tc ftre .otation
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t; anotoer tr f.rt,rn but-rbar.:

area intr. th, cen bP nrrPrt;Pt.
nece.;:tary t; 'ioctor dentiot

A tric, '; al center
.-:Teect, and hea-ing

to a -.9_1 jorcr.o frterld's
v.o. -;randr-nac.

aro...1nc the iticok

97101
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To make these experiences as rriearangful as
possible, talk t.o your cntid aoout tne trip.

BEFORE you go,
WHILE YOU ARE
LATE? when you're home again.

Until a deaf youngster finder stands more language,
pictures will be your way of illustratillg your .con-
versation as you plan outings and recall them later.

ti . 98

What Kind of
,
Pictures?

Pictures from magazines, travel folders, ra.iroad
or airline brogres, advert; sing pampniets, or
postcards are _n subtaole. Children's ocJoks are
alio a valuable source of illustrations.

Cr better yet, mate yo:ur own pictures. ,111Ce:

sketcnes(chuldrn love tnem:) often prove to be tne
clearest way of portraying an experience. Ihcludeo

tnis section are examples of some "easy" drawings
tnat could be used to illustrate an outing.

Priotograpns tnat you take
yourself may be your
favorites. These could in-
clude snapcnots of people you
new or places you gb. You

can even take pictures while
you're ON your trip, to talk
about wren you get home. If you havea camera that
pi iritS piegares instantly,* you can snow them to
your child at once and help him to associate them
wi:n what he sees. The pictures will then have even
more meaning for him when you talk about them
later.

*Trie Land Polaroid,
Swinger model, is under
twenty dollars and will
be useful for many years.



Save the Pictures

page: arE

Cldor

tne.r
Poc.,,,c
in 'n. _ i

az -you s-unt

uscrirt
ce:-.-edtvith trigr
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tiling to' do with

ol anni ,e
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How to the the/Pictures

in advance %4;:nerly:..,,: plan an4e.itung let your child
y are joing a snort time in advance.

Sno-w n.rr, a sict-re of a magazine of a doctor,
for exarr.ple, if yo, are gol.ng to tne doctor's office.
Cr. are 32ing tne airport, snow nirn pictures

alrrlines or postcard vie.vs of :ne a,:,rport itself.

at the Lne Then tne plott,res w.th ybu and
:c your sCi yo:, reach.

,YC,r
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afterwtd
'=; ne you ge. -tack
.o me anair, yo. child

tr.,e up on'
a bf.etir. tne

(witn ^,3.E.,:ng tape
lilicnIs not liely to
narrirtnr: or wall
p-aper), tne refrig-
erator door (ne.c.: to the
meta: as...face xiti a.
crr,at: mrgnet). Tnen
t^,/ to right at

ne r., trterezted.
. ucelin th,s gray provide for

and add irnrne_r...e.l to
_.71 ,stur,lIng,

A: your cnild grows older and attainc'a certain
arr.our, of knowledge of time and the sequence of
event:, yoi could use several picture:, to illiistrate
the order-in which you will do tnitjs on your trip-
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Group the Pictures

When you put your. "Experience Pictures into boxes,
envelopes, or "Experience Books, " they should be
grouped according to:

i

t.

SUBJECT (Animals, Birds,. Cars and
Trucks, People I Know,
Airplanes, etc. )

or

PLACE

or

(The Zoo, The Park, Grand-
ma's House, The Fire Sta-
tion, The, Airport, etc. )

SP

EVENT (A Ride on a Train, A Walk
.. .. to the Co.rner, A Visit to

Grandma's House, etc. )

i

If you" keep the pictures in "Experience Books, "
make a separate book for each category.,

l

P

. .

b

i

,./

a

SOME SKETCHES YOU COULD MAKE

For a Picnic

A A
A *picnic table

I

A picnic basket

Under a tree
A pop bottle

4:11.

A cheese sandwichN ....-
A glass of milk

A knife /
A fork

A spoon

An. apple

100

I

*.

A paper plate

A banana



For a Visit to a Pct. Shop

A Elide kitten

A flit')

The owner

4A dog

A yellow duck

A mouse

A fish, bowl

A bird cage

at

.

4

For a Trip to the Zoo

t: 71' anc.'..oec-ence

1

5

0 5'

1

ve .vent .0 the zoo

Li

4

6.
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TO BUY OR BORROW
1

Lessois V

YO. AND YOUR CHILD

Foods for Baby
Order from:

Gerber-I-'-roduott r'ornc.--p-,ny
Frjimont, 1...lohian 49412 rol"

(Free) Mdstly atout babies,' a sec;_icn
"If Feeding Problems Develop" it good
readinTfor parents of prescnool cnil-
dren.

THE EDUCATION OF DEAF CHILDREN
.,-

New OPportunitiesi for Deaf Cnildren,
By Irene P. . and A . . . 1 . Ew in j.

Language for the Prescnocl Deaf Child,
by Grace Harris. ($7. 4) :76r parents
and Leachers of children who ha7e made
y. beginning in acviring lanjuage.

Parent Education
attitudes and comrnunication
children. Free to rarer:: groups.-

-

Order from:
A-lexander Graham Bell 1:.ssociation
Th37 35th Street-, N. W.

-ifashinton, D. C. 20007

Order from:
Educational Materials Department
Joht, Tracy C.:,linic

, 4
806 West Adams Bulevard
Los Angeles,. California 90007

FOR YOUR CHILD

Tommy and Tess Take a, Train
JA coloring book; FREE)

I Went To The`Hosoital, ($.

Johnny Visits His Doctor, (S., 50)

Johnny Goes To The Hospital, ($. 3'ai)
nJ

JoAny's First Visit To The Dentist,
($. 50)

I

Order fromA,.
Association of American Railroads
Trannvortatron Building
Washington, D. C. 20006

Order from:
Parents Committee
Box 23
Ithaca, N. Y.

rde r fro
Health= cation Department
Child r 'rHospital
314 Longwood AVenue
Bo.ston, Massachusetts 02115

1021DL



t TO BUY OR BORROW.

Le-slcoor vu,

YOU AND YOUR CHILD

._of attitudes, feelings; and language

Not written for parents ordeaf chil-.
81.ow'To Tali, by Jane Beasley, (S3. 00)

dren; this book has general discussions

deveviopment:

Your 'Child is a Person, by Stella
CheSsi M. D. and others. ($4. 75) How
individual children meet situation's,
and howparents' attitudes affect. jchil-
dren.

Also in paperback. (S. 25)

Fathers Are Parents, too: A Con-
structiveGuide to Successful ,Father-

.-Ood, by Oliver S. English.:- (S. 50)

The Magic' Years, by Selma Fraiberg.
($4. 50) Personality'aevelopment in the
'fi,rFt five years of life; some typical
problem of early Childhood..

. THE EDUCATION OF ,DEAF CHILDREN.

027der from: '

,Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia University,
New York, New York 20027

O er from:, .
Ine Viking Press,
625 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Simon and Schuster, Inc.
630 Fifth Avenue ,
New York, New Yogi , 10020

1,
Order from:

Belmont Books.
66 Leonard Stre.,?.t
Ne',/,- York; New York 10013

,O,rder fro m+
Charles Sdribner's Sons
597 Fifth avenue
New York, New York 10017

The ABC of Auditory Training, by
Sister James Lorene Hogan. to class-

, room manual for children ages 5=9;
,discusseE the ability of deaf children
to respond 'to sound:

FOR YOUR

God Loves Us - A picture book of right
. and wrong, by Helen Woodward and

Doris Wilkins. ($1. 50)

10

.00

Order from: tY -

St. Joseph's Institutp for the Deaf
1483 82nd Boulevard
University City, Missouri 63130

CHILD

. Order from:
Alexander Graham Bell Association
1537' 35th Street, N. WI
Washington, D. C.. 20Q07 ,

ig)



TO R.6 R 0

. ft.
P?
YOU 'AND *Y41,14k CHILD

How To 1-jeln Your C.hild'-lep,-. f4.r
Beatrice Gudridge, (fifty ter

.Washington, C. 29006

.Qrder
Educati.pn Association

-1201 li3th'S'treet,

4
Parents'ivlacazind: A rticle.1 of inter-

.est to most riaren?.s. (Yeal-'s subsc
tion: $4. 00)

!Pamphlets abbut civil et-- and f'o.rnii_y,
life. (FTee list on request)

Order frOm:
Subso-Optio.4, Office
Parents Magazine
Bergenfield, New'Jirsey 47621

Order from:
Institute of Child..Study
Uni,,Ters4.4of Toronto-
45 Wainner Road
Toronto 4, Ontario, Canada

411.11'

AUDITORY TRAINING 'F01% DEAF CHILDREN:
SQNG BOO RECORDS, RHYTHM INSTRUMENTS

Catalog listing re4co,rds, song books,
and rhytrgn instruments that may be
useful in auditory training. (Free to
parents) A visit to 'this Center is
worthwhile.

The Li ttleSinging Ti by S. Coleman
and A. Thorri. ($3.

1

Learning to Listen: 'au'ditory
record for preschool deaf -children.
($1,25 in U.S. California residents -
add 5% sales tax)-

Other Records:

4
Order frOm:
. Children's Music Center

5373 West Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles, ,California 90019,.

Order from:
h-,<Iphn Day Co.,. Publishers

/. 200 Madison Alenue
.New York, New York 1001;6

0 der from: '
ducational IVY

n Tracy Cll.

. ti

terials Department
is

Choose records by listening to them. Select music with a strong beat -- marches,
fo'r 'instance. As the child develops skill; try music that contrasts in volume,
pitch.; or tem .. Sound effect records provide go,IT31..istening experience. Nursery, ,
rlYyme or s ry idecords afe usually suitable only for the hard of hearing child.
Most yOur deaf children cannot follow the fast narration. Choose' a "talking"
record o* 3, when the speech is at a slaw, unhurried rate of speed.

Y'
1-0

'104
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1

)Musical instruments: ..4
9.'Rhythm instruments like those asein kindergartens: ',drums, tamb(Nrines,

cyafibals, triangles, woctden tapping Sticks or sandpaper Covered block, cankie-
obtaine'd'in musibal iristrument store, a kindergarten supply house, or a toy
_store, Cafisalt the yellow pages of yotir telephone directory, as'ic akindergarten
teache' fcir informatiori, or write to Children's Wilisic Center.

c

;

V "

r ,

1 051 0
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ALIC1TA HAMILTON is the de-
monstration teacher curd- supervisor of
the Preschool for Children with Com-
munication Disorders at the University

' of Denver Speech wnd Heartng Center.
PRIDE ANDERSON is e member of
the _Health, Physical Education and
'Recreation Department and served as
both consultant and teacher in imple.,

' mentingl motor skill training with the
preschool ehildren. KAROL MERTEN
is a member-of the faculty of the De-
partment of Communicatipp Disorders
and supervises the speech therapy-of
the communication ,handicapped pre-
schodl children,

At the University of Denver's Speech
Ond Hearing Center, special young
children attend a daily preschool pro-
gram designed to remediate a variety
of conimunicatign handicaps The cur-
riculum of the preschool is open-ended,
and self-selected activity at play centers
Both indoors and outdoors is empha-
sized. The pnmary goal of the preschool
is to. provide language stipulation for
the children in a natural way.

In 1969-70, with the help of the
University's Department of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation, it
was decided to emphasize and experi-
ment with movement education. The

.preschool youngsters were systematical-
.

\4\°\.°1'

ly introduced to a variety of basic ac-
tivities selected to promote the acquisi-
tion of new motor skills The plan was
to encourage the development, of lan-
guage while increasing motor compe-
tence The curriculum included activi-
ties on the trampoline and tumbling

oats, mother-child swimming practice,
rand rhythmic work, as well as the usual

opportunities for climbing on a jungle
gym, throwing balls, etc Emphasis was
placed on all aspects of growth (phys-
ical, intellectual, social, emotional) as
interrelated.

Facilitating Language Development

In Implementing the motor skill
training program for use with special
young children, the role of the teacher
was defined as that of architect, partici-
pant, and reinforcer. It was her obliga-
tion to provide language stimulation as
narrator of the child's activities. She
talked about what the child could do,
what he was doing, and how he was
doing it (exclusive of value judgments),
in a, planned effort to enrich both his
receptisie-ld expressive language. De-
mands for speech were minimized.
Special emphasis Was placed throughout
the project on the use of prepositions as
a way of maximizing learning about
spatial relationships, directiohality, and
laterality ' .

101 -

Narratiod is an important, qatural
aspect of the development of language.
Children learn first receptiVe .nguage
skills listening, comprehending, per-
ceiving. Then, they move on to the de-
velopment of expressive language skills
talking and comihtinicating. Die best
example of Carly language learning
the mother child model. Most mothers
narrate spontaneously what their Child
is doing, seeing, and feeling, and then
expand on the child's utterances as he

/starts to talk. Tht,very young Ihild
may. not :understand die mother's
specific words, but he does develop a
functional equivalent, and so under-
stands the whole rather than specific
parts. Such narration and' expansion
avoids formal stereotyped, repetitious,
demanding exercises which would re-
strict and limit the child's exploration
of his world and his place in its If.
'tang ge is tq be vital, it must, be
ac ed naturally,

Imp minting Motor Skiltgraintngo
in an OpenEnded Program

In an open preschool, there are
countless opportunities for narration
about the child's activity. as he engages
in selfselected tasks; particularly when
the tasks involve physical activity. It
is easy, and natural to narrate for a
child as he tries out jungle gym, climb-
ing docile, walking boards, trampoline,,
Swimming pool, activities on a tumbling
mat, orwhen he is pretending to be a
frog, seal, brat?, inch -worm, airplane,
Leaf, or tugboat. Walking, running, slid-
ing, rolling, jumping,..hopping, tossihg,
pushing, pulling, hitting, swinging,
climbing, hangingeach provides new
opportunities for .langtfage stimulation.
As meaning is ascribed to the words
narrated, the child absorbs them through
use Ai a result, considerable contex-
Aural variety an be presented in relation
to different tasks, exposing the children
to a large vocabulary, and providing
Contrasts in concepts such as tip/down,
-heavy/light, in/out, under/on.

Daily written records, were kept at
the University of Denver describing
tasks, equipment, participation of the
children, adult narration, and, verbal
responses of the children. Examples of
narration from the record include:

Task. Jumping o
ft

n. tire (on playground)

;Mull narration' Can on the
tire? You arc jumpin on the tire.
See how high Tommy jumps! That's
a good trick!

Child's comments. I ready to jump now
I jump.1 know a trick!

Task'Cliinbinge9n jungle gym

;Mull narration. Can you climb up?
Look how high you are!..You went
up the ladder.

'r
JOHPER April 1972



Child's comments. I'm climbing up into a setting where these conC'epts

here. That's too high' were alreadf an important part of the

Swimming proved to be an ideal curriculum Narration was offered con-

way to encourage positive parent-child
tenuously but ' unobtrusively, as the

with their Child's ?ogress and
interaction and to intolye

children .proceeded (rough the pre-

mothers
school routines and activities, as they

friends in school Teachers moved free-
ly within the group serving as models
for stimulating language, teaching re-

laxation in the water, and offering sup-
port in developing warm mother-child
relationships cehtered around a learn-

, ing task Mothersinteracting with other
Maher% discovered mutual interests a
support for shared proble s

Goals related to physical- social and
emotional growth seemed reahstically
conceived Children changed during the
year, from a hesitant, unsure approach
to new motor tasks to enthusiastic
competence and a willingness to per-
severe at difficult activities While co- This program may have generalized
ordination gains varied from child tx, -relevance for many early childhood cd-
child, Individual satisfaction denye ucators of normal',Children as well as
front concrete achievement was.obvious for those con'etwl With the 'special"
among all participants and commented or disadvantaged young child In
on by the children's mottfrrs Success either case, it 1.s significant that on a
ekperiettees were many so that self- national level children with learning
esteetr*as enhanced As evidence. the problems of various kinds seem to shbw
children began to approach new tasks
with generalized self-confidence This
was partseularly evident in relation to
work on the. trampoline

fingerpainted, worked with clay, en-
gaged in granitic play, cooked, worked
with blocks, or tended the gerbils and
canary Movement education became
another way to enrich the curriculum
In addition, each child received daily
ndividual speech therapy designed ,to
emediate his- special difficulty So,

hile Center records show objective
data to support the conclusion that
language growth wasdeinonstrated by
the children, the, stimulation fir growth"

many sources, The tpta
program was brought to ,bear one the
remeefiation of a specific communication
disorder in a given child .

Countless opportunities were provided
through movement education for facil-
itating language development, and it
was easy to stress narration in a natural
way However. language stimulation
in this sCee was an established integral
part of the daily *school session so
that motor skilltraining was introduced

particular retardation in the develop-
ment of motor competency (see - "Motor
Development and Performance of Eitio-
tionalfy Disturbid Children,' by Flatly
B. Vv Poindexter, in the June 1269
JOHPER, pp 69 -71) SOme are as

much as two to four years behind the
average child There is obvious need

for early intervention The program de-
scribed here is one respo se' to such a
need on the part of t e child with a
communication handle p

Teaching Physical Education in Schools Ibr the Deaf

SHIRLEY A BERG'S IS with Graham
Vral Sabo! for the Deaf 2390 East
SSth.Street, Cle,eland Ohio 44104

Adaptation physical education
teaching tech. es used in special
schools for the deaf may help others
teachers and students alikeinvolved
in physical education programs One
extremely important factor is increased
use of demonstrNtions Teachers may
have to demonstrate for younger chil-
drenosinost older children are able to
understand directions and can demon -
'strafe for the class

Also important is more extensive use
of bulletin board displays Charts and
pictures with captions can help the
child to, better understand what is ex-
pected of him Demonstrations and dis-
plays are far more beneficial than long,
detailed exptapations, thfy save learn-
ing time when students are eager for -

activity M children grow older, they
need new vocabulary words written on

JOHPER Aprol 1972
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the board for them Rules discussions
come later

Slight changes are used in calling a
class to order or getting students' atten-
tion when necessary Instead of blowing
a whistle, the teacher of deaf students
will find that snappin lights off and on
will quickly attraet the pupils' attention
Always face the class when speaking
and mange the class so all pupils may
see the teacher's lips and the chalk-
board or bulletin board if necessaryry.

Class >ize is an important factor
Generally speaking,, classes in the pri-
mary grades should be small and limited
to one hoMeroom only, usually this In-
volves eight to ten children In the
middle elementary and Junior high
grades, classes may range from' ten to
sixteen If classes ge much larger
communication is more difficult, and
children lose something in the learning
process (The author assumes that classes
are in an oral school where speech and

_specchreading are emphasized r
s ' 108:

This size class allows students to ade:'
quatelY see demunstranons Observation
is an important learning .tool of the
deaf This also enables them to have
much' more individual help when it is

needed Small classes help make it pos-
sible for most children to participate the
enure activity. period, fewer substitu-
tions are necessary This is important
because the deaf individual, for the most
part, seems to love activity, it helps him
let off aggressive tendencies in approved
ways Hearing people can just ray a
few words to let off steam, but the
!Dung deaf child dots not have this
ability In addition, he sometimes does
not understand just what is going on in
the classroom Consequently, he Wei,
comes physical eduCation, and the
chance to run and play Teachers
should plan fur as much pupil partici-
pation as posible

The deaf child's gatne interests may
be characteristic of younger children,
perli-aps becadse of limited preschool
play experiences, delayed social matu-
ration, or difficulty in understanding the
more complex rules of team games be-
cause of the vocabulary involved Con!
sequently, team play usually comes at a
later age for many deaf children It is
the teacher', responsibility to encourage
the ch,ildrera in team play. and to -help-

-"them learn rUles'and vocabulary, he may
have to modify some games and rules

An example is basketball for girls
Assume the class has had lead-up bas-
ketball games, and the teacher wishes
to introduce team basketball He may
-du this with a film to give the girls some
idea of how the game is played Then,
instead of proceeding immediately Into
officral rules. progrese in easy stages
Hate thc\class play six court basketball
to introsjuce some rules and vocabulary
about fouling, traveling. out:of-bounds,
in-bounds, sp the girls play a team game
with a mini um of rules

After the/ game has been mastered,
proceed to the old form of basketball
with three forwards and three guards
on each side of the floorno roving
players At this time, introduce more
terminologv and new concepts The final
step is then regulation basketball A few
classes may be able to accomplish all
three steps in one basketball unit How-
ever, for many classes. it will probably
take two basketball units over a period
of two years. some,. groups may take
even longer Fos boys, this much pre-
liminary instruction is usually not nee-

' essary since they seem to understand
,basketball much faster than the girls

VMost bays can play regulation basket-
ball in the later elementary years, al-
though they need help on vocabulary
and rules

Generally. softball and volleyball are
much casier,for the deaf child to com-
prehend I he learning process is not so



long and difficult, and they, can play
these team games in the fifth or sixth
grade. The explanation for the differ-
ence between the learning of basketball
as opposed to softball_ and volleyball
-seems tot he in the fact that the pace
is much faster in basketkall. Everyone
is moving, whereas in the other two
.games not all players are -active at the
same time. It is also much easier to

the othet ers than it is in basketball.
keep yo ale on the ball arid to watch

Official gnats given in rule books
are excellent for all these games. In
basketball, a teacher may want to im-
provik one of his qwn to s'cip play
when an infraction occurs,r.use this in
place of a whistle. The signalettay be
a palm held up in the stop position
or a waving motion of one arm The
latter movement usually attracts the
players' attention, and they stop readily
The referee may signa infraction
and also say what it isouch
clingBlue out.".

For most other activities, little adap-
tation is/necessary except in Thyfhms
and stunts: and tumbling. In the rhythms
.unit. auditory training should be started
early to enable children to distinguish
between slow, heavy walking, rucosppg,
'skipping, marching, etc. One Wily to
acquaint -children with, a particular
rhythm is to play the record and let
children feel vibrations off the floor or
the phonograph Some may be able to
distinguish it with the use of their
hearing aids.

The next step with young children is
teacher demonstration followed by par-

ticipation with the class Grhdually,
different rhythms can be introduced.
Constant review of past rhythms it nec-
essary. The teacher should always play

s the record first, then ask the class what
rhythm it is, he should not tell them' As
the children get older, finer vanations
and discriminations may be introduced
and required

Mixers and folk dances follow basic.
forms of locomotion and the same gen-
eral method is used. In the beginning,
it is helpful for the teacher to partici-
pate in dances, so the children can
establish the correct beat by watching
and following him. Teacher participa-
tion is also bentficial in square and
social dancing since tho students profit
so much from observation.

Stunts and tumbling need greatest
adaptation in teaching .technique. Stu-
dents can do the same things as hearing
children, but 'activities have to be pre-
sented and taught -diffeeently. Here
again, demonstrations are extremely
vital. With yoUng childrest,it may be
teacher demonstrations,. but as students
get older, pupil demonstrations 'should
be encouraged. It is necessary to re-
member that the deaf child gets much
more out of a demonstration than an

1'
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explgition. Demonstrations should bet
repeated more than once and should-
be clear-cut and correctly performed.

The deaf child does not benefit from
coaching stiggestions as the' act is in
piogress. He must know what he is to
do and how to do itkbefore he starts
the actreity."This is Orticularly true in
cases where the head is inverted or
where there is danger to etre? child if he
performs the act incorrvly Good
demonstrations an' explanations help
him know what is expected of him
Even then, the teacher has totbe un-
usually alert and ready y, prtvent acci-
dents. -

Class psize should be considered in
stunts and bling for safety reasons,
and to e the children to participate
as much as 1,kle dun the class

vertod Because the fo coaching
suggestions, it may be wi' ave each
child do the activity once or twice for
the teacher before he lets him go to
another mat and perform by himself.

'If a class is toslarge, the teacher can-
not check thenTalh hor can safety rules
be observed 'properly

Simple stunts ft e ,mirk stand, the
human ball, the inchworm, etc.) may
be performed by the crass together
since there is little dangerof the child's
being hurt, in these activities. Above all,
safely,should stressqd in Ma unit.

Most games can be played by young
deaf children Vith few changes How-
ever, tag garnes involving speech. (such
as hill dill, fire on the mountain, bird-
catcher, brownie and fairies, or crows
and cranes) should be avoided since
"it is usuallrtuo far away for-children
to lipread him, so the game loses its
effect. The children get just as much
enjoyment out ,of ylaying a taggame
where deryphe is on one line, with
"it" in ,the center, players then* try to
run to the opposite line without being
tagged If they are tagged, they' also
become "it" so that the last one tagged
is the new "It.".,This game involves the
principles of most of theother tattes
mentioned, and itecan be used,success-
fully with a large number of deaf chil-
dren (as at recess period), without the
misunderstafitlings that anse when they
play tag games involving spee-ch.

Other games which would be unsuc-
cesstul.are dog and bone and last couple
out. In the fopner7the child seated on

' the chair would never hear anyone
sneak up to get the bone, so tho game
is pointless. In the latter, the last pair
would 'never hear "it" call, "last couple
out " and the game loses much of its
flavor if "it: is allowed to turn around'
A possible modification would be- for
"it" to raise his hand but "it" still
cquld not hear the couple running up
in back of ;him, and the game would
not be too successful.
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In a modification pf drop the, hand-

kerchief which has .proved successful
players stand with,hands clasped in back
of themselves It" puts the handker'
chief or beanbag into the hands of the
playeghe chooses This gl,;0 the second
pereorl a better chance, to tag "it" be-
cause he is not handicapped by rack of
hearing "it" run behind him, causing
hint' to get off to a slower start. C

Red light may be modified by having
"it" turn his back on the other childrn
in line, walk forward without counting,
and turn around suddenly whenever he
wishes Anyone he sees moving has to
go back to the starting line. .

Call ball is usually more successful
if the player in the center does not call
another's name, but just throws to the
next one in the circle going,around the
circle eithl:lockwise or counterclock-
wise. Oche .vise "it" forgets aid
someone's name when he has his back
to the player and confusion arises.

Most other' ames of low organization
require no tiptation for the. deal.
They enjoy sit h club, guard the clubs,
circle stride ball, dodge ball, relays,
newcomb, partner tag, etc., without
modification. The same is true of lead-
up games---horse, "21," three hole
basketball, volley tennis, volle'y keep-up,
softball work-up, hit pin baseball, line
soccer, circle soccer,4tc
. It is important to remember in teach-
ing physical education to deaf children
that these children enjoy activity just

las much as, if not more than, hearing
children, and they can participate in
many of the same activities with little or
no modifications At times the teacher
may need more thIn the usual amount
of patience or ingenuity in presenting
new techniques, but he will be amply
rewarded as he watches the children
play. They enjoy norfnal activity, let
them have as much of it as possible'
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The Deaf Student in Physical Education

SHIRLEY A. BERGES is a physical
education , instructor In The Clarke
School for the Deaf, Nnrthantpton,
Massachusetts.

Normally, the news that a high school
teacher has a new pupil assigned todus
physical education class causes hide or
no distur4ance at all The teacher at' y
say, 'That class is big i nough nownot
another one." Or he may fuss at the,
extra work connected with assigning the
pupil a locker, fillip 4 out a registration
card, etc However, during the course'
of the period, the student is duly en-
rolled and briefly oriented to the pro-
gram. The teacher soon forgets him
amid the many ocher pressing duties of
a school day.

How would the teacher react if this
pupil- were deaf? What if the teacher'
has bad no encounters with 'the'cltuf?
Immediately, upon hearing that a new
student is deaf, the, 'average teacher s
first reaction is, "Pow will 1 reach a deaf

'person? .1 won't know what to do with
him kle won't be able to play with the
rest of the class. How do 1 talk with
him>" These and other anxious thoughts
keep c mg to mind

Assu a deaf student has been as-
sigped t one of your physical- education
classes. ou have had no' specia/ifed
teaming i the field of deaf education,
it is necessary- to orient your thinking
and -Planning, lo provide for this non-
hearinji child How may,, yotr help the
student develop to his fullest potential?

s First, the teacher should remPrisber
that the majority of deaf children are
physically sound With, the exception
of deafnessothere are no major physio-
logical differences between deaf and '
hearing children T tie, some deaf [nth-
vidUals may hav additional handicaps
such as cer4ral pilsy or mental retarda:
tionh but if this wets the case, they
would pot likely be found in a secondary
school physial education class

If no other handicaps exist, the deaf
student in' comparison to the helms
one may exhibit certain physical char-
acteristitt which are important to the
physical educator. He rhaYhave a high
level of'physical energy and show quicker
movement. He will probably sho an
unusual ability to Imitate precisely/The
movements of others His balance may
be poorer, and his lung capa,city may be
underdeveloped due to decreased breath-

.

mg because of lack of speech He may
'show somewhat superior hand steadiness
and control

Although deafness is often a purely
sensory defect with little or no limita-
tions on intellectual ability, certain dif-
ferences may appear The deaf student
may have some difficulty in understand-
ing abstract ideas and reasoning In
addition; it is notunusual for deaf sm.
,dents to enter high school at seventeen
years of age The teacher should not

'assume that this individual is a slow
learner but should realize this is a norz_
mal entrance age for the deaf Educa,-
tional achievement has been slower be-
cause of the very lengthy process of
language and speech acquisition,

There may be a wide gap between the
menial potential of tije child and his
actual scholastic attainment Cower
scores or more ihaccUrate ones may re-
sult on verbal hQ tests The deaf child

'uses sight as a very important tool He
may think in tons of pictures and sym-
bols, not oSords

With this background in mind, how
can the physical education teacher best
help, the deaf student> Have the indi-
vidual near the front of the squad line
so he may bread well, use a normal
robe of voice and do not nyerexaggerate
mouth or faciatexpressions The teacher
should not turn his back when speaking
td the class, or he will isolate. the deaf
student completely

Even remembering all these things,
there will be times when the deaf sop
dent does not understand what has been
said Perhaps another pupil could be
asked to help in these instances by re-
peating what was said, or byriaking
written notes of rules discussions or of
new and unfamiliar terms The deaf boy
cannot Jipread and write at the same
tithe.

Other students should be encouraged
to offer help to the deaf student when
necessary Yhe deaf student benefits,
and, equally important, the other class
members develop a positive attitude
toward' helping a handicapped person
Sometimes, the deaf stuaeot may become
too dependent on other students, the
teacher should be alert, to this possibil-
ity Jake any other student, the deaf
boy should do as much as possible for
himstlf.

There are some general restrictions,
;a limitations in physical education for
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the deaf strident. Some deaf. persons
may experience dizziness and have poor
balance. Therefore, during stunts, tum-
bling, and apparatus units, theirpartici-
pation may 'be limited. They- sotild be
well supervised at these times. Activities
which improve body balance, coordina-
tion, and control should be' stressed for
the deaf student.

Students Help:Mteelate Accidents

For several reasons, there seems tote
a higher incidence of accidents involv-
idg deaf students. hpart, this is due to
their inability to hear- warnings and to
bear others who are out of their range
of vision The teacher may help by tell-
ing the rest of the class to be alert for
the deaf pupil's unexpected movements
so, collisions may be ,Avoided as much
as possible.

, Some adolescent deaf boys may not
be intfrested in strenuous activities such
-as running, rope jumping, ezercises,and
cainthentics because of poor chest de-

' velopment and resulting breathlessness.
The physical educator should be Mare
of this problem and introduce these ac-
tivities gradually. Breathing exercises
may be suggested fbr the boy to do at
home to increase his physiological ca-
pacity. The teacher will find outside
assignments like this are taken seriously.
by most deaf students. The majority of
theln really want to perform well in
physical education class, and they will
try to improve their ability

One safety factor which the teacher
should stress is the removal of hearing
aids during playsicak activity, Quite
often, the pupils like to keep their aids
on so that they may heard better The
danger involved is that a ball may hit
the ear mold and cause further harm to
an already damaged car. Also, the aid
may be broken, and hearing aids ate
expensiy,e tb-raplace.

There are some modifications and
characteristics of specific activities for
the -deaf. In basketball, the teacher
should realize that the individual with
poor balance may have difficulty stop-

' ping and changing directions. Also, he
will not hear the whistle, and his play
may appear more aggressive. Perhaps
the teacher could woilcout some swift

hod- for indicating the whistle' has
lawn. Teammates could run over and

tap him on the shoulder and say. "The
whistle blew." Here again, understand-
ing is "needed by the other members of
the class and by the itsslructor.

Some difficulty may be experienced in
softball because the players cover such
a wide area and coaching suggestions

,cannot be heard or lipread. If possible,
a nearby teammate could be asked to
relay the teacher's message to,she deaf
player,

A similar space problem exists in)



'ooze; except that the are ev
mote widespread and ratty ave the'
backs to the referee. Using another
player to tell.the deaf what the teacher
has said or that play has stopped is one
solution to the problem.

rIf a piano is used in dance, the deaf
student should be allowed to place his
hands-on it so 1 the vibrations .
and be ablp to establish rhythm. If
a phonograph is used, the rhythm Could.
be.,established by detronstrating and
counting-out the beat, and then having
the student da it. In square dancing, the
`deaf individual cannot heat the caller.
However, after he orate knows the dance
pattern, be could. be instructed to watch
his partner for cues.

As a group, deaf students do well on
physical fitness tests. ,Howcyer, on those
tests which involve balance of quick (/

-change of direction, scores are apt to be
. lower Allan average.

In stunts and tumbling, more indi
vidual help and supervision are fleas;
sary for deaf participants. It may be
wise to modify some specific stunts be-
gause'of balance problems. It ist,ei,
treisely important to fernernger tharthe
deaf individual cannot hear coaching.
suggestions s'hile the stunt is in pros,
rass. Thus, a thorough explanation and
understanding coupled with sr good dem-
onstration are neressary, before the indi-
tidual tries _the stunt himself. this
point cannot be emphasized enough.;.
Partielpition in Swimming ' .. .

Deaf students' may participate in
swimming classes.- Most school swim,
ming' classes opet-ite on the 'buddy"
system. The buddy assigned ti5 the deaf
pupil should.1ze a skilled swimmer and
coult be one oi the gym leaders , TheC
tracherifiould be sure that the deaf boy
knows, What is expected of him. It is
difficult to give coaching instructions
while the' activity is ip progress For
saferyi sake, it is extremely important
that the individual have a thorough
undeumnding of the skills involved. .

,

Vatious ,other activities such as vol- ,

leyball, badminton, tennis, and recrea-
. clonal 'games require little or no_modifi.
cations for deaf players. They may be
performed well by nonhearing individ-
uals and should be a part of every
program. _

If a deaf student.should enroll in one
of your physical education 'classes, real- .

ize that with only minor modifications,
for the most part, he can partiCipate
with ocher classsmembers Take a little
extra time to understand him, and the
effort willPusuallY be rewarded By his
deep appreciation.

A
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XII World, Galles for The Deaf

PENNELLA hair served "tor 12
years as phyncal education teacher and'
coach at Sr Mary s School for the Deaf,

1.
Buffalo

New York 14214 He was m-i. =rant track coodto Head Coach Torn
Berg for the% 1973 GDC 'SA team
He is currently a doctoral student

Dunng the week -of July 20-28, 197'3"
the XII World Games for the Deaf
(WGD) were held in Malmo, Sweden
Under the direction of the International
Committee of Silent Sports (CISS)
1190 athletes (961 men and 229 wom-
en) competed, representing 32 nations

The United States contingent, sanc-
tioned by the Amateur Athletic Union
and guided 'y the Amepcan Associa-
tion of Athletics for the Deaf (AAAC),
was made up of 191 athletes and o16-

4 lima Men and women competeu sn .

track and field, =rung, volleyball. ,

table te tennis Men also par -
9cipated in wrestling. basketball, soc-
cer, field handball, cycling and shoot-
ins

The International Olympic Commit-
tee granted official recogniepn to the
C1SS in 1951 The "Deaf 'Olympics,"
as they are often called are held every
four years Like the regular or hearing
Olympics, the WGD begins and ends
with a parade into the stadium with lots
of exciting competition In bctliteen

In 1973 there were many top indi-
vidual. performances among the deaf
Arnetscans. Ron Rice, a 17-year-old'.,

, swimmer from Warren, Michigan. won
five gold medals Lea Bond 11, an 18-
year-old froth St I Paul, Minnesota, won
four gokIssin track and field, he won
both ,the 400 and ROO meter run and
anchored the Inceonoui 4x400 ;id
4x100 meter relays Kathy Sallade, a
23yeanok1 teethe( from Fort Lauder -
dale, Florida. captured three gold med-
als in swimming. Date lohnson, 14,
from Welah, Minnesota. won twosgoldt
in wrestling

World records for the deaf in swim-
ming and track and field were stab
lulled long ago by the many of
them were.brokerun Malmo American

c
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records for the deaf are established by
the AAAD many of these records were
also rewritten during the 1973 C.111741

Act Kruger of Vint Hollywood, C-ali
torma, is chairman of the

areCommittee Assisting ,him are Vice -
Chairman James Barrack of Towson,
Maryland 'SecrEtagy F A Caligiun of
La Mirada, California Treasurer Le-
roy L Dunning 'of C incfnnatu Ohio
and Team Director Bill Simpson of
Morganton, North .Carolina Kruger
known as the father of the AAAD.
spearheaded a drive to raise 52.000 for
each participant:1g athlete to finance the

seven weeks away 'from home Both
he and Head Track Coach Tom Berg
of Gallaudct College, weres inducted
into the Helm s Fouridetmentiall of
Fame 111 recognition of their Elio for
and devotion to athletics and t Ccaf

The athletes trained at laudet
College 'in Washington. DC 'for three
weeks They then trained for a few
days in Malmo poor, to the actual
Games competition Before leaving for
the Games the U S A team received
an ofhcial send-Off from Julie Nixon
Fisenligiver After i the Garnet the
U S A group began a two-weck edu-
,

Top left Harold Poster of
washinron ll C. the fan
American deaf athlete ro win
the high rump, teleina a new

meter, 6' 7^,i
world leaf record of 2 01

Top rtcdt Chimier 1.1114.0
Sweden Run Rice Warren

itIlkart f tee Rite Won thea
and Beta Pam,

If
IVO mete freestrleone of
his five poke-medals

r,Bottom. These membe of th;
400 meter edley relar train
won a fatal 14 medal,
Left re4nehf, Purley '
Houle /oh ln, St Paat
h 1 lanerma f. en Bollard
Pelham; Alan r New York,
lozela Alan, AI Newark
New Jersey d Kathy Sallode,
f t. Lauderdale Florio

'"(`COViketKitleihan

I

asO
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--c-auonal toter of Sweden, Denmark.
Norway. Scotland. and England

Most of the athletes on the U S A.
leant were products 'of resakimal
schools for the deaf all across the
country There are many hearing-ttinch
capped students in day schools or Spe-
cial classes In hearing 'schools who
could have qualified for these Garnet
Physical educators and coaches rn these
schools should encourage their hearing-
handicapri students to take part to
their athletic programs and make 'them
aware of .(he WGD They should also
make them aware of Gallaudet College,i
the only liberal arts college for the deaf
in the world, and of the National Tech-
nical Institute for the Deaf (NTID)
in Rochester, New York Heanng-han-
dicapped students purstie studies at Gal-
lauelet and NT1D and participate in an
intercollegiate sports program as well
In another university the athlete may
never get the opportunity to war the-
school's colors

F A _Caligun made the follod14
comments concerning Ulf athletes and
international competition

It can be uguett that kers are more
worthwhile things to do than, say, Pin
400 meters on an oral track. swim back
and Meth in a tankful, of water, buff and
pull and toss a leepound shotgest to win
a few perm of shiny instal and Betting
glory But when is a deaf person.'enuced
morn than during his school years while
he engages in sports competition with hear-
ing warns and when. with increased skdls.

I be participates in international comgcntion
with the finest deaf athletes of 40 other

countnes,
It is a proud moment in the life of an

American deaf athlete when, while wear-
mg the unifory of the greatest nation on
earth, he comrths his bum skill, strength
and spirit to the Table ideals of world
competition But the proudest nsolnent of
all comes to those American deaf athletes
who with high honor face our nation's
BagIntmols,pl,herp,ivwktiorysitencstaends..neo.venndthoughnr

they cannot hear The Rat-Spangled

Benner
The'next WGD will be held in Bu-

charest, Rominia in summer 1977 rho-
WOO trials are always held One Year
earlier in order to have sufficient'fime
for individual fund mum;

For more detailed information con-
cerning the WOO, contact Art Kruger.
AAA'D Chairman. 7530 Hampton Ave .
No 303, West Hollywood, California
90046, or lames A Barrack, AAAD
Vice Chairman. 1525 Cottage Lane.
Towson, Maryland 21204

Complete coverage ,tx given the
Games (event, name, time, medal to-
tals, etc 1 in The Deaf American maga-
zine, an official putklication of the Na-
none! Association of the 'Deaf. The
editorial office is at 5125 Radner Road,
Inehapapults, Indiana 46226 Cl
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TAKEN FROM Physical Vlication and Recreation for
Handicapped Children: Proceedings of A
Study Conference on Research and Demonstratidn

Needs. Washington, D.C.: National Recreation
and Park Association and the American Association

(now Alliance) for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation, February 16-19, 1969. .
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STATUS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION kOR THE HEARING LIPAIREI)

Peter Ii. Wisher

Introduction

It is difficult, in thetime allotted, to present a comprehensive report on the status of
'Physical education for the deaf It should be..mentioncd that many of the obseKations cx
pres.;ed here are bascld u or rny personal experiances with the deaf, in a variety of capa-
cities, over a period or four.ccr, years Other sources of information were informal
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studies by physical education.nrajors and teachers at Gallaudet College. Research of a
formal naturem this special area is practically non-'existent.

--Definitions

-The term "physical education" is'used m a broad sense to include not only physical
.cduea.; ion, but heaith and athicticsaks well.

The terms the dear.' and "the hearing" -.are used constantly, as though a
*dichotomy existed. The range of deafness, or hearing, extends from those individuals who
are profoundly dcaf through those who possess normal hearing. The deaf or hearing
impaired are those persons in whom the sense bf hearing is non-functional for
ordinary purposes in life" (I). Mention shuuld be made of the hard-of-htaring," ...those
in whom the sense of }tearing, although defective, is functional with or without a hearing
aid"( I).

Sinct' there appears to be some difficulty in olassifying persons with impaired
hearing, it follows that estimates'of the total deaf population in this country vary with
each invesneator. Reported estimates' range froth 120,000 to 15.000,000. The true total
is probably between these two extremes. One recent study estimated the deaf population
m the United States to be "approximately 8 million" (2).

The following discussions of the deaf and their education, characteristics of the
deaf and the status of physical education are presented to provide insight into the current
subject.

Education

Ili deaf ,are educated in private and state residential schools or in private and
public day schools or classes. Students with the ability to- pursue higher - learning attend
regular "licaring',' colleges, Gallaudet College, the only liberal arts college exclusively
devoted to the education of the deaf, or Rochester Technical Institute; where a technical
education is now available to qiiahried deaf.

The manner of communication in the education of the deaf is the most important
single consideration 'and the mpst contrpversial. Persons uninvolved in the education of
the-deaf find it difficult to understand the gap between the =lists and the manuiliv.
The firmer group believes that ell communications Stith and between the deafshould .6e
oral, using only speech, specchreading, and, cf cdurse any auditory equipment that could
be helpful, The manu'alists Ifelieve that the interests of the deaf are best served by using
manual communication, i e'fingerspelling and/or the language of signs.

The simultaneous method is.used at Gallaudet College. In this system speech,
manuafalphabet and the language of signs are used simultaneously. My experience leads
me to believe that natty of the problems associated with the de,f and their children can
be traced to communication difficulties All deaf children should learn speech to the
extent thcy can. `hey should also learn manual communication as a second language. In
my fourteen -years at Gallaudet, havc" never hid students with whom I could
communicate exclusively with the oral method. , *
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Characteristics'

The deaf have been misunderstoid in the past, and prejudicies and unfounded
opinions are still presalent throughout the %odd. For example, the teems "deaf and
dumb' and "deaf-mute" arc not only repugiant, tney are inaccurate. Most deafpersons

'have some speech. In my experience w,:h tV deaf, I have discovered th'it there are more
"hearing and dumb" than there are "deaf and. dumb"

Contemporary educational practices tend to perpetuate 'misconceptions and
consequently retard progress Since many of the characteristics of the deaf discussed here
may be tire suit of .mperfect communication methods, the validity of these findings
maye blurred.

I. Noit-nal acquisition of- language 'is not possible for the deaf. The degree of
hearing loss and age of onset are influencing factors, (4, 6, 9)

2. Deaf children tend to be better adjusted if their patents are deaf. (4, p 184)
3. Language difficulties lead to social difficulties. These problems are reflected in

relations with parents. peers, and soc.ety In general (6)
4. Extremes in behavior are noted. these range from complete withd,rawal to

violent outbursts of rage (314, 5, 6)
5. Regarding educational adsances, the deaf appear to be from four to seven years

behind their,hearing peers (7, p. 213)
6. MoAhearing .moaited adults use either the language of signs or the simultaneous

method of W.-manual alphabet and speech (4, p. 119) Aa

7 On 'the basis of Once studies (4, 5. 6) the following traits are reported social
immaturity, impuls,se b'ehasisir, egocentricity, rigid standirds of behavior and etiquette,
and certain deficiencies with respect to abstracting and conceptual ability.

8 Children, regardless of the means of communication used in a particular school,
At. tend to communicate manually when not supervised (6. p 13)

g: One researcher (9) found that the deaf ..re concerned more with the attitudes of
their peers than with those of authorities

Status of Physical Education for the Deaf

Physical education has played an Important role in the education of the hearing in
this coantry , this fact does not seem to hold true for the deaf. As early as 1882:Sy/kr
(8) at the Convent on of-Instructors of the Deaf, pointed out the need for an adequate"
physical education program In 1895, Blown (8) at the Fourteenth Convention, outlined
the urgency of initiating health and hygiene classes for the deaf. At present, many
resiental 'schools for the deaf havenonlier physical education programs nor health
giasfes. There is an emphasis on a few varsity sports, especially basketball

kipro'ximately 987, of the students in residential schools terminate their education
at this level, and consequently their education for life is incomplete. Physical education
provides the deaf with an environment for learning that is unsurpassed. Many deaf get
little satisfaction from television, radio, conceits, movies, and playthey tend to involve
:hems Ives in actisities that are visually oriented, such as sports. outdoor activities, social
gaper:rigs and others

A.,'

t

Incidentally, in my opinion the observations that the deaf dance to vibrations and
that they have poor balance are folklore. It is true that the deaf feef vibrations, but they
do not dance to them. As for poor balance, if the balance mechanism in the ear is
affected, balance will also be affected. However, on the college level, I have observed
negligible balance problems in those enrolled in regular physical education classes. There
arc, of course the multiple-handicapped in whom balance may be a factor.

Some recent informal studies by physical education majors and teachers- at
Gallaudet College revealed the following

I All schools support at least one varsity sport, basketball.
2. In one study, 70% of the schools supporrhig a physicakeducation program used

only part-time teachers.

3. A survey of freshman boys.taking health at Gallaudet College revealed that 55%
had never had a health class prior_ to college.

4. Incoming students are given the national fitness test. Averages in all test items
were below,pational norms for the hearing. After one year of physical education, on a
re-test, the deaf surpassed the national norms.

5 In schools where physical education programs were in effect, some question
regarding the curriculum emerged. In one of my classes consisting of 8 students, none had

.ever had tennis instructions..one girl informed me that in her physical education classes,
the girls only played basketball all year.

The program of physical education on tht college level is very encouraging. For
example, no financial help is given,,to Varsity athletes: Kt% of the student body
participatb in inter - collegiate athletics, and another 40% take part in intramurals; all
students take two years of required physical education and one year of health,Gallaudet
is a member of the NCAA, Mason-Dixon Conference, and the Maryland Intercollegiate

Conference, the Boys take part in ten varsity sports and the girls in sue. Additionally, the
"Deaf Olympie-;" are held every four years and a national deaf basketball championship is
held yearly.

Conclusion

In view of the foregoing, I 'offer the following recommendations for your
consid tion as possible areas for research.

A survey of existing philosophy and practices in residential and day schools for
the deaf should be undertaken to reveal anyl,aps between the ideal and the real.

2. Sustained dissemination of information is needed by agencies to draw
administrators' attention to problems in this area

3 There is need for the development of demonstration centers and tools for
assessing studbats, programs and teachers,

4 The advisability of qualified deaf individuals becoming involved in the planning,
implementation and operation should be studied-

5e Current learning and teaching practices shobld be tested, especially the most
central issue in the,education of the deafcommianicaticin.

6 An assessment of all types of visual media should be made. Innovative devices,
should also be tested for effectiveness and the practicality of self-teaching machines needs tiexploration.



Statement

"No child can be cons;dered educated unless he has acquired in childhood and

youth familiarity and skill in alarge number of gaines,and sports which givesatisfaction

and.lead to their pursuit in recreational ways out of school",(10, p. 354).
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ANECDOTES ABY RQY K. HOLCOMB ,

'The following
anecdotes were selected from Roy

K..Holcomb's9 Hazards
.

of D ness. Wieh the .author's permissioa, anecdotes are presented to -give

hearing aders.a feeling for some of the
situations:persons with hearing,'

impairments may experience id everyday
activities.' Mr. Holcomb, Director of

the Margaret S. Streck School for the Hearing Impaired Delaware Stage School,
..

iar.,,the Deaf, is-deaf himself.
.

: , ,

ENCOUNTERS WITH SMANGLitb
. .

-Yon are
introduced 4o a stranger.

You do not Obatch"
the ndineaftel,'several repetitions. You try to alibi

your w4lout of the
embarasssine situation by saying that peopeie's names are often'difficult to ipeech read unless th=:: are easy ones Zike Smith, '_
Brawn, Reed o7; Jones. Then the stranger'i name turnta out to r!4.-
Smith, Brof:,n,

Reed.oC Jones.
.

..,

N

You, are enjoying
yourself with some deaf friends and somehearing 'Fly gives you a note inquiring,

"Can you read
and ',,Cite?''

Of course
you w2'ite back to him that you can heither

read nor ;write.
.ENTEFTAIpMENT, SPORTS, &

YouTay full
adMission,to movies, night clubs, or other places where

sound of one kind or anther
is an

important part of the price.
Then you sit bac and,"watch" what your money -has bought.
IA news flash

caption crosses you T.V. screen.
tislogue which you

'cannot hear follows. You can./ma2ine
all kinds of things happening

from Martha
Raye :wining a beauty

contest to '4artians invading New
York City. You must wait until

you read the next day's paperto
find out what really

happened.

.While playing golf a ball
barely misses hit:ina you and sending you

to the happy
hunting grounds

because you-didn't hear the "fore" from..------

., the players behind you.

At a ball game you
"strike-out" withto be called

back to the
plate becaubus didn't hear it. On the next hal1Veryone were stone-deaf
as it is nowith the bases loaded.

You watch a football game for ages wondering
what the-score is before

it is
finally-flashed on the screen.

the bases loaded and walk backyou slightly
"tipped" the baZZ'v. miss it by a mile and wishtun striking out Twice in a row,

Up,high in the grandstand
at the horse

races you don't hear reports

on how.
your horse is

running and
never know he Zed much of the pay.

All you, know is he cope in dead,last.
lk

The person next to you in a darkened theater asks you ,ter the tune

and you almost have to use Braille
in order to understand him.At the movies

you laugh aloud
when others cry, and cry when others

laugh because you don't
see things the

s&'e way as other people hear



them in the movies,

,
You play "hide and seek" indoors

and the person
who is' "it"

%dears your every
move and finds you easier thanhe

could find

°the sun and you wonder how.
. -

B

1 You goon vacation trip* visiting many interesting
places and

pay for guides who teZZ you prac'tica4ly
nothing since you..can't

undarstand,them.
Worse still al4.,, the

sites that have pre-prepared

tapes to exPlai't
interesting facts

about the beautiful
places you

are paying to meitt..0
1,...

- k

.You wait all year for
Santa Claus to come-and ,thert

when he does,

i
he,oan't ask you

if,you've been a good child or not since his

beard and whiskers make Zip-reading imPossiblolii

You explain to ybur
hearingfriends.hat deaf people can

obtain
.4.

.

.

--,),
.r. only

approximatel'y one
out of,four z5ords

via lig4eading,
but that

if'youlet the key words you have a betteqbchance
of understanding

what was said. YOu see the words, Tcow' and "moon" on the Zips and

immediately
think of the expression.,

"Theocow.jumped over.
th moan."

However,
the,other person

might hc:zve said-something
Zike:

The cow is eating grass under the-moon.

or '

The cow is
looking up at the moon.

or
The cow is making love

under the moon.

You'happen to be ata raffle drawing.
when your number ia0drawn, but

you never know it. It could havebeen worse!!!
The.prize could have

'been five hundred dollars,
instead of one hundred.
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